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IBPORKATIONAL BEARING ON BIGB CELLULAR TELBPBONB RATBS:
BOW SBOULD CALIPORBIA RBGOLATB TBB CBLLOLAR TBLBPBOBB INDUSTRY
JANUARY 12, 1993

STATE CAPITOL, SACRAKBKTO
GOOD AFTERNOON. I WANT TO WELCOME EVERYONE HERE TODAY TO THE
FIRST HEARING OF THE SENATE ENERGY & PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMITTEE
IN THE NEW LEGISLATIVE SESSION.
TODAY WE ARE HOLDING A HEARING ON HIGH CELLULAR TELEPHONE RATES
IN CALIFORNIA. AND WE ARE ASKING THE QUESTION--HOW SHOULD THE
STATE REGULATE THE CELLULAR INDUSTRY TO HELP LOWER RATES?
MY GOALS AS COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN HAVE BEEN TO PROTECT CONSUMER
INTERESTS AND PROMOTE FAIR COMPETITION. AT THE MOMENT, I DON'T
THINK EITHER OF THESE GOALS IS BEING REALIZED IN CALIFORNIA WITH
RESPECT TO THE CELLULAR TELEPHONE INDUSTRY.
CALIFORNIA HAS MORE CELLULAR TELEPHONE CUSTOMERS THAN ANY OTHER
STATE IN THE NATION--WITH MOST OF THOSE CUSTOMERS IN SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA, THE AREA I REPRESENT. YET DESPITE THIS HUGE DEMAND,
OUR RATES ARE AMONG THE HIGHEST IN THE COUNTRY. AND ALTHOUGH
CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICE STARTED IN CALIFORNIA IN 1984, BASIC
RATES TO CUSTOMERS HAVE NOT COME DOWN SINCE THIS SERVICE BEGAN.

......

ii

WE COME HERE TODAY TO ASK WHY RATES ARE STILL SO HIGH, AND WHY
THERE IS SO LITTLE DIFFERENCE IN THE RATES AND SERVICES OFFERED
BY THE COMPETING CELLULAR COMPANIES.

I THINK THE ANSWER IS LACK

OF EFFECTIVE COMPETITION.
WE ARE ALSO HERE TODAY TO HEAR WHAT THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC
UTILITIES COMMISSION HAS DONE, OR WILL DO, TO WRESTLE WITH THE
ISSUE OF CELLULAR TELEPHONE REGULATION.

IN PARTICULAR, I WANT

TO HEAR THE COMMISSION'S RECOMMENDATIONS ON WHAT CAN AND SHOULD
BE DONE TO LOWER RATES.
IN ADDITION, I WANT TO KNOW WHETHER IT IS TIME FOR NEW STATE
LEGISLATION, EITHER TO FURTHER REGULATE OR DEREGULATE THE
CELLULAR TELEPHONE INDUSTRY TO PROMOTE COMPETITION AND LOWER
RATES.

AT THIS MOMENT, I AM LEANING AGAINST DEREGULATION.

AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO NEW LEGISLATION THIS YEAR, SHOULD THE
LEGISLATURE DURING THIS TIME OF DYNAMIC TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AND
MARKET RESTRUCTURING STEP BACK AND AWAIT FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
BEFORE TAKING ACTION?
FINALLY, WE MAY BE BARKING UP THE WRONG TREE ENTIRELY IN
THINKING THAT STATE ACTION IS THE ANSWER.

WE MAY BE TRYING

TO CHANGE SOMETHING IN CALIFORNIA WHICH CAN ONLY BE PROPERLY
RE-SHAPED IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

THE ANSWER TO OUR CONCERNS MAY BE

TO SEND A STRONG MESSAGE TO CONGRESS, THE NEW PRESIDENT, AND THE
FCC THAT THE FEDERALLY MANDATED

11

DUOPOLY 11 CELLULAR TELEPHONE

SYSTEM ISN'T PROVIDING THE COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT THE WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS MARKETPLACE REALLY NEEDS.
TODAY WE STAND AT A CROSS-ROADS.

THE DIRECTION WE GO WITH

CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICE IN CALIFORNIA -WILL BE DETERMINED BY A
COMBINATION OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND PUC DECISIONS, NEW
TECHNOLOGIES, NEW COMPETITORS, CONSUMER ACTION AND POSSIBLY
STATE LEGISLATION.

THE ROAD THAT I PREFER TO TRAVEL IS THE ONE

THAT LEADS TO AGGRESSIVE COMPETITION AND LOWER CUSTOMER RATES.

-2-

WE HAVE WITH US TODAY A PRESTIGIOUS GROUP OF WITNESSES TO HELP
LEAD US ALONG THE RIGHT PATH. THEY INCLUDE THE U.S. GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE, THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION, THE CELLULAR
INDUSTRY, INDUSTRY COMPETITORS AND CONSUMER GROUPS. I REGRET
THAT THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION - THE FCC - DECLINED
TO ATTEND. HOWEVER THE FCC INDICATED IT WOULD BE SENDING THE
COMMITTEE WRITTEN TESTIMONY FOR THE RECORD.
I LOOK FORWARD TO THE WITNESS TESTIMONY, AND I WOULD ASK THE
WITNESSES TO LIMIT THEIR REMARKS TO ABOUT 15 MINUTES, SO WE HAVE
TIME FOR ALL THE WITNESSES TO SPEAK AND FOR QUESTIONS.
LET'S BEGIN THEN WITH GAO, THE INVESTIGATIVE ARM OF THE U.S.
CONGRESS, WHICH RECENTLY STUDIED THE STATUS OF COMPETITION IN
THE CELLULAR TELEPHONE INDUSTRY. WELCOME TO CALIFORNIA.

*

*

*

*
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JUUARY 12, 1993, COMMITTEE HEARING ON:
HIGH CELLULAR TBLBPHONE RATES IN CALIFORNIA-HOW SHOULD TBB STATE REGULATE THE CELLULAR IIJDUSTRY?

California has more cellular telephone customers than any
other state in the nation. Yet even with this large volume of
users, our cellular rates remain one of the highest in the
country. Cellular telephone service commenced in California in
1984--yet basic rates have not come down since this service began.
This committee hearing will explore issues involving the
persistence of high level rates for cellular telephone service
in California. The hearing will focus on the manner in which
federal and state regulators, the cellular telephone industry,
cellular industry competitors, and consumer groups are seeking to
promote competition and thereby lower cellular telephone rates.
The questions to be raised at the hearing are:
• Why have cellular telephone rates in California not fallen?
• Is there a lack of adequate competition?
• What should be done to lower rates?
With the goal of promoting competition and lowering
cellular telephone rates, the California Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) recently issued a decision revising cellular
telephone industry regulation. Consumer groups and cellular
industry competitors known as resellers support the PUC decision.
They argue that it is pro-competitive and will lead to lower
rates. Cellular telephone companies oppose the decision arguing
that further deregulation rather than more rigorous regulation
will best stimlulate competition.
iii

......

IHTRODOCTION TO THE PROBLEM
over the last few years, there have been growing complaints
both nationally and in California about insufficient competition
in the cellular telephone industry. Lack of full competition
allows cellular companies to maintain high rates. These high
rates discourage many customers from using the service, and force
existing customers (mainly businesses) to pay more than may be
necessary for this mobile communication service. According to
the January 1993 edition of CONSUMER REPORTS, consumers who use
cellular telephones cited usage fees as the biggest drawback.
Cellular telephone service is one of the fastest growing
industries in the country. In 1984, there were less than 100,000
cellular telephone users. By 1993, there were about 10 million.
The industry's revenue stream has increased along with customer
growth--from $482 million in 1985 to over $5.7 billion in 1991.
California, the state with the largest cellular service
market in the country, has over one million cellular subscribers,
with an estimated 800,000 in Southern California. Customers pay
a monthly service charge plus they are charged for the minutes of
airtime used. The coat of basic cellular service--combined
monthly and per call charges--has remained unchanged in
California since 1984. In contrast, the cost of basic cellular
telephone handsets, available from numerous manufacturers, has
dropped by 90% in nine years.
High rates keep cellular service essentially a business tool
for those who can afford it, rather than a broad-based utility
service available to numerous customers at reasonable rates. The
typical cellular telephone user in California is male, 39-55
years old, owns or manages a small business or works in sales,
and earns $45,000-$80,000 per year. Only a small percentage of
cellular subscribers are nonbusiness users.
It is estimated that national demand for cellular telephone
service will continue to increase at a fast pace, with a
three-fold growth to over 28 million customers by 1998. customer
demand for cellular service is expected to shift from primarily
business customers to both business and residential. A recent
CONSUMER REPORTS survey found that business use was only the
second-most-popular reason for owning a celluar phone; a higher
priority use was to have the mobile phone available for
emergencies. And many consumers purchased cellular phones to
keep in touch with family members.
New cellular technology such as digitalization will be used
to accommodate this growing demand. First generation digital
systems offer a 3-4 fold gain in customer capacity, with future
generation digital systems promising 10-20 times current carrying
capacity. The L.A. Cellular Telephone Company is presently
undertaking digital conversion of its system to meet new demand.
Will future cellular telephone services, particularly those
demanded by nonbusiness customers, be more affordable than
today's service? The answer to that question will depend in part
on how the cellular industry is regulated.
-2-

PBDBRIL COMMUNXCATXONS COMMXSSXON (FCC)

The FCC regulates the allocation and use of radio waves,
including that used by cellular telephones, and licenses cellular
telephone carriers to use specific radio wave frequencies. In
1981, the FCC authorized two carriers in each geographic market
area to build facilities and offer cellular telephone service.
California has 30 service areas. Under this duopoly system, one
license was reserved for the local telephone company (vireline
licensee) and the other license was reserved for applicants not
affiliated with any local telephone company (nonwireline
licensee). When this all began over a decade ago, the FCC
believed that two carriers in each market would be sufficient to
provide competition.
These duopoly "facilities-based" carriers provide wholesale
cellular telephone services. Retail sales to customers are made
in several ways including the use by cellular carriers of their
own sales force, the use of agents, or reliance on resellers.
Resellers buy blocks of cellular telephone numbers from
cellular carriers at bulk wholesale rates. They then sell
cellular services at retail rates and establish themselves as the
customers' cellular telephone company. Resellers compete with
the carriers' sales force and agents to sign up new retail
customers.
Q,S,

GBMBRAL

ACCOUNTXNG OFFICE (GAO) REPORT

At the request of Congress, in July 1992, the GAO (Congress'
investigative arm) issued a report entitled: CONCERNS ABOUT
COMPETITION IN THE CELLULAR TELEPHONE SERVICE INDUSTRY. The
GAO found that:
• the duopoly cellular market structure established by the FCC
does not appear to have resulted in competitive prices for
consumers;
• restricted market entry and lack of adequate substitutes for
cellular service increase the likelihood of prices above
competitive rates;
• the existence of resellers, whose costs are controlled by the
wholesale cellular carriers, will not lead to lower retail
prices under the current regulatory system;
• neither the FCC nor states are investigating cellular industry
costs and profits, which may be necessary to determine whether
competition exists; and
• if new mobile communication technologies operated by companies
independent of cellular carriers do not emerge quickly to
compete with existing cellular systems, the FCC and states
should take further action to ensure competition in the
cellular industry.

-3-

In developing its report, the GAO studied 30 major cellular
markets in the country, including Los Angeles, San Francisco, San
Jose and San Diego. GAO found that the duopoly market structure
imposed by t be PCC was restricting full competition, which in
turn was likely leading to excessively high rates. In particular,
the GAO found that in most of the nation's largest markets, the
prices charged by the two cellular carriers were almost identical.
The GAO also observed that the FCC's approval of wireline and
nonwireline carriers forming partnerships worked against the
maintenance of competition in the cellular industry. For example,
in the San Francisco Bay area:
PacTel Cellular + McCaw are partnered
in competition with GTE/Contel
While in the Los Angeles area:
PacTel Cellular + GTE/Contel are partnered
in competition with McCaw + L.A. Cellular
Thus, PacTel Cellular, McCaw and GTE/Contel find that competitors
in one market are their partners in another. These arrangements
raise questions about the adequacy of competition in the industry.
The GAO was also critical of the FCC's reliance on the entry
of new, advanced communication technologies to stimulate
competition. GAO pointed out that progress may be delayed in
getting new technologies into the marketplace because of
controversies over the source of radio spectrum and methods of
licensing these new providers. GAO also expressed concern about
allowing existing cellular carriers to obtain licenses for the new
technologies, arguing that this could inhibit competition.
RBGQLATIQH BY THB QALIPORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION (PUC)
States, such as California, have the legal authority,
consistent with federal law, to regulate cellular telephone
service. In 1984, the California PUC commenced its regulation of
the cellular telephone industry by essentially allowing retail
r a tes to be ~sed on what the market could bear.
The PUC provided the cellular carriers this rate
flexibility to accommodate an "infant" industry's need to attract
capital necessary for major investments. However, the PUC made
clear that its future forbearance from more rigorous regulation
was predicated on the basis that the emerging services would be
priced competitively.
Until 1992, the commission's approval of flexible
cellular telephone rates was left largely untouched. However,
after numerous commission proceedings, workshops and
investigations over the last few years, the PUC concluded that
further regulatory action was needed to enhance competition
and lower rates. In particular, the commission found that
increased competition between cellular carriers and resellars
would be the best means for achieving reasonable rates as
cellular telephone technology and markets continued to change.
-4-

consequently, in October of 1992, the commission issued a
decision which sought to promote competition by regulating the
costs that cellular phone companies can charge resellers. The
PUC decision:
• required cellular carriers to allocate costs fairly between
wholesale and retail services;
• required cellular carriers to unbundle wholesale tariffs-in other words charge separately for each wholesale service;
• authorized resellers to petition the PUC to establish their own
switching facilities--(a wholesale cellular computer service
that links wireless cellular phone calls to the telephone wire
network)--which allows resellers to partially compete with
cellular carriers at the wholesale level;
• maintained a current ban against cellular carriers competing in
the same service area against the carrier's reseller affiliate,
in order to avoid unfair competition.
SUPPORT FOR TBB DBCISION
The resellers and consumer groups, as well as the
XCI long-distance telephone company, support the PUC decision
arguing that it is pro-competitive. Some supporters have
speculated that the commission's decision could lower retail
rates by as much as 30%.
The resellers have argued that the current wholesale
rates charged by the cellular carriers are too high, creating
excess profits for the carriers and leaving resellers incapable
of setting lower retail rates. Resellers support the PUC
decision because it segregates and adjusts wholesale rates at a
more competitive level. The resellers also maintain that under
the PUC decision, they will be able to begin operating their own
switches within a year, which will allow them to offer
significantly lower rates.
Supporters of the PUC decision maintain that these
regulatory changes will put pressure on the two FCC-licensed
cellular carriers in each service area to reduce their retail
rates to meet the competition generated by resellers. This
appears to be the goal of the PUC decision.
OPPOSITION TO THB DBCISION
Cellular telephone carriers strongly oppose the PUC's
recent decision. In general, the industry believes that rate
regulation will seriously hinder the entrepreneurial spirit of
cellular competitors. They argue that minimal regulation--and
possibly total deregulation--would better stimulate competition
and lead to lower rates. In support of its position, the
industry points to other states' willingness to deregulate or
minimize regulation of cellular carriers. Some representatives
in the industry have indicated it may be time for California to
consider legislation regarding the regulation of the cellular
industry.
-5-

In reaction to the PUC's recent decision, the industry points
out that lower r a tes will reduce profits, which in turn will r educe
industry incentive to invest in system improvements. The industry
maintains that they need a light-handed regulatory environment that
will continue to attract the capital investments and technological
innovation necessary to meet customer needs and capacity growth.
Cellular carriers also argue that rates in some cases have
gone down for customers taking advantage of "discount•• plans. They
maintain, however, that lower prices across-the-board will grea tly
stimulate demand, which will overload system capacity and degrade
service. They point out that the maintenance of high rates will
discourage excessive demand and provide profits necessary for growth.
The industry has urged the PUC to grant a rehearing of the
decision, arguing that it violates both federal and state law. The
PUC has issued an order staying (postponing) the decision until such
time as it completes its consideration of the applications for
rehearing.
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY

As communication technology advances and new products provide
a service similar to cellular telephone service, more competition with
cellular carriers will likely be introduced. Effective competition
could thrive particularly if "new" entrants (non-cellular carriers)
provide these new services.
For example, ~leet Call has been given FCC permission to
operate a cellular-like mobile phone system in six large metropolitan
areas, including the Los Angeles and San Francisco regions. Fleet
Call believes it may be able to position itself as the third major
provider of mobile telephone services in direct competition with
cellular carriers.
However, it also acknowledges that due to the
substantial financial resources available to cellular carriers, the
existing duopolists may subsidize the sale of cellular telephone
service at prices below those which Fleet Call can compete. Personal
communication networks (PCN) offer another example of potential
competition. PCN are cellular-type portable phone services which may
become a suitable alternative to mobile cellular telephone systems.
The FCC may license PCN service as early as 1994.
The cellular industry argues that the imminent arrival of
Fleet Call and PCN will adequately promote competition, and justifies
light-handed PUC regulation. In contrast the GAO urges regulatory
caution for two reasons: (1) the potential for FCC delay in licensing
new technologies, and (2) the possibility that existing cellular
carriers may secure the FCC licenses for these new communication
services thereby inhibiting competition.
Later this year, the PUC will examine these new communication
products and technologies as part of a broad investigation of aobile
telephone services and wireless communications. The cellular industry
has urged the PUC to consolidate a requested rehearing of its October
decision into this investigation. Supporters of the decision argue
that it should be implemented immediately to promote competition and
should not await the outcome of the PUC investigation.
-6-

ISSQBS POR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

e PBDBRAL ISSUES
Should California (Legislature/Governor/PUC) seek to influence the
Congress, the President, and the FCC to modify the present duopoly
system. Are the PUC's efforts to promote greater competition and
lower rates futile given the FCC-mandated market structure? What is
the PUC doing to influence the federal government on this matter?
e STATB RBGULATION

Given the FCC duopoly system, what is the best way for California to
regulate cellular telephone rates? Is the recent PUC decision the
best option? How important are resellers in stimulating competition?
Are there other regulatory models in other states that have been
proven to promote cellular rate competition? Would it be beneficial
to adopt GAO's recommendation to investigate industry profits to
determine whether effective competition exists?
e CAPACITY LIMITATIONS

Is limited system capacity a serious industry constraint? Will new
technologies such as digitalization solve this problem? If limited
system capacity is a serious problem, is the use of high rates to
suppress demand the best solution to the problem?
e RBW TBCBBOLOGIBS

What are the prospects for Fleet Call? Will it be a third, equal and
effective competitor, or frustrated by start-up delays and duopolist
unfair competitive practices? How soon are we likely to see PCN
services licensed by the FCC? Will consumers consider both Fleet Call
and PCN (1) substitutes for, and true competitors with, cellular
telephone service, or (2) new and different types of communication
services not in direct competition with cellular telephones?
e PARTRBRSHIPS, PQRCBASBS AND SPIN-OPPS

Should the legislature and regulators be concerned abo~t
(1) cellular company parterships which allow competitors in one
California service area to be partners in another; (2) the proposed
purchase by AT&T of an interest in McCaw Cellular; and (3) Pacific
Telesis' proposal to spin-off its cellular telephone businesses?
Do these telecommunication corporate restructures and
interrelationships undermine competition and reasonable rates?
e RBBD POR LEGISLATION

Is there a need for state legislation at this time? If so, in what
form: deregulation? rate regulation? industry reporting?
Should state legislation await an assessment of both the
implementation of the PUC's recent decision, and the outcome of the
commission's investigation of new communication technologies?

*

*

*
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The cellular telephone story
HOW IT WORKS

An area Is broken up Into •ce~s,• whlc:h for eua of explanaUon are
shown as adJOini1g hexagons typlcdy lwO to 10 miles In diameter.
Each c:el hn a low-Powered radio transmitter and control equipment
located In a building cdad 8 eel lite. Overhead or buried phone
cables c:onnect lhe cal sites to a Mobile Telephone Switching OHic:e,

-r
"f~1~z::::!.t::-:ILQJ~~~
~:t
:
...-r1'1::::::::-s>~?"l'!Ck~:·:;Whk:h
. :t--~ ~ II connected to the regular central talaphana offtca.

A mabll8 user'l call Is transmilled VIa radio WIVBI
to the eel lite where Ills rela~ed through the
normal phone system. The reverse Is true when a
mobile ....,. recetvea 8 cal.
The computer altha mobile awilchlng oHice
monitors the mobile unit and automallcally
switches a conversation In progress as the mobiJe
user moves from one call Into MOther.
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In our first
report on
cellular
telephones,
we look at
the system,
the service,
and 19
lightweight,
portable
models.
en years after their introduction, cellular phones
have been welcomed into
American homes, brief..
cases. and cars faster than any other
consumer electronics product, including color 1V sets and VCRs. Not
even an extended recession has
dented their popularity. Nationwide,
the number of cellular-phone users
grew by an average of 7300 per day
during most of 1992, bringing the
total to 10 million by December.
Several developments over the
past few years have combined to
increase the number of users:
0 Cellular carriers, the companies
that operate local cellular systems,
spent billions to install transmitting
towers in more and more cities,
towns. and wide-open spaces.
0 Technology transformed the
phones themselves. Professionally
installed mobile car phones and
heavy, handbag-sized transportables
were joined by another type of
phone. the handheld portable. It's
usually small enough and light
enough for a jacket pocket
0 Because of a marketing technique called bundling, consumers
get a discount on the phone itself if
they sign up for service when they
buy the phone.
Those developments have begun
to free cellular phones from their
image as a techmHoy for executives
and owners of fancy cars. In a recent

I
1

survey of CONSUMER Rl!I'ORI'S readers-10 percent of :whom own a cellular phone-business use was only
the second-most-popular reason for
buying a cellular phone. Even more
readers bought their phone to use
during emergencies, and many
bought it to keep in touch with
family members.
Our readers had mixed feelings
about their purchase. Although 55
pen:ent reported that they were
"very" or Mcompletely" satisfied with
cellular-phone service. about the
same percentage had experienced
one or more problems with service.
Moreover, 12 pen:ent of our readers'
phones have needed repair. That's
unusually high for products with a
median age of one year.
The three types of cellular phone
are discussed on page 12. Because
industry surveys-and our ownindicate that portables will soon be
the most widely used type, they're
the ones we tested for this report.
We focused on 19 of the smallest,
lightest portables available. They represent about half the models on the
market The lightest of the light
weighed less than half a pound, but
the constant leapfrogging among
brands vying for the lightweight title
pretty much guarantees that the current minimum will soon be eclipsed.
The prices listed in the Ratings
represent a national average of advertised prices for a phone plus a con-
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tract to activate phone service. The
contract requires you to purchase
service for a set period and, generally, to pay the canier an activation
charge of $40 or so. In effect, by signing a contract, you get a discount;
ordering the phone a Ia carte adds
hundreds of dollars to its price.
Note also that the price of a specific phone model can vary from
store to store by hundreds of dollars.
The most extreme example we've
seen: a MotoroltJ MimJ TAC Litt,
with contract, advertised for $209 in
one place and $1300 in another.
Obviously, it's extremely important
to shop around until you've determined a reasonable price for the
pbone-anckontract combination you
want But that doesn't necessarily
mean you should buy the least
expensive combination. The phone is
a one-shot payment; you11 pay for
service month after month. Selecting
the best cellular carrier and contract
can be as important as saving $50 on
a phone. For help in making those
selections, see page 11.

................

Because it serves as a link in an
elaborate wireless communications
system (see the box on page 10), a
cellular phone operates differently
from other types of phone, whether
corded or cordless. For starters,
when you turn the phone on, an indicator shows the strength of the sig-

Small and amaller

At nearly13 ·
Inches long, the
Technophone,
the tallest phone
we tilted, might
topple from a
DOcket. The

Pulltau, tied for
shortest at 6
Inches, would

barely peek out.
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nal received from a nearby
cellular transmitter. There
is no dial tone because the
phone isn't in contact with
=__..,._._ the local phone company's
lines; it's communicating
with an intermediary, the
cellular carrier.
To make a call. you enter the numReady to qo
The rap1d
ber as you would on any Touch-Tone
recharger on the
phone. It appears on the phone's disMotorola Micro
play as you tap the buttons. so you
TAC Lite (above)
can correct errors. Then you press
and Technophone
the Send key. When a call is over,
lets you recharge
you press the End key or tum the
the battery In an
power off to break contact with the
hour or two. With
carrier's tower.
other phones,
When the phone's power is off,
recharging can
take more than
you can neither make nor receive
eight hours.
calls. People who call you hear a
message from the cellular carrier
stating that the phone is not available. To make the phone available
for incoming calls, you must put it on
standby-tum the power on-so the
carrier's equipment can find you.
But think twice before you give
your number out: You pay a cellular

carrier as much for a call you answer
as for one you make. although the
caller pays for the traditional noncellular charges.
You can hold a cellular conversation nearly anyplace-beneath a
highway underpass. inside a building, or miles from the nearest
town-as long as the transmitter signals from both phone and carrier are
strong enough. If you move out of a
transmission tower's range during a
call, you probably won't even know
when the system hands you off to a
closer tower; at worst. the conversation will be punctuated by a brief
pause or click. It can happen, however, that the tower toward which
you are headed has no available
. channel for your call, in which case
you1l be unceremoniously dropped.
Another consequence of using airwaves in place of phone wires is a
loss of privacy. Anyone with an inexpensive device called a radio scanner
can listen in on your cellular conversation. (I'echnically, that's a Federal
aime, but it would be difficult to

finger the perpetrators.) Although I
Congress banned the manufacture j
of radio scanners that can pick up 1
cellular frequencies, it did nothing to i
reduce the large number of scanners I
already in use.
·
1
When you leave the area covered
by your cellular carrier you are, in 1
cellular parlance, roaming. A light
or message on the phone shows
whether the area you're in is covered
by another carrier. Even if the new
area is covered, you won't be able to
make calls unless the other carrier's
computer can recognize your phone.
More and more carriers are agreeing
to recognize each other's customers.
Where thafs not the case. you1l have
to give the other carrier advance
notice to use your phone in its territory. Your own carrier can tell you
how to do that
Rather than make roaming calls,
though, you might be better off
using a pay phone when away,
because roaming calls incur substantial charges above regular cellular airtime rates. Tack-ons of $3 for

Cellular C81rfer'a
.
switching office .~:.: :
... ....
. ....-·-· · -- :
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SHOPPING FOR CEU.UIAR SERVICE
When you shop for a cellular phone, you11 probably find it bun- scription. Still, many offer contracts that last less than a year.
dled with service (California is an exception; there, phones are
Selediag a plan. Most carriers have plans tailored to common
sold unbundled). Signing up for service when you buy the phone
calling patterns. They stipulate a fixed fee for a monthly time allotcan save you hundreds of dollars on the cost of the phone itself.
ment. Despite the fee, the sales brochures tout that time as "free."
We've even seen mobile phones offered free to anyone who
If you exceed the allotment, you pay a stated amount for each
bought a pie, for instance, or tires-provided the buyer contracted extra minute used during "peak" hours (usually daytime, Monday
for service.
through Friday) and a lower amo\mt for "off-peak" use. Here are
Dealers can offer such low prices because cellular carriers,
three typical plans:
eager to increase their customer base, will pay them up to $400
• An "economy" plan lias a low monthly minimum, perhaps $20
each time they sell a phone with service. Customers are so prized
to $30, and no free airtime, so you pay extra for every minute
by the industry that it has its own name for them-Mpops," short of every call. This plan ii appropriate if you need a phone only
for members of the population.
for emergencies.
•But attr,lcting new customers isn't easy. Although the average
"standard" or "basic'" plan has a higher monthly fee than an
economy plan and includes 30 or so free minutes, as well as lower
monthly cellular bill nationwide has dropped from nearly $100 to
less than $70 in the past five years, rates are still high. In some
rates for any extra airtime. It's designed for people who use a
cases. a cellular call costs more than 50 times as much as a con- phone more than occasionally.
ventional call. In Delaware, for example, you'll pay about 4 cents
An "executive" plan caDs for a monthly fee of $100 to $200,
for a five-minute local call from a garden-variety phone, but you'll. includes several free hoan, and has the lowest rates for ema
pay up to $3 to make the same call from a cellular phone. CON- airtime. It's best for someone who uses the phone a lot--e salesSUMER REPORTS readers who use a cellular phone cited usage fees
penon, for instance. !. · .- . - .
as the biggest drawback of phone service.
In pnctice, carriers ukany have a wider variety of plans than
In most indusbies, competition would drive rates down, but the this, and some may otler discounts based on volume, or throw in
cellular-phone business, like the cable-'IV business, is not an open services like call waiting or c:all forwarding. We found one plan
market Each of America's 734 cellular districts has at most two that allowed ofl.peak caDs for free. If you're not sure which plan is
licensed carriers, and in much of the country, their prices are best for you, take the one with the lowest monthly fee until you.
hardly competitive. The General Accounting Office, the inve&- ,establish a usage pattern. If you need to switch to a higherwlwne
tigative ann of Congress, recently found that in about two-thirds of plan before the contract is up, you shouldn't have aay trouble.
the nation's largest markets, the prices charged by the two local
Check the detail&. Malor. differences between carriers can
carriers are almost the same.
sometimes be bidden in fine print. We found a carrier that had
When you buy a phone, the dealer may let you choose between three more peak hours per~ than its competitor. During those
the two carriers and among several payment plans. Or the dealer hours. using the competitor Would save you 60 percent
may try to present you with a fait accomp~ne carrier, one plan.
Acarrier that charges a full minute for an extra second's airtime
Based on our experience with local carriers and on infonnation we
is more expensive than one that measures airtime in 3G-tecond
obtained from around the counby, there are often substantial dif. inaements; the smaller the increments, the better.
ferences in service-and, occasionally, in price-between comSome carriers make you dial extra numbers to reach a long·
peting carriers and plans. There are a number of strategies you distance company other than the one with which they're affiliated;
can use to choose a carrier and service.
others let you select your own company when you sign up.
Do your homework. If your area has two carriers, get rate
Fmally, think twice about using features and services you can
sheets directly from both. (Check under Mobile Telephone live without-a>nferencing, perhaps, or bodines that give iuior·
Services in the Yellow Pages.) Those sheets will list tenns for a mation on sports, trivia, or weather at the touch of a few keys.
one-time activation charge and for all the plans
They nm up airtime.
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the
carriers
offer,
if a salesperson
fails itt o f
mention
a plan
thatsointerests
you, mention
yourself. If you know people who own a eel: .Clf"i_
·i.T/_J,_:~·~
. -· ·- ' .
..
lular phone, find out how satisfied they are
-. ~~;~;··;-s;-;·;- :;;----=~;:~=i
;::;;_,....
with their carrier. And don't be taken in
, ..... ---~ !'Ucs ·~::::: ~
when a carrier brags of having oodles of
::=::::;;
cells or channels: If its transmitters are in
El(.
poor locations, its competitor may proNYN~ o
~vide better service.
~~
=za_J:,.,
Awid lo~term. commitment&. Sign-..,. ~
ing a one-year contract commits you to
-~
~ ......,
spending probably hundreds of dollars
~~more than the cost of the phone and risk.
...--,..__.. 1
ing cancellation fees as high as $400 if
-ll:~
you change your mind in midstream.
~
Until you know which carrier is better
=·~
11~ 1 •
for you, make the shortest commitment
-oa.;:~:: ~l'...
possible. Carriers know that the longer ata ,..
__.
.._..,.
you use their service, the less inclined you
: ,:;.,..._..-are to bother switching to their competitor,
181 1 a11,
&Sil l Sl Sl
so not all carriers offer a month-t«Hnonth sub-
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TRAVELING TELEPHONES
The trio of cellular relatives includes mobile and
transportable phones in addition to portables.
Mobile and transportable models have more
, power than portables and make somewhat
better connections, but they're bulkier.
1

MOBILE

each day you make roaming calls,
plus 50 cents to $1 per minute of airtime, are typical. Make a longdistance roaming call and you'll also
incur charges from your longdistance canier. If you travel to a par. ticular area frequently, it may be
cheaper to register your phone
there, under a second number, and
pay a monthly fee than to incur
roaming charges when you visil
light though they may be, the
portables we tested are heavy on
features. a number of them standard:
Memory aod speed dialiDg. A

-'
•y

The oldest type of cellular phone, a mobile phone is
permanently (and, generally, professionally) Installed In·
a vehicle and draws its 3 watts of transmitter power
from the vehicle's battery. lfs used with an antenna that
is mounted outside the vehicle.

TRAHSPORTABlE
A transportable, or

bag, phone is essentially a mobile phone
that can be removed
from the car and
used with its own
battery pack. While
, techn~cally portable.
with a weight of
about five pounds,
it's not likely to get
taken tar on
i loot. As a rule,
1t's the least
1 expensive type of
1 cellular phone.

I

! _ ____,...___ __

I PORTABLE
I

Similar in appearance to a
cordless phone handset, a
portable generally weighs less
than a pound. It's the most
versatile type of cellular phone
but also the most expensive.
The limited power of a
portable phone's transmitter0.6 watts or, in one model we
tested, 1.2 watts--reduces
the effectiveness of its coverage in areas that have poor
service. With some models,
however, you can buy a kit
that boosts the transmitter's
power to 3 watts.

portable phone is often used away
from a Rolodex or phone directory,
so it's useful to be able to store numhers in the phone itself. AD our portables store at least 30 numbers, and
nearly all let you enter an identifying
name with each.
Phone numbers are stored in
sequenlially numbered memory Jocations, but with all models except the
Uniden and Rodio S/uJdl you need
not remember which location contains Aunt Ruth's number; you can
simply scroll through all the names
until hers pops up. If you do recall
exactly where you put a number, you
can speeckiial it by pressing two or
three keys.
Call timer. Because cellular calls
are so expensive-in some places, a
daytime call lasting 10 minutes can
cost $8 to $10-keeping track of airtime is a virtual necessity. In addition
to a timer that shows the elapsed
minutes for the current call, there's
another that tallies conversational
minutes cumulatively. That way, if
you're running up a huge bill, you
can find out and mothball the phone
until the first of the month. Most of
the models can also be set to beep at
regular intenals to remind you of the
passing time.
Battery-low indicator.· On the
road, a phone's battery is its lifeline,
but it typically sustains conversation
for no more than an hour or two and
standby status for about 8 to 14
hours. In fact. short battery life was
the biggest complaint CONSUMER
REPORI'S readers had about the functioning of their portable phone. (That
problem may diminish, however,
with the recent introduction of
nickeknetal hydride batteries, which
are supposed to last longer than the
nickekadmium batteries now used
in cellular phones.) An indicator to
tell you the battery has run down
reminds you to recharge, if you're at
home. On the road, it's a warning to

pop in a fresh battery or head for
a phone booth.
Own-number display. Every activated cellular phone has its own
phone nwnber. If you don't refer to it
often, or if you lend the phone to a
friend who doesn't know it, being
able to call it up on the phone's display is helpful.
Roaming features. All models
can be assigned more than one
phone nwnber, to let you register
with more than one carrier, and all
let you temporarily halt their ability
to roam so you don't inadv~rtently
run up extra charges.
Some models offer extra features
and conveniences:
Battery-strength indicator. Most
of the tested phones have an indicator that shows not just whether the
battery is low, but roughly how
much life is left. Nickekadmium batteries are notorious for conking out
precipitously. A strong battery level
means you have some time left, but
not necessarily a lol
Power tools. Two models-the
NEC and the Fujil.nl-include an
extended-life battery. Aa:ording to
the manufacturer, the NEC's lets you
talk for two hours on a charge. Most
models have a recharger that produces so little current it can take
more than eight hours to recharge a
standard battery. The rapid rechargers that come with the Technophone and Motoro/Q Miao TAC
Lite cut the time to an hour or two.
Any-key and automatic answer.
The first lets you answer incoming
calls by pressing any key, useful
when you need to answer quickly
without looking at the phone. The
second is even handier-it picks up
calls for you after a couple of rings.
On phones without these features,
you have to press the Send key to j
answer a call.
i
One-touch dial, speakerphone. 1
It is dangerous, of course, to dial
while you're driving, but if you need
to make a call when stopped
in traffic, these two features can
help. Three phones-the Mitsubishi,
Audioi!O%, and DitJmondTel-have
two dedicated keys that will dial
numbers you've previously assigned
them. That cuts down on dialing
time. Most of the phones can be
bought with a speakerphone kit, so
you can keep both hands on the
wheel while talking.
Automatic number selection. H
you have two or more phone numhers, most models make you switch
manually between them when you
travel. The Blaupunkt, Oki, AT&T.
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and Murata switch automatically.
Built-in help. Nearly every ceUular phone has features you won't use
very often. If you need to disable
long-<listance calling, for example,
and the instruction book isn't handy,
most models will display instructions
at the touch of a key or two.

Making the connection
A cellular phone's most important
jobs are to establish a connection
with the carrier's transmitter-more
demanding than keeping up an existing connection. because the phone
has to hunt down the strongest avaiJ:.
able channel-and to minimize channel noise when conditions are less
than ideal. Those are factors that
concern our cellular-phon~wning
readers-two in five complained
about poor reception. And they're
the factors we weighed most heavily
in ranking the tested phones.
We equipped our electronics lab
with a device that mimics the transmitter used by cellular carriers. Then
we simulated such situations as making a call in a moving car, far from a
carrier's transmitter, or within the
potpouni of reflected and competing
signals found in a large city. An experienced panel judged how well each
model held its own against background noise and how natural the
speaker's voice sounded. We also
tested phones in the field, signing on
with local carriers. In our case, the
field was midtown Manhattan and
the suburbs as well as real fields in
nearbv rural areas.
In ihe lab. some phones had an
easier time than others initiating a
connection with a weak transmitter
signal, and some tamed noise far better than others. The more considerate models spared our panelists' ears
by cutting off incoming sound when
the noise grew too rough, althot~gh
they didn't always cut the connection
altogether. Maintaining a connection
in spite of excessive noise is a real
advantage: If conditions improve
quickly, you won't have to dial again.
The Audiovox was the champion
noise buster. maintaining understandable conversations under far
worse conditions than any other
model. The noisiest model, the NEC,
suffered from crackling and static.
Phones that performed best in the
lab also excelled in the field, but the
differences between the best and
worst were less pronounced with one
of the two carriers we used. That
result highlights the importance of
selecting the right carrier.
We also found major performance

differences in connection strength,
the ability to keep an existing call
going when the tower signal gets
weaker. That may not be an issue
when you stay put for an entire call,
but a lO.minute drive down the interstate could put quite a bit of space
between you and the transmitting
tower. Even small movements of
your hand or head can significantly
change the level of the received signal. The Fujitsu and Motorola Micro
TAC Lite hung on longer than the
rest when signals grew weak. The
Uniden. DwmondTel, Mitsubishi, and
GE lost their connection more easily
than the others.
For the most part, the phones provided reasonably good voice quality
and loudness, although one panelist
found the Motorola Metro One CRtra
Ifs overemphasis of some sounds
hard on the ears.
In the store, you may not think
about how easy a phone is to use.
When you're fumbling with an uncooperative keypad on a dark country
road, you will. To arrive at our convenience score, we judged the keypad's design, the display's readability, and how easy it was to store,
retrieve, and dial numbers in the
phone's memory. Details about what
we especially liked or didn't like in
particular models are in the Ratings.

RecallmiMIIIatlaas
If you11 be calling in an area with
strong coverage-in a city or a place

with flat terrain-any of the tested
phones will provide a good connection. Suburban and rural areas mav
demand more of a cellular phone. it
you suspect you11 be using the
phone where the coverage is spotty,
stick with models in the upper half of
the Ratings. The Audiovox, Fujitsu,
and Motorola Micro TAC Lite are
your best bets-all were especially
adept at making and keeping a connection. Of the three, the Micro TAC
Ute would be the most comfortable
in a pocket
If you expect to make most of your
calls from your car, a number of
phones, noted in the Ratings, offer
optional kits that let you power the
phone with a car battery, boost transmitter power to 3 watts, add an
externally mounted antenna, or convert to a speakerphone. Or consider
buying a permanently installed mobile phone-a mobile phone is generally less expensive than a portable,
and the extra power it provides is
likely to make for better connections.
Once you've narrowed the choices,
be sure to compare prices at several
dealers. Within the space of a few
miles, we found identical phonesbundled with identical contracts for
airtime-priced hundreds of dollars
apart. And shop for a carrier and contract as if they were part of the cost
of the phone. Typically, you11 spend
more on a year's service than you did
on the phone.
•
T11m page for Ratings

EWS GNAI.,
Cellular carriers in large cities are having
problems handling all the calls being made.
As a result. existing ceDs are being split into
smaller ones, but that's just a stopgap measure. The long-term solution lies in digital
transmission and phones.
Current cellular technology uses an analog
technique to transmit voices over airwaves.
Digital transmission turns the human voice
into the O's and l's of computer language
before it's transmitted. That offers better
sound quality, greater privacy from eavesdroppers, and, most important. more capacity-which could result in lower airtime
charges as the number of customers grows.
Work is already under way to convert existing systems to digitaL
.
The conversion to digital doesn't mean
that today's phones will be obsolete next
year. Carriers plan to support analog phones
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Peas Ina pod
The Okl and AT&T
phones we tested
differ only cosmetically, yet you're
apt to shell out
hundreds of dollars
extra for the

AT&T name.

SYSTEM
for at least three or four years. But if you
want to take advantage of digital technology
once it's available from your local carrier, a
few cellular phones with both digital and analog capability are just starting to arrive on
store shelves.
A bit further from fruition is a new cellular
system !mown as a personal communications
service. like the current cellular network.
PCS would rely on airwaves, but it would
incorporate many more receiving and transmitting stations than now exist That increase
would allow for lower-power transmissions
and, in turn, for phones so small they're
being likened to Dick Tracy's two-way
wrist radio.
If PCS becomes a reality, callers may eventually have one easily toted phone that will
work everywhere-within an office building,
on the road. and, yes, even on a ski slope.
13
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Cheap (cellular) talk
NE WOULD HAVE to be living
deep in a mine not to be aware
that the price of cellular telephones has dropped dramatically in recent years. Hardware that once
cost $2.000 can be had for around $200.
- - - Un[ortunately for California's million
cellular subscribers, the cost of using a
portable phone hasn't changed since 1984.
The basic cost remains $45 a month, plus
usage charges of up to 45 cents a minute.
In October, the California Public Utilities Commission voted unanimously to increase competition in the cellular marketplace by limiting profits that system operators make from selling air time to businesses known as resellers, who in turn sell
it to cellular subscribers.
The PUC's decision means that monthly

0

changes could drop to $31.50 and peak usage charges to 39 cents per minute.
Now, however, California's only cellular
system operators, PacTel Cellular, a unit
of Pacific Telesis, and GTE California, are
lobbying the PUC to reverse its Oct. 6 decision. Commissioners are scheduled to decide whether to reconsider their vote next
Wednesday, Dec. 16.
At stake are millions of dollars in future
revenue. PacTel Cellular and GTE argue
that they ~eed high profits to maintain the
quality of their service. The resellers' trade
group says this is hogwash.
We believe that the PUC should stick to
its original decision. Reducing cellular costs
will benefit users statewide, including individuals and a growing number of companies that rely on cellular technology.

CeLLular Concerns

Protest Regulations
Set by California
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California's cellular tt>lephOne compa·
mes are protesting a decision by state
regulators that affects prictng.
The California Public Utilities COmm1s·
s10n. in an effort to foster competition,
seeks to limit the price that cellular
phone compames can charge so-called
resellers. which buy phone time at whole·
salt> pnces and turn around and sell that
time to phont> customers at retail prices.
The commission also ordered cellular
companies that operate networkS to let
resellers connect and operate their own
rumputrl'!i that switch phone caJls Into the
networks.
In thE'Ir apprals to the commission. San
F'ranciSl'O·basrd Pacific Telesis Group's
cellular umt and McCaw CeJiular Commu·
nicatlons Inc .• Kirkland, Wash.. warned
that lhe new regulations could hurt the
quality or cellular service by discouraging
invt>stmt>nts in their networks. The deci·
sion could also have an effect on GTE
Cnrp.. BeiiSouth Corp. and others that
up~rate cellular nt>tworks in california.
The comm1ss1on is t>~pE'cted to reView the
appeals and 11s dPr.ision.
"We view this as a serious problem,"
sa1d Bnan Kidney, executive director of
extE'rnal arfa1rs for Pat'Tel Corp., Pacific
Teles1s·s cellular umt. The commission. he
sa1d. re~rulatPs the cellular carriers that
11peraiP networks as though they wert'
tnuno(Mtlics. rven though federal regula·
tors 1ssued two cellular phone licenses in
t'al"h market.
.
The l'aliforma C'umm1ssion. which has
bt•cn viewed as a trend-seller among state
rl'gulalors. qmetly issued its decision two
wel'ks ago. Aspokesman said the agency is
nnw preparing a news release to explain
the deCISion. which was four years in
the making. The decision worried some
mvestors last werk. sending shares of
~ccaw and Pac1fic Telesis south. Prices
QUickly stabilized. as investors realized
that the decision would be challenged and
doesn·l go into effect until well into 1993.
"After au inilial sr.are. investors have
Iunuerstood 1 that this isn't a big issue
financial!~·." sa1d <irPg Sawers. an analyst
at Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. "It's a
narrow decisiOn ; what scares investors is
the mere lhOU!!ht 11f regulators sticking
Iherr nose into the cellular business.··
The romm1sswn opPnPd its investiga ·
tum 10 l~'lk to St'e if 1 han~es 10 its regula·
r10u or !liP cl'lhtlar phone industry were
11eeaed tu meet 1ts goal or max1mum
~ompe111111n. Since 1\!lH. the agency has let
retlular rnmonrues ' haree customers
•: n :IIP''• · r • ,., ,.,. ,.
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Regulators Take Aim at High Cellular Rates
Cellular pricing, network operators say, has been fueled
by high demand, especially in Southern California, home to
an estimated 800,000 of the state's 1.1 million cellular
·
subscribers.
While the PUC's action is widely viewed as a big ~oost
"Cellular is not priced in relationship to it.<J cost but in
By CARLA LAZZARESOU
for consumers, cellular companies say just the oppos1te is
relationship to what the market will bear,'' Kidney said.
TIMES STAFF WRITER
· "Price is the point at which the customer assigns value to a
true.
alifornia's cellular telephone users, who have made
"We're barely keeping pace with the existing subscriber
service. . . . We've had 30% subscriber growth every
the state the mobile communications capital of the growth,'' saki Brian Kidney, a spokesman for PacTel
year. That shows customer satisfaction."
nation, may soon enjoy rate reductions for the first
Cellular, ~e state's largest operator. "Ttte network
,
....
· be
h
· 1984
couldn't handle the traffic volumes that would be generalThe PUC s bold move to impose regulation on the largely
time ••
nee service gan ere m
.
ed by substantially lower prices."
.
pnregulatell cellular Industry could trigger similar
The PUC ruling comes at a time of growing complaints . moves elsewhere in the nation, some analysts say.
But the cuts, which could slash rates in one ol the
nation's most expensive cellular markets by as much as
nationally and California about insufficient competition . furthermore, they: say, regulators could award additional
one-third, are likely to add more congestion to the already
in the cellular industry, which got lts stu.t nearly nine
~ellul~ franchises to stimulate competition.
years ago.
.
·
"California often leads the way in regulatory assaults,"
overcrowded cellular airwav~, the phone companies say.
The move by the California Public Utilities Commission
To ensure some level :: of_ competition, the federal
said Sharon ArmiQSt, a telecommunications analyst with
to cut cellular rates Ia an unprecedented action that will be . 10vernment awarded ezclqltve ~ellular franchises to two · Paul Ka1an Aaso ites in Carmel. "This could be someclosely ~atched by regulators @1\d ~ellular phon~ c:c»mpa- -,; • network operators in each jeographical region. But critics
thins that moves . pther places."
nies ac~ the natiqn.
say that USBBe feei charsed for air time by _the two cellular;.':· .. There are already some early indications that the federal
Steps toward the possible rate reduction began earlier · franchisees in each resfon remain rem~kilbly similar-at · :r sovernment could step in to regulate the businea, which il
this month when the commission ord~red cellular network
or near their 1984 level. By contrast, the cost of baste · ~has so far treated with a hands-off policy.
cellular handsets, available from dozens of different :., The federal Government Accounting Office, in a report
operators to dramatically lower the rates they charse
.
manufacturers, has dropped by 90% in eisht years.
ltn July, Aid th~ cwre~i -d~opoly
service wholesalers.
1
---:ayatem is "unlikely to provide a
· :prod!JCl at a competitively set
-price."

• Utilities: Southern California's 10),(0) users could see their bills drop by as much as
one-third. But service providers say rate cuts would overload the airwaves.

C

In

. The GAO caUed on the Federal
~ommunlcations
Commission,
which Issued the original cellular
,ranchises, to begJn collecting Information on costs and pricing
from cellular phone companies as a
possible first step In determining
:Whether additional federal regulation is necessary.

I

: A nationwide survey by Paul
il'l.Kagan Assocfates found that
PacTel Cellular and L.A. CeUular,
~he two franchisee& .In Southern
California, charge Identical rates.
~hat are the fifth-highest In the .
nation.
: Under ~urrent rates, a customer's.monthly bW for 150 .minutes of ·
network Usage would,- ~ $107.10
,or . both· eompanles.. The survey ,
results assume that 80% of the
~me was billed at the companies'
identical charges of 45 cents per
~inute for peak-lime calls and the .
remaining 20% was-billed at their
pff-peak rate of 27 cents per minute.
·
; However, under fees proposed
,ast week by Cellular Service Inc.,
a Glendale cellular wholesaler, the
bill for this same customer would
drop by a third, to $72.90, ·a decline
lhat many regulators said should
"ave occurred years ago.
, "Prices were supposed to drop
~ecause there were two providers
of the service in every area. But
lhey haven't." said John Ohanian, a
member of the state Public Utilities
~ommlssion. "We believe more
tompetition would be better for
everyone."
' The PUC is also scheduled to
consider early next month a prolJosal to begin a sweeping review of
mobile communications prices and
services in the state.

Cellular companies araue that
lower rates would triSJer a surge
In _subecrt~ra. further overloading
lhe already crowded network.
~ven now, cellular customers complain about b~J~Jy signals, static and
ponversaUon interruptions. Large
numbers of new customers, cellu)ar operators say, would increase
these problema until the network
eould &Je expanded to accommodate
the additional iubacrtbers.
·
With reduced profits looming
under a lower.pricing scheme, the
c;ellular' operators contend that
they wlll have less financlalincen.tive to invest in Improvements to .
,. the system. The.operators say they
wUI appeal the ruling next week, a
move that will delay Indefinitely
any rate cuts. :· :. ·
If the PUC . denies the appeal,
PacTel has said It will take the
:matter to court.
On Thursday, the shares of some
cellular telephone companies
dropped in active trading, possibly
because of Wall Street's concern
about the PUC's ruling. McCaw
Cellular Communications shares
dropped $2 to $21.25 a share, and
the stock was the second most-ac tively traded on the NASDAQ
composite.
On the New York Stock Exchange, GTE Corp. stock fell 12.5
cents to $34, and PacTel slumped
$1.875 to $40.125. PacTel was the
third most-active Big Board issue,
although the company attributed
the heavy trading to rumors on
Wall Street that company directors
will vote against aproposal to split
up the company's operations. PacTel officials denied the rumor.
Even if regulators do not change
the current cellular system, competition is clearly 'on the horizon
from new mobile communication
technologies.
1

I
I

Fleet Call, which once offered
radio communications services exelusively to truckers. has been
given federal permission to opel'nte
a cellular-like mobile phone system in large metropolitan areas,
including Los Angeles, where service Is set to begin late next year.
. B ut the largest potential threat
.
to cellular service may be the
/still-experimental "personal communication networks'• that are be' lng tested throughout the country.
Although these services offer
cellular-styte portable phone service, they are primarily suited to
· tightly limited ranges and are not
· considered suitable alternatives to
· cellular for ln·motion conversations.
The FCC Is studying how to
award the franchises for these
networks, which are not expected
to be in place until at least 1994.
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·---~~5~~:-~->~ ~\~.~.9-l-tt=>Cellular~·. - phone
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Cht;J~!l'~~-:· M~ : :

Pagel

Althou~ ~ pdce.of. ~d".tl~.

plunged tram llhout:t2r500 to u llt·.

PUC deCision intended
to .enco~rage competition
· ·--B11 John EckluJue ..• ·-· ·
.

cellular · telepllon~ .~~raiu
could tumble by u mueh as 30
percent because of a llUle-notlc·
ed regulatory d~lon designed
to Increase competition. · . :
Falling costs mtght cause~ rap'ld expansion lD the number of eel·
Jular wsen 111 the state. There are 1
million cellular subSCribers now
in_cludJDg 2:!0,000 1D the Bay Area:
Lower costs JDight persuade· ten.'l
ol thousands or even hundreds ot
thousands more to subscribe, cellular service providers say. .·· · :
· In a complex rullnglD a 4-yeu.·old case, the California Public Util·
·fty Comm.JsaJon 11ed.de4 October 6
to Umi~ the profit the ,)'Item oper·
ators get from aewns 'aervtce to .
comP.anies ~owJiaiii'eseUers. who.
buy air time an4 resell It to ceUular-teleph~ne subscribers. ~ · - .
TbeJ'.Y.q ~~ decldect ~.let the .
resellers operate their own cellu·
Jar switches - computer devices

tle as $300 in. the put eight y~ars;·
the cost ot basic Service_ month··
ly and per-call Charges -hal re-.
matned unchanced. Un~ federal
regulations, no more thaD two sys· ,
tem operato~ are allowed 1n any .
one D.te~politan area. . . • :
·
· "We'll &et some eeon~es ol:
scale,~ and our . eom will 10 · tar
down.,.- said. Dave. Nlllou, vice
president of CellUlar Service Inc.. .
a Glendale roseU'er Shat petitioned .
the PUO.: In 1988 to order the:
changes.,

.

. .

Nelson predlcted tbat tha east •

ot establ1shing cellular service 1n

the B~y Area will drop frOm US ta .
!ust $~. Monthly ehargea could de:··

. cllneftom:f40~_ :t3UO, hi··~-

. and the usage cost duimg peak oP. ~
erati.Dg hours DDcht tall from 4G$
per minute to 39• per minute. ·
PacTel celluJ8r, one of ihe two

system operators In the aay Area
-GTE Js the other-acknowlecfg.
! ed_
tbat user costs mfihuaU·mthe
· short run but warned tbat the PUC
dedsi9il will Jiami CODIWilerl in
the Jong ran.. ~ .·- .-~
·
•'The.~qUillty of Cellular service;
il going t~ .io· cloWn,'!;uJd BriaD I

U:•:

Kidney, exeeutlft direCtor: of
tarnal affatri ·for PacTel' ·Corp ..,

· ' ...par~nt}1f .Pac'l'el Cellular. Be sud'
. operators :ot cellular traDSmfssion.
that Unk Wireless cellular phone
system's Win not eontiim~t.tO Invest.
calls to .the wire-based' national ; . __haavUy
·~ new equipment tt they·
telephone network. The reseUers
.
race111ore-~ ·eom.petition ·ancL are.
can buy such switches for about '
forced to Umit the ~t · mlrs1ll:
$1.5 million,·allowing the111 to cut· ·
.
on services . sold to resellen to a .
tbelr ·own apenses and expand ·
maxiinum
of 14.7 p8rcent
ot
the services they offer. · ·
·:
the prov~oni in the PUC declsion. .
"The com.mission
this
"ThJs ls a risky business. and we
whole decision as a way to make
have a risk-based rate ot return we .
the industry more competitive,"
demand,•• Kidney said. If. their ·
said Karen Jones, regulatory ana·.
pro.tit margins are Umited, be said. .
lyst at the PUC, In explaining the
~alitor~a cellular operators will
3-to~ vote of the PUC commission·
tnvtst m sy~ems outside the state.
ers.

sees .

10/-21/ 1v '

telephone ~..Jutr:umentl .._ has

oroil··.shari>lr-~-~-·
..Ciwn~ Sllifi'IVrlkr

IP

-one

. Ki~ey 'said that PacTel Ceuu.'·_.
Jar '- which increased tts cus'tom-' ~
er base by 30 percent 1n tile past :
year despite the weak economy - ·
will pe\ition the PUC tor a rehear· :
lng, whtch could put a temporary
halt ~a res~Der plana to purehase
and operate their own switches. ..
·GTE omelali ··could not be
reached tor CODmlent.
, .
: It
PUC decision swids, Cel· .:
lular Service Inc., the Glendale re- .·
seller. expects to begin operatint a ·
awitch within a year. : · . ·
.·
CoPltech.Mobile Telephone Co., .
a Hayward reseller with about •
80,000 Ctlltomenand innual revs. ·

the

nues

o~

$30 mUUon, hopes to buy

as .

and begin operatlDg a switch 1n
Uttle a:s Dine months. · .• · ·. ~ · . ~
Comtech eotild design iorU :
of new ser\riea once it has ita own ~
•

•

•

all

,..

•

•

0

~

•witch, .said company President !
Steve M~. For example,-it might :
after limited service at a lower .
price tO people WhO never need tO . !
make caUs from outside a Umited -

area, such as downtown San Fran· ;

cuco. · · · . .-:·

: · -:·.- ' .

!

.···'TDi-.1i~t ·~r~~ii iiir.!\a~~ ::~

we

Will be yet, but it's clear "Win be ,~
able to otter tates that will be atg- ~
Dificantly lower,..~Muir iatd. 'That ~

Jl1:lt5 pressure on the.two cellular -'1
·operators ID ·.each market to 're- :
duce ~air rates - a goal of the :
PU~. . ·:. _- -. : ,-... :_': ....... ·.. . .J
· The qne drawback for eitrrent -~
·c:ust9mer1 Is that thej will have to ~
.clwlge their ·c:eUular phone· num- -1
bera 1f they want" to- take advan·
tage of the lower rates offered by .1
the reseUen. That fa because each
"cellular sWitch controls a batch of
phone numbers, and an 1ndlv1dual
number cannot be moved. from
one company's switch to another.

UC targets ce lu ar
18-month
one s
probe looks
at high rates,
competition
By Michelle Vranlzan
The Reg1ster

rntd crescendoing com·
plaint~ of unfatr rate!and lack of compt'lltton
in cellular phone sen·ice. a ~teste
a(!ency is preJlartnt; a reJlOrt
that could re!'ult in stncter control!' for the tndu~tn- and lm\tl'
prtces for consumers
Th(' rernrt . tn bt 1!\SUt'd h\ thr
Pui"ll ic l 'lllitlt~ Comml!'!non. will
£>nd an l"·month in\'l:sugauon c,r
the statt:'s cellular network. tht
largest in the nauon.
The contro\·ersy goes beyond
the PliC. Claims of excessi\'e
r:llt>• and profit~ br cellular car·
ner s and illegal practices by re ·

A

railers also hate prompted law·

!;UJls- mcludmg two filed in Or ·
ant;e County. And a bill has
been mtroduced in Sacramentn
to protect cellular consumer's
nchts.
:.: th~ crux of tht ~~-u~ iii•
1 <Jtes. which result tn anr<~;:•
rr.onthly cellular phont' bill!, P'
Sl4Um the Orange County are<~.
according to the PUC.
Regulators and rt'tailers clatm
rates are anificially high because there is little competitiOn
among carrters. They say htl!hrr
rates keep cellular a rtch m1:r. c
tn\ rather than a utility open '''
neryone. no different from !!<~!..
electricity or the standard tele·
phone.
At the same time. competition
•c scorching among stores that
market phones and sign up cu!'·
tome.·s for celJular phone nun!·
htrs. Some retailers accuse oth·
ers of illegallr selling equipment
below cost to grab customer~
then making up the loss wnh fu t
commtssions paid by earners.
Other stores, retailers mamtam.
"bundle" phone sales with
phone numbers. another unlaw·
ful pracuce .

Retailers hope the PUC's
guidelines will give cellular cus·
tamers a price break and make
it easier for them to do business ..
"We need fair competition on
allle\'els to open it up to the 9S
percent of the population who
don't ha\·e cellular," said Stan
Fasack. owner of Allstate Cellu·
lar in Anaheim.
One of the commission's big·
gest concerns has been lack or
competitive pricing among carriers. The Federal Communica·
tions Commission licenses two
companies to run cellular net·
works in each of its service ar·
eas. California has 30 of these
areas, either lar1e urban cen·
ters or rural tracts.
The five-county region includ·
inJZ Oranee County 1s the lar~e!'t
in lht Sliltt. wtth mure than
300.00ll cellular users. The re·
L!lon's twu carriers are PacTel
Cellular and LA Cellular.
Paclel. based in ln·me and
controlled ~,. Pacific Tele!'is. is
one of tht· countn· · ~ larJ!t'~l eel·
lular operaton. LA Cellular in
Commerce had been controlled
by Lin Broadcastinl! and Bell
South until 1\h:C:n·: Cellulnr
Commumcations acquired ~·(1 ",
trollin~ mterl'sl in Lin in as:; ~
billion hU\'OUI.
In Oran.l!f' Coum"·. J.>acTet rrl ·
lular's and LA Cellular·s mu:;:
popular rates are identical: s~:.
a month for each carrier's basic
business package. plus 45 cents
a mmute for incomtnl! and out·
going calls durin!! peak Wt'ekda,·
heurs.

For somt' local execUU\'es.
cellular phones ha\'t' become as
essential as copy machines
They thtnk nothinf! of parmJZ
hundred~ o! dollars a month in
eel h.:!:·~- t'>!! · ·
" f\l\ t'tt•c:m~~· could!'l.l func ·
t1on wt1hou1 th~: ah1lU:• to get
back to peoplt ... satd \\"arne
Wedin. a La Habra consuitant
who spends most of h1s ume on
the road and about Sl.OOO a
month m cellular car phone
bills

-

Nm e\·eryom• shares the sen11 \
· ment.
Toward lltiht,· Rate f\ormal·
ization, an independent watch·
dog group in San Franc1sco.
does not follow the cellular in·
dustry because mobile phones
are too e:ocrenSI\'e for the arer·
, age Joe, said TURN attorney
Mark Barmore.
Justin Jaschke. a PacTel Cel·
; lular \"ice president. argues that
competition is the \'ery reason
prices are so e\·en.
"It's like Coke and Pepsi," he
said.
Some rates are di£ferent. he
added, such ·as corporate rates
and low-\·olume personal rates.
Officials for LA Cellular could
not be reached for comment.
Rates carriers charge resell·
ers, set before cellular networks
were operating, also ha\•e been
criticized for contrtbuling to the
. lack of competition.
· Under current rules. PacTel
Cellular and LA Cellular can sell
cellular "air time" on a whole·
sale basis to resellers. who com·
pete with carriers to sign up re·
tailers and subscribers. The ar·
rangement is similar to AT&T
selling time on its trUnk lines to
MCI and US Sprint.
But reseUers complain the
current wholesale rate or 37

I

mmute 1~ too hu~h. ere· ~
outrageou!' profits for car·
ners and Jen\'ln~ resellers to
Cf'nts a
;otm~

~Queak

by .
"I earn les!' than 1 percent

profit. .. sa1d DaH Nelson. \'ICC
president ul C'ellular Sl'rrin
Inc in Glendale. a reseller \\Jtl :
bu!'ine~s in Orange Count~
Todar the Public l!tilities
Commtssmn ha~ nc• authr•ri: ·.
ltnut what wholl'~all' or reta.ll
rnces carnen can charJ.!l· or
ho\\ much proftt the,· can m; LL
HC1wever. carn£>rs mu~t l!£>t r . :.
hit.es or cuts approred. a proce~~
carriers complam ts tengthy and
cumbersome.

A PUC consumer watchdog dh·i·

~•on agrees with resellers that
rates are too high. gi\·en growth m

carrter·s customers, re\:enues and
profits.
"Compared with indusmes ha,··
ing s1milar risks, cellular earners
are generally earning excess1ve
returns," states a August 19~ 0 rf'·
port by the PUC's Dtnsion of Rate·
pa~· er A\·ocates .
PacTel Cellular's Jaschke said 1!
anything, cellular carriers' profiu
are low.
"PacTel Cellular does well com·
pared to other cellular companies.
But just our California operation~
ha\'en't earned what would beo con·
s1dered a lair rate of return ...
The PUC's ratepayer dh·isior.
has suggested a number of solu·
uons to the industry's iUs. Its pr~·
scription includes putting a cap on
carriers' wholesale prices, creat·
mg a third rate that would increase
profits for resellers and complete·
lr deregulating retatl rates.
In general, resellers and retail·
ers fa \'Or most of the division's proposals.
J aschke said PacTel Cellular
would like more flexibility in set·
ting wholesale and retail prices ,
but does not favor immediately
changmg wholesale rates.
Carl Danner, a PUC spokesman
in San Francisco, ·would not indi·
cate · what specific changes the
commission will include in its re·
port. Howe,•er, he said most of the
commissioners agree cellular
rates are too high.
Danner said the report, written
by PUC administrative law judge
Mike Galvin, could be published as
early as this week. lt will be circu·
lated in the industry for 30 days
before PUC commissioners ap·
prove a final version. Any new reg·
ulations would take effect later.
Some problems may not be
solved by regulation.
One that frustrates some retail·
ers 1s carriers' practice of paying

commlSSlons lor sigmng on ne\\ Cellular and two manufacturer~ <•'
~uh!'cribers. a practice that is legal
phone equipment
and not regulated.
The sun alleges the earners and
Tht· ~mnp rate for commi~~iom mLJnufacturen fixed pncr~ ;,: ·
111 til~ Los Anj:!eles area is $li5 lC1
committed fraud in selhnl! cell~:!:
~_-:;,, rer nr,·: phone number
sen·ice and phone equ1pmen•
(t.rner!- use commiSSion~ a~
Retailers cla1m the\' shout.: 1
cLJrrots to gam subscribers But allowed- to buy phone equtpmt:· ·
somt- retailer!' lure customers b,- direct!\' from manufacturer~ _.-, ' ·
srlhng phones below cost. then us~ state's.Fasack said. Now retarlcr
commissions on the phone num· in some cases must buy equtpmen;
bers to make up the loss. The prac· through carriers, he said.
tice of tying the sale of unregulated
PacTel Cellular's Jaschke sa1d
phont equtment to regulated phone he was not familiar with tht sui\
numbers, called bundling, 1s ille·
To help people make more m5!al.
formed decisions about ctllular
In competiti\'e markets such as rates, state Sen. Herschel Rose'l·
Orange County, some small cellu· thal, D·Los Angeles. has mtrolar companies ha\'e gone out of duced a cellular consumer protechu!'tness because larger compeu- lion bill.
t• • • bundle- equipment and num ·
Tht' bill was mtroduced r·:· :>
t·-. ·: . sa1d .lern· Kaufman. owner acted on last year and IS schtauit:
ul the Just Phones cellular fran- to be reintroduced th1s sess10::.
ch1se in Fullenon.
said Paul Fadelh. a consultant for
Last fall. Kaufman and nine oth- Rosenthal.
er retailers filed sun against Leo ·s
1f passed, the bill would allo''
Stereo and Pack-Cell, alleging that retailers to sign up new customers
the two were guilty of bundling.
for both earners in an area. No'' .
Pack-Cell and Leo's claim not to retailers can sign up customers for
ha\'e broken any laws and that re- onl\' one carrier
tailer!' failed to present enough
·'Retailers like (the bill) becau·sl
facts to support their case.
it gi\·es them more chotce." Fa
As of last week. no funher acuon delli said.
has been taken on ttle-5Ui...,t.-----P041a.~cTe~,_J~Cellular OJJJ)Oses aH-a!'ln a separate lawsuit filed last pects of the bill. Jaschke sa1d. Car December, Allstate Cellular and ners need exclusl\·e a[!ents to pro
three other cellular dealers in Or· \'ide qualitr sen·1ce to customers .
an~e Countr and Los Angeles filed
and posting rates and map~
suit agamst PacTel Cellular, LA "seems a little unprecedented."

Cellular phone definitions
•

Agent: Independent cellular phone company. often a store trent.

that sells eQUipment and service tor one ot an area's earners
Carriers giVe agents hetty commissions ($175 to S350) tor signing on
new customers. Some crttJcs claim agents sell ;mor.es under cost,
making up for II with commissions.
• Car riers: Refers to companies with FCC licenses to provide
cellular serviCe in a g1ven city or rural area. Each area has two
carriers. one affiliated with the local Bell operating company. and one
una11iliated. or non-wireline. company . In Orange County. earners
are PacTel Cellular and lA Cellular .
• Churn: Number of customers who stop cellular service rn a
periOd. Nationally, 3 percent drop out each month; in California. rate
ranges 2.5 percent to 3.6 percent a month.
• Dead spots: Locations in a service area where cellulartlansm•s·
sion is not available because ot the terrain. or lack of cell sites .
• Raseller: A company that buys cellular "air time" from earners in
bulk, Teselling It to consumers with services such as operators and
call waiting.
• Aaamlng: Ability to make and receive calls from a cellular phone
outside one's ..home" area. Carriers typically charge a taw dollars a
month tor the eervtc:e.

Sources: California .Public Utilities Commission, Division ot Rate·
payer Advocates. The Regtster

PUC report targets rates, service
Cellular phone facts
Key statistics on the market
• The number ol cellular phones in the United States will nne '" at 4
million by the end of 1990. increasmg trom 1.7 million last year
• Calitomta accounts tor 17 percent ot the country's cellular phones.
Southern California's density is about one for every 40 peoo1e
• The typ1cal Cahlorma user is male. 39 to 55 years old. owns or
manages a small bus1ness or works in sales. makes $45.000 to $80.000
a year and spends one to live hours a day in his car.
• Making a call costs a lot in Southem Calilornta - there ·s a $45
monthly tee plus 45 cents a mtnute tor both incomtng and outgo1n9 call~
- and prices haven'Hm:ioped stnce 1983 In other pans ot the countr.
monthly fees range from $29 to $45, and mtnute charges run betwee"
29 and 43 cents .
Sou~ces· Cahlorn1a PUbt•c Ullht1as Comm•ss10n

Rt'Q•sler

O.V1s10n ol Ralepa¥ar

Advoca•e~

tr ..

CHAIRMAN HERSCHEL ROSENTHAL:

First of all, does any member of the

Committee object to TV news cameras covering the Committee?

Without

objection, TV coverage is approved.
This is an informational hearing on cellular telephone rates.

I want to

welcome everyone here today to the first hearing of the senate Energy and
Public Utilities committee in the new legislative session.
I want to welcome back Members, Senator Alquist and Senator Killea.

Just

for those who don't know, the Committee staff is, Michael Shapiro, Committee
Secretary is Patti Stearns and the new Senate fellow is Kevin Parikh.
Today we are holding a hearing on high cellular telephone rates in california.

And we're asking the question - how should the state regulate the

cellular industry to help lower rates?
My goals as Committee Chair have been to protect consumer interests and
promote fair competition.

At the moment, I don't think either of these goals

is being realized in California with respect to the cellular telephone industry.
California has more cellular telephone customers than any other state in
the nation, with most of those customers in Southern California, the area I
represent.
the country.

Yet despite this huge demand, our rates are among the highest in
And although cellular telephone service started in California in

1984, basic rates to consumers have not come down since this service began.
We come here today to ask why rates are still so high, and why there is so
little difference in the rates and services offered by the competing cellular
companies.

I think the answer is lack of effective competition.

We are also here today to hear what the California Public Utilities COmmission has done, or will do, to wrestle with the issue of cellular telephone
regulation.

In particular, I want to hear the Commission's recommendations on

what can and should be done to lower rates.
In addition, I want to know whether it is time for new state legislation,
either to further regulate or deregulate the cellular industry to promote
competition and lower rates.

At this moment, I am leaning against deregu-

lation.
As an alternative to new legislation this year, should the Legislature
during this time of dynamic technological change and market restructuring step
back and await further developments before taking action?
Finally, we may be barking up the wrong tree entirely in thinking that
-1-

state action is the answer.

We may be trying to change something in Cali-

fornia which can only be properly reshaped in Washington.

The answer to our

concerns may be to send a strong message to Congress, to the new President,
and the FCC that the federally mandated duopoly cellular telephone system
isn't providing the competitive environment that the wireless communication
marketplace really needs.
Today we stand at a cross-roads.

The direction we go with cellular tele-

phone service in California will be determined by a combination of federal
government and PUC decisions, new technologies, new competitors, consumer
action and, possibly, state legislation.

The road that I prefer to travel is

the one that leads to aggressive competition and lower customer rates.
We have with us today a prestigious group of witnesses to help lead us
along the right path.

They include the

u.s. General Accounting Office, the

Public Utilities Commission, the cellular industry, industry competitors and
consumer groups.

I regret that the Federal Communications Commission, the

FCC, declined to attend.

However, the FCC indicated it would be sending the

Committee written testimony for the record.
I look forward to the witnesses' testimony today, and I would ask the witnesses, each one of them, each as a group, to limit their remarks to about
fifteen minutes and I will not be bashful about holding you to that so we have
time for all the witnesses to speak and for questions.
Let's begin first with GAO, the investigative arm of the

u.s. Congress,

which recently studied the status of competition in the cellular telephone
industry.

Welcome to California.

At the outset I'd like to express my deep appreciation for your agreeing
to come to California to testify today.

I only wish your federal colleagues

at the FCC had been able to attend as well.

Also, I understand that your

testimony is confined to the findings in your report to Congress on cellular
telephone competition, and that you're not prepared to comment on the specifics of California regulatory decisions and that's fine as far as I'm concerned.

With that in mind, please proceed.

MR. JOHN ANDERSON:
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the warm welcome.
I'd like to welcome, before we begin, the Vice Chair

of the Committee, Senator Russell.
MR. ANDERSON:

Okay, sir.

All right, thank you again.

With me today is Paul O'Neil who is responsible for GAO's reviews of the
Federal Communications Commission.

And with your concurrence I'll summarize
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my statement and I ask that the entire statement be submitted for the record.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL1
MR. ANDERSON:

That's approved.

We appreciate this opportunity to discuss GAO's July, 1992

report on the competitiveness of the cellular telephone industry.

Cellular is

one of the fastest growing segments of the telecommunications industry.

From

its fledging years, late 1983 and '84, cellular has grown to nearly $7 billion
in annual revenues with over 10 million subscribers paying over $68 per month
for service.

This afternoon I'd like to discuss the development of the indus-

try, it's competitive structure and profitability and the impact of emerqing
technologies on industry competitiveness.
In brief, the FCC authorized the licensing and allocated spectrum to two
carriers in each market.

One license went to the existing local telephone

company and one to an applicant not affiliated with the local telephone company.

The carriers, in turn, made the capital investment to build, operate

and maintain cellular systems.

currently, license carriers operate in all 734

geographic market areas designated by the FCC and there are 30 such market
areas in California.
Licensed carriers sell cellular services directly to consumers, or hire
independent agents to obtain subscribers on a commission basis.

Also, the FCC

allows an unlimited number of firms, called resellers, to buy blocks of cellular phone numbers from the carriers at wholesale prices to sell at retail to
consumers.

Resellers become, in effect, their customers' cellular phone

company, handling billing and services, while the licensed carrier operates
and maintains the system.
At the request of Senator Harry Reid of Nevada we examined the competitive
structure of the industry and whether the FCC's policies ensure the availability of cellular service at competitive prices.

In our report we made

recommendations to the FCC that were designed to, one, enhance competition in
the industry and, two, facilitate an evaluation of industry competitiveness if
increased competition is not forthcoming.

I would now like to elaborate on

cellular's current market structure.
According to economic theory, in any duopoly market, adequate competition
is a concern because producers can recognize their interdependence and may
maintain their prices above competitive levels.

In general, the fewer the

number of producers, the less likely that they will price competitively.
In addition, several characteristics of the cellular market may reduce the
likelihood of competition.

First, few significant quality differences exist
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among cellular carriers.

Similarity in product quality may facilitate noncom-

petitive behavior.
Second, cellular's duopoly structure resulted not because of market forces
but because the FCC restricted market entry.

If new firms can enter a market

freely it is more difficult to maintain prices above a competitive level.
Third, the pattern of ownership for cellular service may be conducive to
noncompetitive behavior.

A carrier may find that its competitor in one market

is also its competitor in several other markets.

In still other markets, that

competitor might be the carrier's partner.
And fourth, when no good substitutes exist, which is the current situation
in the cellular industry, it is easier for firms to maintain prices above the
competitive level because consumers have no alternatives.

Taken together,

these factors increase the likelihood that cellular prices will be above the
competitive level.
Resellers have been active in bringing the issue of industry competitiveness to the forefront.

Although the FCC recognized the resellers' potential

to enhance competition at the retail level, it was uncertain whether a market
structure that included resellers would lead to a greater diversity of service
or lower prices.

This is because the reseller must buy the service from the

cellular carrier and the carrier is itself in the business of selling retail
to customers.

The resellers' presence in a market does not alter a market's

duopoly structure, deter market power by licensed carriers, or generally lead
to lower rates to consumers.
I'd now like to spend a moment discussing profitability in the cellular
industry.

Profitability is a critical component in evaluating whether an

industry's prices are set at or near competitive levels.

Neither the FCC nor

the states require the collection of revenue, cost and other data from cellular carriers that would be needed to begin assessing industry profitability.
Although cash flows have been negative for many cellular carriers because of
large initial capital outlays, the FCC and others contend that the industry
will be very profitable in the future.

These views are based on the average

rates of return carriers are reportedly realizing and on the high prices at
which cellular licenses have been selling, some for more than $200 per person
in some markets and some higher.

That translates to tens of millions of

dollars for a license, even more in the very largest markets.
In our report we noted that, according to a 1989 study by the California
Public Utilities Commission which analyzed 1988 data for fourteen of its
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licensed cellular carriers, the average return on equity reported by these
carriers was a very healthy 24 . 5 percent.

The California-based Cellular

Resellers' Association analysis of financial performance of the cellular
carriers in Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Francisco/San Jose showed wholesale investment returns of between 25.3 and 123.1 percent in 1988.
As part of our review, we examined retail prices charged between 1985 and
1991 by licensed carriers in 30 of the largest cellular phone markets, including Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego and San Jose.
prices were fairly constant over the period.

We found that average

When inflation was taken into

account prices actually decreased about 27 percent.

However, on average,

California prices were about 31 percent above the other markets.

We also

found that in about two-thirds of the markets, the best available prices
between the two carriers were very close and often nearly identical.

In

California our data showed that the average price difference, if any, varied
no more than about three percent between the two carriers.
However, as the California Public Utilities Commission has recognized,
additional information on cost and profitability, which has not been routinely
collected, would be needed to determine whether prices were competitive.

The

Commission has issued an order which is currently stayed pending a rehearing
requiring the collection of financial data on a semiannual basis.
Finally, I would like to discuss the impact of emerging technologies on
the industry's competitiveness.

The FCC is relying on new services from new

sources to resolve concerns over the competitive condition in the cellular
marketplace.

While these technologies have the potential to improve compe-

tition, significant questions remain about how and when this will occur and
who will get the licenses, new entrants or the incumbent carriers.

New serv-

ices, referred to as personal communication services, share certain characteristics with cellular and use both existing and new technologies.
Since our report was issued in July, the FCC has issued notices of proposed rulemakings in an order allocating spectrum to the new technologies.
The FCC has asked for comments on restricting licenses to new carriers in the
existing markets.

we support a policy that favors granting licenses to new

firms that are not current cellular providers in a given market area in order
to increase the options available to consumers, thus encouraging carriers to
lower their prices.
As technologies advance and new personal communication services are
brought to the marketplace that provide a function similar to cellular, com-

-s-

petitiveness in the industry may improve.

The FCC expects new services with

new providers to begin competing in the marketplace in the not too distant
future, beginning this year with Fleet Call's specialized mobile radio system.
Officials of Fleet Call see this as an opportunity to be the third major
provider of mobile phone services in six markets, including Los Angeles and
San Francisco, which, as Fleet Call defines them, represent 82 percent of
California's population.

Although the FCC has already assigned spectrum for

Fleet Call, virtually all of the spectrum that is suitable for additional new
services has been allocated.

The FCC must reallocate spectrum from current

users to make it available for the new services.

These users, railroads,

electric cooperatives and others, have expressed strong concern about the
potential disruption to safe and reliable transportation and electrical power
services that may result.
Also, Members of Congress have proposed auctioning spectrum for the new
services to the highest bidder rather than allocate it without charge.

While

the FCC is making progress in its efforts to reallocate the spectrum, these
controversies could delay the introduction of new services, thus delaying new
competition to cellular.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the FCC has not routinely gathered the data
needed to determine whether cellular service prices are competitive.

Emerging

developments in cellular and similar technologies may solve some of the concerns with the existing market structure.

However, the FCC must first over-

come obstacles which could significantly delay introduction of the new services.

In the event such delays occur, other actions may be needed to protect

consumers' interests.

Therefore, our report recommended that if the new

services are not available within the time frames the FCC currently envisions,
the FCC should begin evaluating the status and development of competition in
the cellular industry.

As a first step, the FCC should obtain revenue, coat

and other financial data needed to assess the profitability of carriers in the
30 largest markets.

It would then be in a position to judge whether con-

sumers' interests are adequately safeguarded.
In responding to this recommendation, the Chairman of the FCC acknowledged
that it is difficult to conclude that the cellular market is fully competitive.

He added that, at a later time, depending on the outcome of the FCC's

personal communication services rulemaking, and the emergence of other competitive services, obtaining revenue, cost and other data, as we had recommended, could be beneficial in evaluating the competitiveness of the industry.
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The FCC's approval of Fleet Call in six frequency congested markets, including San Francisco and Los Angeles, should guarantee a new competitor in
these markets.

However, it is not yet known whether additional carriers or

the existing cellular carriers will provide new services in most of the markets across the country.

our report further recommended that, in allocating

spectrum and granting licenses for the new services, the FCC should establish
a policy that gives first preference to firms that are not current cellular
providers, particularly if only one new license is granted in that market.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks and I would be glad to
answer any questions.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Let me ask you a couple of questions.

Do you believe

that the FCC mandated duopoly structure is the cause for most of the competitive constraints that you have found?
MR. ANDERSON:

I believe it is but I also believe that it's the nature of

the industry itself that causes some of the problems, the fact that you have
few competitors right now and that there isn't anything new on the market,
although it looks like there's some products that are about to emerge.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

In your report you suggest that it may be appropriate

for the FCC and states to investigate cellular industry costs and profits.
How would that help promote competition and lower rates?
MR. ANDERSON:

Well, I think that we would agree with the FCC that the

first thing should be to try to get some more competition into the industry.
If they were to evaluate cost and pricing data, however, if the additional
competition is not forthcoming, at least it would shed some light, some sunshine if you will, on whether or not there truly is competition in the industry.

Right now we're relying pretty much on some anecdotal data and some

old data, some 1988 data collected by your Public Utilities Commission, and
relying on analysis of prices.

That's not enough.

You need to have infor-

mation on costs, as well.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

It's my understanding that there are going to be some

FCC licenses for new mobile communication technologies.

Do you have a concern

that this might give the existing cellular carriers a first preference call on
those new technologies?
MR. ANDERSON:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, we do have some concern about that and

that's why we recommended that the FCC consider a policy that would give first
preference to carriers other than the current carriers in the market.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Some of the press that I've been reading lately
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suggests that Congress may examine the cellular telephone industry this
session.

Do you think that's likely this year?

MR. ANDERSON:

I think that's very possible and the question of whether or

not the spectrum should be given out at no charge or there should be some sort
of a fee could come up, as well.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Any further questions?

SENATOR LUCY KILLEA:
terribly out of date.

Yes.

Senator Killea.

Mr. Anderson, I agree that the 1988 data is

Wouldn't this industry have grown by a fourth or a

third since then?
MR. ANDERSON:

I'm not real sure.

I know that it's grown over that time,

yes.
SENATOR KILLEA:

Tremendously, in that time.

I knew very few people who

had cellular phones in '88 and, you know, two out of three people I know do
now, so there's been a tremendous change in that.

Seems to me that that's

something that would be necessary to make some judgments on this to have some
more up-to-date information.
MR. ANDERSON:
SENATOR KILLEA:
MR. ANDERSON:

Oh, yes.
Are you planning to gather that?
Yes.

I believe that that even makes it more important that

the competitiveness of the industry be monitored because when cellular first
started out there weren't that many people that were using cellular phones and
it's growing in leaps and bounds, like you've indicated,

and I think that

that means that we need to pay more attention to make sure consumers' interests are being protected.
SENATOR KILLEA:

And I think - what do you see in terms of - this is a

question that I shouldn't ask you, I guess, but what do you see in terms of
some actual possibility of Congress coming up with something during the course
of this year or - what do you see?
MR. ANDERSON:

I really can't predict.

I don't know.

There's going to be

a lot •••
SENATOR KILLEA:
MR. ANDERSON:

No, I know you can't.
••• on the legislative agenda this year, budget deficits and

other things, and I really can't predict but I do know that in the last Congress there was a lot of activity, especially toward the end, they just didn't
get around to resolving anything.
SENATOR KILLEA:

I guess, you know,

we go through this sometimes, should

we go ahead and do something and then congress will do something contrary to
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that or, if we wait forever, you know, sometimes we go ahead and it turns out
that whatever is done fits right in with what we've done.

So, I guess that's

the chicken and egg kind of thing that we're always faced with.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Thank you.

Senator Russell.

SENATOR NEWTON RUSSELL:

My understanding is that, in certain population

areas, such as Southern California, Los Angeles, maybe the San Francisco Bay
Area, that the availability of additional units, or whatever you call them,
additional phones or additional customers, without going to digital type of
work is very limited.

That being the case, how can you get more competition

in an area that's already saturated?
MR. ANDERSON:

I think under the current structure, with the analog

system, that's true but, hopefully, digitalization is going to increase it
four, six, ten-fold eventually, which will deal with the problem in the long
run.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. ANDERSON:

Doesn't that require a great deal of capital investment?

I would imagine it would, yes.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

And to attract capital investment need there not be a

reasonably fair return, at least a good return initially, to get the system up
and to get a return, an early return, on that money?.

If the heavy hand of

government comes down in a regulatory mode and restricts that, by whatever
regulations, wouldn't that diminish to some degree the ability to attract
investment and, therefore, expand this market as much as we hope it will
expand it?
MR. ANDERSON:

You're making a good point, one that, you know, if you take

some action to try to improve things and in essence sometimes it could have
the reverse effect.

That's a possibility here.

I think that the reason we

supported the position we did in our report is that we think the best thing is
to try to get more competition.

Competition will spur innovation and, hope-

fully, the consumers will benefit from that.

And we would not be in favor of,

you know, just regulating for regulation sake, but we think that if the competition is not forthcoming in the near future, and I would say in the next
two years, we don't see competition for the other two carriers in that particular market, that it's time then to start taking some action to gather some
data and look closer at the industry.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

What factors do you consider that relate to the cost of

capital in terms of the return?

You have an industry that's, say, reasonably

maxed out in California and in certain areas, and to change to digital as we
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indicated requires an investment of capital.
profitable.

Capital will go where it's most

And if, do you take that into consideration in your recommenda-

tions for regulation as to how you can attract the capital into this industry,
be it competitiveness, additional players or just the duopoly, for now?

How

do you relate that?
MR. ANDERSON:

I think that the American industry has been very, very

innovative in the past and has been able to come up with solutions to problems
that have been presented and I think that there could

be some solutions here.

I think what we're talking about also with these new personal communication
services are a totally different type of thing.

I think the state of the art

is moving so fast that we're not real sure what's going to be needed necessarily in the way of capital investment and that sort of thing in the future.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
also?

These new types of communications, they use a spectrum

I thought that was all used up, all allocated.

MR. ANDERSON:

Yes.

That's right and that's part of the problem.

That's

part of our concern is that some of this has to be taken away from existing
users and those existing users are objecting and whether or not that will
delay the introduction of new competing services remains to be seen.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

The hand of government giveth and the hand of government

taketh away, is that what we're saying?
MR. ANDERSON:

This is a difficult problem that, you know, there are no

easy solutions to.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Well, if - what has been the impediment towards the

development of new competitive products?

Is it just the technology hasn't

moved that far ahead?
MR. ANDERSON:

That's my understanding.

I think just recently, you know,

I guess cellular got started in the '83-84 time frame in earnest and just
recently over the last year or two have some of these new technologies been
emerging and then they seem to be like growing in leaps and bounds if you read
the articles and the reports about them.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. ANDERSON:

Are they capital intensive type?

I would imagine they have some capital intensity but I

don't know enough - Paul, do you have anything you would add?
MR. PAUL O'NEIL:

Well, they certainly are capital intensive but just

recently Fleet Call announced a merger with DisCom and there's a lot of money
out there •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:

How does that differ from the regular Cellular One and
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Pac Bell Cellular?
MR. O'NEIL:

I mean, why would I go to Fleet Call or one of the others?

Well, they may be able to offer a cheaper price than Cell-

ular •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. O'NEIL:

It's the same concept, is it?

Basically.

The way it was explained to me is that this is

based more on the principal of the dispatch radio services that used to exist
in the past but much enhanced with digitalization and that sort of thing.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Doesn't it seem to you that the best thing we can do,

while keeping an eye on the industry, is to allow them to have this return for
a period of time to build up the industry, to bring in the new competitors
with a potential for a return, and then once everything is fairly settled then
look at it and talk about the potential regulations, keeping an eye on the
fact that it costs so much in terms in capital investment and there has to be
a return on that.
MR. ANDERSON:

That would not be an unreasonable approach.

I think the

introduction of Fleet Call, as soon as it is coming down the road, the emergence of other personal communication services, is going to change the structure of this market and a go cautiously approach would be considered by some
to be a prudent one.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Well, most regulation is done with the best of inten-

tions, designed to do something good for the people, but my concern is that we
don't want to do anything that's going to stall this fledging industry, and I
suspect that, possibly, if we get in too heavy handed it may do that.

Thank

you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Any further questions?

Thank you very much.

Our next witness is the Honorable Daniel Fessler, President of the
California Public Utilities Commission.
Let me begin by expressing my appreciation for your attendance.

As you

know, I asked you to provide the Committee with an historical overview of PUC
regulation of cellular carriers with the understanding that we would not ask
you to comment on any substantive issues which are now pending on rehearings.
Also, I want to publicly commend you and your colleagues for your recent
decision on cellular telephone service.

While I don't necessarily embrace or

even fully understand all the details, I believe it is pro-competitive and
pro-consumer and I hope that the public will soon realize the benefits of your
deliberations.

Please begin.

PRESIDENT DANIEL FESSLER:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the
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Committee.

I do not have a prepared statement, as such.

I have attempted to

react to questions which were posed to me by the Chair and so, if I may, I
will comment on those areas and then engage in such answering of questions a s
I'm able for members of the Committee.
The basic history of the industry which you heard from the federal officials who proceeded me is one with which I would take no exception and I would
not find it the most useful expenditure of your valuable time to repeat it.
In California the Commission became pro-active in the area of cellular
communications in the early 1980's, with the initial deployment.

The atti-

tude adopted by the Commission at that time, in which the Legislature seems to
be in full concurrence, is that the cellular carrier licensed duopolies were

clearly telephone utilities within the statutory mandate of the Public Utilities commission and, therefore, a regulatory oversight responsibility is
ours.

As the questions from Senator Russell anticipated, the exact dimension

of that regulatory responsibility and the optimal way to go about it is one
that we have been attempting to cope with and with which we are still at it,
as it were.
The first thing the commission had to do was to adopt rates for what was
truly an infant industry.

The rates which were adopted and approved by the

Commission were rates which, of necessity, had to amount to guesstimates as to
a stream of income which would be sufficient to do two things.

First, to

allow the industry to grow and that required that it have an access to capital
and a fair return so that investors would be induced to build the facilities
that we needed.

Second, to have some knowledge that those rates were not

beyond what was necessary to produce that result, else the high rates would
themselves discourage people from being able to afford or willing to make the
outlays to become subscribers to the system.

And so, there is this balance of

a concern about rates which includes the concern about the health and vitality
of the industry, as well as a concern about the industry, itself.

In my mind

they are intertwined and the link in inextricable.
What is extraordinary today is that, as the Chair indicated, if you work
with Chairman Rosenthal's figures, slightly more than one in ten cellular
telephone users in the United States is a Californian.

And so the industry is

not small in our state, either in terms of gross numbers of subscribers nor
gross numbers of dollars that are being involved in this marketplace.

And

yet, today, it is a fact that basic rates in California are where they were
when the Commission first established them.
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It is a matter passing strange and worthy of the concern of this body,
that a decade later and a million subscribers later, the economies of scale,
which one would have anticipated, might have been reflected in decreasing
rates have, in point of fact, on the surface, not been there.
Now, in fairness, there are two matters that require greater explanation.
First, there is the factor that rates today, being what they were ten years
ago, have actually decreased because of the ravages of inflation and so that
must be conceded and that works about a 20 to 28 percent actual decrease in
the expendable value of current dollars.

And, the second issue which must be

conceded is that, while basic rates are as I have indicated, the cellular
carriers and resellers have been very inventive in developing what we could
call "affinity plans" that seek to channel the demand for this service to
various interest groups and there is substantial competition at the retail
level for these affinity groups.

For us, and especially for one vested by you

with my responsibilities, that poses a number of issues, because, do we want
to see this industry grow and be nurtured in that manner or do we want the
industry to grow and be nurtured in a manner that is more like basic telephone
service, in which we have sought to provide an extension to the broadest
number of people of the utility of the instrument and not simply to attract
them by the issue of whether or not they happen to be a lawyer or they happen
to be in real estate sales or some other affinity group.
And then, finally, complicating the matter, is the point that Senator
Russell raises, because the million people in California, and more, who are
currently using cellular devices have, most especially in the Los Angeles
area, the constituencies represented by two of the distinguished members of
this panel, resulted in circumstances where the analog system is reaching the
limits of its physical capacity to handle calls.

This requires significant

investment to bring about the replacement of these analog switching devices
with digital switching.

And so, we are caught on a circumstance in which the

industry has legitimate arguments to make in certain of its markets that it is
facing intense capital demands and yet, when all of this is said and done,
there is the haunting fact of concern to me that we have in California some of
the highest rates in the United States.

And, those rates are high when they

are compared to other impacted markets such as Houston or Atlanta, and why is
that so?
Perhaps, my Commission has some responsibility here.

A complaint, which I

have heard from the industry, and which I have begun to examine, and which I
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am here to tell you I think may have some validity, is that when the Commis-

sion adopted its initial rate structure, it added as a companion the notion
that the Commission would not try to come back and every so often re-determine
rates.

That type of rather heavy handed regulation has been the traditional

way in which the commission has interacted, let us say, with the field of
energy in which we appear to be called upon constantly to be adjusting rates.
Rather, the effort was made to say that the industry participants could be the
source of the rate adjustments and we put in place a mechanism that made it
easy for industry participants to lower rates, more difficult for industry
participants to raise rates.
The reason for that has to be taken in its historical context and then
re-examined as to whether · the history counsels the continuation of this policy
and that was we were, at one and the same time, attempting to nurture the
presence of these resellers.

Remember that the duopolist is allowed to be, by

federal decision, in the business of retailing the product.

The retailer is

not allowed by federal decision to be in the business of competing in generating the basic product - as you said, Senator, the band width has been allocated and that is a decision over which neither my Commission nor, indeed, the
government of California, has any direct control.
And so, the question was to worry about a competitor in this circumstance
who might lower its rates for a brief period of time so as to forestall the
emergence of a reseller as a potential competitor or to drive the fledgling
reseller essentially out of business and then turn around and raise the rates.
That was the historical reason if you go back and read Commission decisions in
the late 1980's, the concern that it should be easier to lower rates and more
difficult to raise them.
Now, you will be told, and I think there is an element of agreement, and
one has to try and put oneself in the position of men and women who are in the
marketplace here, that there is a fear.

There is a fear to lower rates if it

appears that the door slams behind you with the Commission and that you have
exited a room from which there is no possibility of re-entry.

Well, in truth,

of course, there is a possibility of re-entry but that possibility of re-entry
includes the ability of your competitors to come before the Commission and to
protest what it is that you are seeking to do, to raise rates, for instance.
And, so we have a fourth dimension, Senator Russell, Senator Killea,
Senator Alquist and Senator Rosenthal, which you have all been interested in
over the years and that is the fairness of the process.
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The competitors will

frequently use the processes of the Public Utilities Commission, not only to
make their own case, but to comment very vociferously on the cases that are
being made by others.

Time is money, and the ability to delay or forestall

something that you do not wish to happen is something that I must constantly
worry about and fight against at the Commission.
As the Senator has indicated, in October of this year, the Commission took
a step.

The step is lucidly summarized in the position paper presented to you

by your Committee staff.

The step was to attempt to give the resellers a

greater opportunity to have some potential dominion over the basic physics of
the circumstance of the service they were offering by allowing them to introduce their own switches and forcing the duopolist to, in effect, unbundle that
aspect of the operation so as to provide a greater margin in which the resellera could effectively compete.

That opinion of the Commission is currently

before the body on a petition for rehearing and the Chair has graciously indicated his indisposition to have me comment on it since I am one of the individuals under our Constitutional system that is judged with making a determination of the merits of the petition for the rehearing.
But the goal of the Commission is the goal of working within the existing
structure, to attempt, if possible, to facilitate competition.

That was our

understanding of our mission and the fact that rates are has high as they are
suggests that we have not been successful.

The tactic that the Commission has

now taken in its October order is but another one of the techniques that we
would try to bring those rates down.

The question whether we have chosen a

propitious time, given the needs for digitalization.

Whether this sends the

wrong message to investors that, don't come to California.

I believe that we

must always be concerned about making California an attractive place in which
to invest money.
I do not accept it as self-evident that California should pay what amounts
to about a 30 percent premium, or what other markets are finding necessary to
pay, in order to attract a vigorous cellular industry in their states.

And

that, if the figures you heard today from federal officials are correct, is
the premium that we are paying and that is a matter of concern to me.

And, I

will make available to each of you, for whatever advantage you may or may not
find in it, a speech that I gave to the cellular industry in June of this
year, for I found it useful to engage the industry and to warn them that,
having been on the job for some 16 months at that point, I was concerned about
cellular rates.

I was depressed that they seemed to be stuck, as I put it,
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like a bug frozen in amber, and I invited the industry to engage in a dialogue
with me as one of the individuals who is vested with responsibility here.
For a considerable period of time I heard nothing.

And then came the

decision which was uttered in August - excuse me, in October.
have heard a great deal.

Since then I

I've heard a large number of what I take it to be

good faith overtures that, yea, there is a problem with rates and, yea, perhaps something can be done with it.

I will say to you that I am open to any

reform including the reforms in the tactics that my Commission pursues.

The

Co-Chair has asked for my advice as to whether I believe you need legislation.
At this . point my belief is that you do not.

I believe that it would be wise

to allow us to attempt to work our way through the order which is pending
before us on rehearing.

I believe it would be useful from the Legislature's

perspective to determine whether Fleet Call actually does deploy in Southern
California in the fall of this year, as we are hoping that it does, and to
monitor with interest to see what effects what amounts to a third competitor
begins to have on this industry.
My Commission is very interested in having the support of the Legislature
if you deem it to be merited, that California resist the notion and advise the
new administration of ita resistance of the notion, that we should attempt to
approach this matter by essentially federal preemption and for that reason
that we continue to insist that the fifty states have legitimate interests
here.

California, as we have frequently told the world, is the eighth largest

economy in the world.

I believe that it is a useful thing that in California

the Legislature, the Public Utilities Commission and the interested segments
of the market, the duopolist, the existing reaellera, those who are interested
in providing Fleet Call and those who are interested in providing personal
communication services, be brought to a forum.
have created.
out of this.

That forum is one that you

It is the Public Utilities Commission and see what we can make
We have to do better, all of us, than we have done.

And so

that- if there are questions, I would be happy to attempt to •••
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

What - at the present, what action, if any, has the

PUC taken before the FCC to further cellular competition?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

We've done two things.

Firat, we have suggested that

the FCC not proceed any further in efforts to usurp the authority of the
several states by preemption.

With regard to personal communication services,

we have filed our preference that that new band width be allocated among
providers who are not currently in the cellular business in the markets where
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they would become operating.

It is a strong matter of opinion on our part

that that would not be in consumer interest to have, in essence, the same
economic interests that are now using the mode of cellular as a meana of
making a livelihood, suddenly become, on the ground, making a livelihood competing with themselves.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL&

One of the things that's become apparent is that

many - for some of the cellular carriers that are competitors in one California market are partners in another.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHALa

Yes.
In other words, how can you expect - how can we

expect competition with these types of arrangements where, you know, whatever you do may effect your partnership in another part of the state?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

Well, Senator, this is a matter of concern and you

have refrained from giving the most obvious example.

The competitors in San

Francisco are exactly reversed in position and are the partners in the Los
Angeles market.

It would, at surface, begin to remind one of professional

wrestling, that it would be difficult to expect that there is going to be
vigorous competition here or significant injury.
What we have done, and I detect no great problem in terms of compliance
with this, is to insist that these markets be effectively segregated, but that
isn't really in the nature of the matter.

One worries, one worries about the

consequence of business decisions that are made by individuals who are called
upon to think of themselves, as in high positions in these industries, as
competitors in one market and partners in another.

I find it problematic.

Again, there is an issue of information gathering.

our success in gathering

information has, and we have complained publicly in a report that was issued
to the Commissioners in June of this year, has not been as great as we would
like in gaining cooperation from the industry and providing us with information.
Again, one strives to play a balancing role between asking questions which
are costly to answer for the sake of gathering information and having a purpose about gathering information.

But, this is a matter of concern to me.

I

think it's a matter of concern to everyone in this room.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

In the mid-1992 PUC staff cellular report, the tele-

phone report, •••
PRESIDENT FESSLER:
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Yea.
••• your staff complained that ita ability to perform
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its duties had been severely hampered due to the carriers' failure to report
financial information as required by PUC orders.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:
of facets.

Is this still a problem?

Yes, it is a problem and it is a problem of a number

Let me tell you that sometimes carriers will come and say to me,

"Look, we're being asked excessively general questions and it becomes incredibly and inordinately burdensome for us to be trying to answer these questions.

Couldn't the staff be more precise?"

To the extent that is possible,

I will seek to make our questions and our information gathering as targeted
but, of necessity, with a market of this nature, we cannot be dead-on precise
knowing the answer to a question before we ask it.
Fishing expeditions that burden the private sector are not to be encouraged but I do not believe we have been guilty of such things.

I would not

wish to have it demonstrated that we were and would take corrective measures
were that the case.

But we have encountered problems from our perspective in

receiving a cooperative response and if later witnesses wish to elaborate on
this from their perspective we will be very attentive.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL1

I might very well ask questions later.

Yes, senator

Russell.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

I'm wondering if you could share with us your knowledge

about these other markets that are fairly similar in terms of geographies or
dynamics, size and so forth, as to what the difference is between, say, New
York City'a duopoly and Los Angeles' duopoly, if those are good examples.
are the rates lower there than here?

Why

I presume that the, it's same concept of

attracting capital in both places or does the Eastern Seaboard get leg up in
capital markets that we don't have?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:
that you made.

I think there is some validity in the last statement

I mean, we can be demonstrated to, in many areas, pay a small

premium but the premium is too large here; that cannot be the explanation.
Part of the explanation may be the one that I was adverting to when I said
that you would hear complaints in the industry that in California the California Public Utilities Commission took a greater interest in the cellular
industry than waa the case in most other states.

That is a fact, Senator.

And the statement was, well, in these other states which essentially adopted
an almost totally hands-off attitude we were free to raise and lower prices as
we would; you had this great concern about fostering the presence of resellers
in the market and, therefore, prohibited steps which you felt were, meaning
the Public Utilities, were aimed at precluding predatory pricing and look
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where you are, you have 30 percent higher rates than is true in Atlanta.
And, I can't dismiss that criticism out-of-hand and I don't but I do not
think that there is a structural difference between the duopolies, let us say,
who are in the Atlanta market and a structural difference between the duopolies who are in our market, because one of the interesting things is that
while the original FCC scheme was that you would have the local telephone
carrier with one license and somebody who got real lucky with the other, those
license long ago have, by and large, been sold and those licenses are now
concentrated in the hands of a number of firms that have done, have certainly
done great things for society in spreading the service.

But, that means that

they are in multiple markets and so many of the duopolies that we face here
are, in their corporate persona, found in these other markets, and I'd be very
interested in the responses you get from their witnesses on this point.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Well one, I think then from what you said, could make

the argument that the only difference between California, say Los Angeles and
Atlanta, is the involvement of the PUC.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

One could attempt that argument and, as I said, I

don't - I didn't come on this job with the notion that everything that the
Public Utilities Commission had done before I arrived or since I've been there
must absolutely be correct.

I think that the Public Utilities Commission in

the state of California, if we turn out to be part of the problem, then it is
within your prerogative to remove us from this, but I can assure you that I
will be competing with you to be one step ahead of correcting that problem.
But, I frankly do not believe that one can sustain the case for the notion
that the requirement of giving the basic information which we have sought, and
some states have expressed total disinterest in, in the nature of the industry, in its financial returns, and fostering resellers, is the reason why
rates in California are at the level that they are.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Resellers are not particularly fostered, say, in

Atlanta?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

To a much lesser extent.

And you will hear from the

resellers what they perceive to be the problems of the industry.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Thank you.

PRESIDENT FESSLER:
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Yes.
Dan, one final question, completely off the subject

but while I have you here.

You know about my concerns about competition and

fair rates go beyond telecommunications.
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PRESIDENT FESSLER:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

In particular I share your concerns about persuading

the Canadian government to cooperate with California to foster a competitive
natural gas system.

While I have you here, could you, in a minute, briefly

tell me about the progress of your Canadian negotiations?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

Yes.

we have been engaged in negotiations with the

province of Alberta, with the Canadian federal government and, to a lesser
extent, with the problems of British Columbia, because, as you are all aware,
PG&E cuatomers annually are buying $1 billion a year in natural gas from
canada and, again, we find ourselves in the non-enviable position of paying on
balance the highest prices for that natural gas in North America.

It strikes

me as exceedingly strange that your oldest and largest customer would be
singled out for the highest charges and so we have been aggressively engaged
in dialogue, and I can tell you that there has been a significant change in
the government of Alberta recently.

The Premier has resigned.

has now been replaced through their constitutional process.

The Premier

A new Minister

for Energy Affairs has been appointed, Mrs. Black, and I am engaged in negotiations with them in which I think that I can report to the Senate that there
is now a strong, affirmative indication in canada that they recognize that
this type of treatment in California simply is not to continue and

th~t

we are

moving in the direction of being able to buy gas under the same circumstances
that others are.

And that's quite simple.

There's no mystery that the Senate

is supporting us and we desire a circumstance in which any California customer
for natural gas can buy gas in Canada from any willing seller on terms the two
find congenial and then find in transportation open access.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
another hearing.

Thank you very much and Members, this will eliminate

Thank you very much.

PRESIDENT FESSLER:
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Yes.

But you know, it's interesting, the parallelism here,

that here we're talking about 50 different states and what they're doing
regarding cellular, you know.

And then here we find the state of California

has complained that the gas it's getting down from Alberta coats more in
California than it does in other states.

There is a interesting parallelism,

at least in my mind, as to what's going here.

I would wonder some, Mr.

Chairman, as to, what do we know about what goes on in the several states.
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We

know that some are, California is perhaps as heavily regulated as any state
and has a very high cost level.

Are there any states as costly as Ca lifornia?

Are we the highest cost state around or are there others?
We know there are other states that practically don't regulate at all.
Well, what do we find as a rate structure there?

Are there more important

things than rate as the quality of service, coverage, and so and so forth.
You know, do we have any background on that?

I see we have some background

material but does it cover such items?
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL&

Well, we have some information and more will be

available as the PUC and Senate •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:

One of the things that bothers me about the agencies of

government, and in this case we're talking about PUC, but I don't particularly
care to pick on them as opposed to any other, but there's a common problem
with all agencies of government and that is, regulatory agencies are not
investors, they have no money on the table, there is no gain or loss to them
in outcomes.

There are other people who have sums of money at risk, you know,

have businesses at risk, have jobs at risk and so on.
for the agency that is supervising.

Never is that the case

And so, one wonders about the sensitivity

of such agencies as, for example, here we heard just from the last witness
that here the cellular people are saying, "Can't you give us a narrower
question?

This question is so broad you're taking up all kinds of time and

effort to answer it." And, I think he's saying, "We don't even know if you
want all that information."

But again, he talked about a fishing expedition,

okay.
Well, these are the things that are going to be very costly on the private
sector.

These are the kinds of things that seemingly the Governor and the

Legislature are becoming more sensitive to with the passage of time because of
the high cost of government, because of the high

oat of doing business in the

state of California and, perhaps, for a committee under the Legislature such
as this one, maybe we have to concentrate an awful lot of attention on what it
costa to do business in the state of California.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

I understand your concerns.

The thing that - in

answer, and I don't have all the answers in terms of regulation or deregulation or non-regulation.

The only thing that I can say is that I am con-

cerned that California consumers are paying more for their service than
anyplace else.

Now, I don't know if that's the fault of regulation or the

fault of the business that's working in California, which is one of the
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reasons •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Yeah, but it also means that any business operating in

California that uses cellular phones is paying more than if they were conducting their same business elsewhere.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Well, that's true.

But it also affects your home-

owner.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Yes.

SENATOR LEROY GREENE:
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR GREENE:

Mr. Chairman.
Yes, Senator.

I was wondering, we have the PUC and we have the utility

regulation and monopoly to provide a service to the broad spectrum of the
public, heating homes and businesses, basically, basic communications.

Is the

cellular telephone in that same category or is it in the category - some other
category of other business devices that people use that are in business?

If,

it would seem to me, that if this is unfairly expensive, that businesses would
not flock to it as apparently they have and saturate the market.

Do we need

to make or think of, and I should have asked Mr. Fessler this, do we need to
think about, even though this has been considered a regulatory arena, do we
need to consider it as a sort of a secondary arena for regulations?

Because

this is, at least not now, this is not a universally, a device that's going to
be universally used by every household like the telephone is.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

We don't know that yet.

It may, in fact, if it is

reasonably priced, be the substitute for the telephone.
SENATOR GREENE:

Apparently even with the digital approach will not •••

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR GREENE:

Or you could go say six, ten times the volume.

Yeah, but we have only have what, a million in Los

Angeles now?
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

But, how many did you have five years ago?

did you have four years go?
SENATOR GREENE:

How many

How many did you have last year?

But, the thing is, the total market is a potential 31

million people in California and growing and you have a limited ban which
can't be addressed by three or six or ten times more by digital but, I don't
know, is it in the same category?
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

President Fessler, would you have a comment?
I have, if I might also briefly respond to some of the

comments made by Senator Greene.

I absolutely agree with you, Senator

Russell, that the cellular device as we now know it is not in the same league
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and ouqht not be reqarded in the same leaque as, as the basic telephone instrument.
I would caution aqainst drawinq the conclusion that it could not play that
role.

One of the areas identified in the recent study that the FCC, excuse

me, the Office of the Conqressional General Accountinq Office I'm tryinq to
say, identified is that the larqest new area for qrowth, for cellular, is by
families desirinq to have this essentially as a security device in order to be
able to be in contact with family members.

The larqest barrier that these

individuals see to achievinq a means of carrying that through is cost.

So, I

was impressed, being a few minutes early, walkinq down the hall and looking at
the then Governor's office in 1906; the telephone instruments that one sees
there were far less frequent in terms of their impact on California in 1906
than the cellular instrument already is in California, in a small town like I
live in in Davis, to say nothinq of the large constituencies that you all
represent where, as Senator Killea says, most of her friends are finding these
thinqs very useful.
So, I think it is an instrument of tremendous interest and that I would
say that it is a business that, clearly, in the classical sense, is affected
with the public interest, one which doesn't justify any form of regulation.
It doesn't justify a form of requlation that is destructive or counterproductive, nothinq would ever do that.

But I think it legitimates the interest

of businesa because it is the means to qet to, in circumstances where one
otherwise couldn't, the basic telephone network that we all depend upon.
And Senator, I hope - I'm sorry that, if I did not speak with sufficient
clarity.

My interest, Senator Greene, is in seeinq that the Public Utilities

Commission is not and never would become, and if it has in the past, that it
would cease to be, the source of fishing expeditions or overly broad inquires.
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, I've not been here at the beginning of the meeting.

For me there is simply a basic question, why does it cost more for cellular
service in the state of California than it costs in most other locations, if
not all of the locations?

There's an answer there someplace and I'd like to

know what it is.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

And that same question, now that I've been here in

this job for two years, is a matter of qreat interest to me and I'm striving
to find it out and I am suggesting that one thing that you might wish to do is
to keep a sharp eye on me and my colleagues in the next ten months as we try
to •••
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SENATOR GREENE:

Well, what I would note about the cellular business and

even, for that matter, the telephone business, as a generalization in economics you would assume that as the volume goes up, the cost goes down.

That

does not seem to have been the case either in the telephone company or cellular.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

Yeah.

Well, actually, in the telephone industry the

cost has, in some instances, come down quite remarkably for long distance
service, for instance.

The forces of competition there seem to have brought

about very, very significant reductions in pricing.

In California, interest-

ingly, for basic telephone service, we have about the lowest coat for the
basic instrument in the home in the United States.

And, that•a, it is remark-

able that in one area of telephony we are, as you say, you are very legitimately concerned about why are we at this level of coat.

We don't want to be.

For the basic instrument we have one of the lowest coat profiles in the United
States with the economies of scale.

That's what bothered me.

You would think

that an infant industry would not require the same nurturing as it enters adolescence that it did when it was an infant.

Surely, were that true in any

mammal, we would think it passing strange.
SENATOR GREENE:

Thank you.

PRESIDENT FESSLER:
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR HENRY MELLO:

Thank you.
Yea.

Senator Mello.

I have a question.

You said the next ten months

you're going to be looking at these rates?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:
SENATOR MELLO:

Yea.

Would you kindly look at the level of service too?

Now,

this drawing shows a nice flat area that, no doubt, communication is fairly
standard.

Where I live, in the Monterey Bay area, and I have three different

cellular phones, myself, and I make an average of two to three to four phone
calls to complete one message, mainly because the level of service is so poor.
You go by a tree and you get cut off.

You go up by some buildings or some

mountains - and the service in the rural areas, believe me - we're getting the
shaft.

We're paying these high prices and we're getting nothing.

even take the time to call them back and say I got cut off.

I don't

That call should

not be charged as another call.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:
SENATOR MELLO:

You moat certainly should not.

But, it's because they apace out these cella probably

thirty, forty miles apart, and they don't take into consideration - I guess
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what they do, they take the Department of Transportation's traffic studies and
see how much traffic is on the road which relates to how much potential business there might be there - then they put the sparest level of service there.
When they get into a congested area where there is a lot of traffic they probably put a lot more.
Another thing that happens to me is I get encroachment of other signals
from other carriers and I listen to them and they, no doubt, listen to me, you
know, and, I mean we're paying much too much in the way of service, but if the
quality could increase it would lessen the hardship we have in paying these
high costa.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

Well, and again, the level of service throughout the

state is a matter of concern to the Commission and, on balance, I think the
utilities - excuse me - the industry, is to be commended for the job it baa
done in certain segments of the California market.

And, from what you are

reporting, and I have heard other similar comments, and I, myself, driving
from Davis to San Francisco have, at times, encountered problems with dropped
out calls and blocked calls.

The difficulty is, of course, inherent in the

limited range of the cellular instrument itself and the necessity of putting
up these towers and the costs that are involved in the towers, the degree to
which local governments will be cooperative in permitting the towers - there
are many factors here, but, certainly there ought to be a legitimate and
usable service.
SENATOR MELLO:

We're not being, in other words, they might say, you know,

we have a shabby level of service.

They ought to charge me a lot less to put

up with it •••
PRESIDENT FESSLER:
SENATOR MELLO:

Yes.

••• but we're paying the same high rate as anybody else and

we're getting interruptable service throughout the whole area.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:
with me.

Yes.

I appreciate the comment and I will take it back

Senator Alquist.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Yes.

SENATOR ALFRED ALQUIST:

Senator Alquist.
Yeah.

But, isn't this a rather capital inten-

sive, rapidly expanding industry with a need to expand service that's going to
need an adequate rate of return to attract capital?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

I completely agree, Senator, that it will need and has

needed in the past ten years, an adequate rate of return in order to attract
capital.

I guess the question which you are focused on and which I am focused
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on is whether there is something inherent in California, as opposed to other
areas, both rural and metropolitan, in which the industry seems to be growing,
seems to be responding to the needs to digitize and to build towers, but it is
doing so at rates that are lower than are being borne by the ratepayers of the
state of California.
SENATOR ALQUIST:

You're convinced then from the studies you've made so

far that the rate they are being charged is more than adequate, that you
should order a reduction?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

I have not ordered a reduction, Senator, and I am not

convinced that that is the case.
SENATOR ALQUIST:

You're not even thinking about it at the moment?

PRESIDENT FESSLER:

I am thinking about it.

I want you to understand that

I'm thinking about it but I am not convinced that ordering reductions would be
an appropriate thing and that that type of rate regulation would be one that
you would want to encourage me in, but it certainly is a matter that I hold
out as one of society's responsibilities, excuse me, responses, if it were
pushed to that.
SENATOR ALQUIST:

You don't see any need at the present for any further

legislation, any action by this Committee?
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

I would like to encourage the Committee to continue

its vigorous oversight of this industry and of the commission but I do not
suggest that this, that we have enough returns in, Senator, that we would want
to put it in the form of legislation.
SENATOR ALQUIST:

That would be my feeling.

Thank you.

I am quite confident that Senator Rosenthal has that

oversight in mind.
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

I share that confidence from experience, Senator.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
PRESIDENT FESSLER:

Senator Russell.
Very good.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Thank you, gentlemen.

We are going to move on and I have to tell you that

we're going to be a little more strict about the time since many of the issues
will be duplicative.
cations.
MR.

Wayne Perry, Vice Chairman of McCaw Cellular Communi-

Welcome.
WAY~E

PERRY:

Thank you very much.

We will be passing out my remarks

that I hopefully will be able to, I have some charta and things that I think
will be useful.

Firat, thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.

My name is Wayne Perry.

I am Vice Chairman of McCaw Cellular Communications.

McCaw is the largest cellular company in the United States.
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In fact, it is

the largest wireless company in the world.

We operate in Sacramento, Stock-

ton, Fresno, Yuba City, Modesto, Visalia, a number of California markets,
including significant interests in the Los Angeles and Bay Area systems.
Wireless is our only business.

Our goal is to provide high quality and

affordable cellular service and we think we have made an excellent start on
that process but one that we must continue.

Wireless is something that our

customers, we think, are feeling they get a good value.
I'm glad, Senator, you•re not on our system.
percent in a recession environment.

There are exceptions.

But, last year we grew 35

Our customers do believe, according to

our customer satisfaction surveys, that we are, in fact, giving them good
value.
We hope to introduce new technologies that will give us the opportunity to
introduce more services and reduce prices.

But, it is important for us to do

that, that we have a regulatory environment and a partnership with government
that gives us the predictability and stability that we need to move forward.
I think there are three fundamental points about cellular pricing and
cellular rates that I would like to make today.
customers demand quality.

Firat, to reiterate, our

It is the clear reception, the broad coverage and

the substantial network investment that they demand from us, primarily above
all.

The very first thing that our customers demand is a quality network.

They are very concerned about price but quality is number one.
McCaw invested over $200 million in cellular in the state of California,
not including our investments in Los Angeles and the Bay Area.

Attachment A

of my.handout shows you the coverage maps that shows that we have increased
our coverage over three times in the five and a half years that we have been
in operation in the state of California.

Those maps don't quite cover it all

because they don•t tell you that we have now had to go to portable coverage.
We used to have to exist with just mobile coverage and now our customers are
demanding portable coverage, so that we•ve had to fill in a lot more cell
sites within those areas as we•ve expanded our coverage.

We've not, if you

look at Attachment B you will see that we•ve not returned our investment in
that state, in the state of California, yet.

Every year we•ve invested more

money than we•ve made and what we show you there on Attachment B is from 1988
through 1991.

We would have included our results for the years before 1988

but we lost so much money we didn't think you would give us credence for it,
but they were very dismal.
second, I think the point we like to point out about cellular rates is
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that the cellular carriers are introducing discount rate plans today.

It's

true that the basic rates have oftentimes not changes significantly.

But, to

attract new customers and to keep our customers from going over to the competition we have been introducing alternative rate plans and oftentimes a great
number of our customers are on those alternative rate plana.
addition to the basic rate plans.

These are in

Attachment c and D shows you some of those

rate plans that we have in some of our markets, including this market here in
Sacramento.

A typical customer gets about a seven percent price reduction in

nominal terms off of the basic rate using one of those plans.

Now, in real

terms, President Fessler mentioned how the true rates in cellular considering
inflation have reduced even more.

I think that the reason these cellular

prices are going down is the competition that we have with, not only our other
carrier, but the new carriers that we feel are going to be coming into our
business.
The third point we would like to make about the cellular rates, which is
one that has clearly been on the Committee's mind today, deals with the fact
that we believe that cellular regulation discourages price reduction.

Cali-

fornia is the most regulated state when it comes to cellular in the United
States.

We believe that cellular prices would be less if we were not so heav-

ily regulated.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Excuse me.

How does the regulation prevent you from

reducing your price?
MR. PERRY:

That's a good question.

For example, we have to give a 30 day

notice to all of our competitors when we want to reduce rates.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:
advantage.

What's the problem with that?

The problem with that is that you don't get any competitive

Your competitor will know about it.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:

Well, who cares, who cares?

Well, people do things to get a competitive advantage.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

No, I mean the companies may be concerned about that

but if you decided that you wanted to reduce my rate, I wouldn't care whether
the other company knew about that or not - reduce my rate.
MR. PERRY:

Well, that's true.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

It's just that it hinders the •••

Yeah, but he wants to get business from the other, that

the other company might otherwise get.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Well, but, if the other company is then forced to

reduce their rates, as well, that's fine for the consumer.
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HR. PERRY:

But it rarely works that way, Senator.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHALI
HR. PERRYz

What happens •••

Try it.

Senator, we tried, oftentimes we tried, but there are delays

that inhibit our ability to reduce rates.

Oftentimes we are required to put

in place a reseller clone, tariff reduction or the resellers protested the
rate reduction.

This simplified tariff proceeding that we've been under the

last two years hasn't resulted in rates going down.
SENATOR GREENE:

Let me ask a question on that point, what you were

talking about, Mr. Chairman.

The reasons you would want to reduce your rate

is to attract business to your company from your competitors.

Is that not

correct?
HR. PERRY1

That is a major reason you would, yes.

SENATOR GREENE:

And, to do that, if you signal this 30 days in advance of

any reduction, does it not give your competitor an opportunity to look at the
facts, the lay of the land, and reduce their rates a similar amount, if you
have to announce ahead of time?
KR. PERRY:
takes longer.

Especially since it is never 30 days.

The process always

Absolutely.

SENATOR GREENE:

So, there's no competitive surprise which enables you to

wean away other customers who are, since most of them are business people,
they are looking at the bottom line.
KR. PERRY:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

I would also ask •••

Okay, let me ask you a question, follow-up.

Have you

asked the PUC - my question is - have you asked the PUC to change that rule?
An official request?
MR. PERRY1

We have been in discussions - have we made an official re-

quest?
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
KR. PERRY:

You have not made an official request?

Why not?

Considering an official request, we asked, we talked to the

CPUC and said, "The best system that we feel is one that we can raise and
lower rates without notice and without opportunity for other people to
comment."
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

And, you've asked specifically of the PUC to take a

look at that?
KR. PERRY:

Yes.

SENATOR GREENE:
than this.

Well, if I may, Mr. Chairman, there must be more to it

Simply notifying the PUC is notifying PUC.
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What is the result of

that notification?
MR. PERRY:

Do they then step in?

Yes, they oftentimes, it's a long process that •••

SENATOR GREENE:

So, what you're suggesting to us is you have to notify

the PUC 30 days in advance of lowering or raising a price?
MR. PERRY:

That's correct.

SENATOR GREENE:

That might, in turn, wind up with some hearing before the

PUC or what?
MR. PERRY:

It usually gets involved in protests and requests for addi-

tional information and just process delay.
SENATOR GREENE:

All right, but, even if you're just, let's say that you

want to lower your rates ten percent, okay, and you, "Dear PUC, I intend to
lower my rate ten percent."

And, the PUC can say to you, "Now, wait a minute.

Before you do that there are certain things I want to know."
MR. PERRY:

That's correct.

More often that not the resellers will ask

for us to protect their margins in that instance or even our other competitor
might protest.

There is just an opportunity'to slow the process down in that

instance.
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, there's an opportunity.

Does it happen, is it

usual?
MR. PERRY:

Yes.

SENATOR GREENE:

Yes.
It's usual and customary that 30 days is not 30 days.

It's an extended period of time.
MR. PERRY:

Yes.

If you give sodium pentothal to every cellular carrier

in the state of California he will tell you he does not feel he has the ability to reduce rates or increase rates, especially increase rates.

We don't

think we can increase rates.
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, but if we were to do that then we could reduce the

price of sodium pentothal.
MR. PERRY:

Senator.

I suggest you, let's take a look at Exhibit, Attach-

ment E to my presentations.

I think what that shows is that cellular rates

are anywhere from ten to fifty percent lower in states without rate regulation
than they are in Los Angeles or the Bay Area.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:

Yes.

Basic rates?

If you will look at how we calculated this assumption,

we just took a plan for a number of minutes and made fair assumptions - we
believe these are fair assumptions - and you can see that there is almost a
perfect correlation between high rates and regulation.
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Now, I think that this

is an instance where we believe that competition is good, we believe that
rates can come down and will come down.
SENATOR GREENE:

But, isn't it interesting though that, in terms of your

investment, okay, in dollars, so much money is put into leasing property,
putting up towers, buying equipment of various kinds and so on and so forth.
Doesn't it become a little difficult to think of the millions of dollars that
are invested that these actions by the PUC can have that much effect on the
price?

Ian•t the price in relation to what it is costing you to do business,

of which this can't be a very big part?
MR. PERRY:

It's true that one can argue that regulation, in and of it-

self, is not a huge cost versus the capital investment that we have made, but
it ends up being a stifling process in which true competition just doesn't
really happen as vibrantly as it does in markets where we don't have the kind
of •••
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, you were showing, for example, that in Chicago,

Illinois, okay, that the cost for 60 minutes, it's 54 percent lower in Chicago
than here - so it's roughly half - and you show for 120 minutes and you go to
185 minutes and you say it's 85 percent cheaper in Chicago than it is in
California, and so on.

Now, why would the number of minutes that you are on

the phone make the difference?
MR. PERRY:
tion.

Those might be benefited from particular rate plan competi-

One of the things about cellular competition in unregulated markets is

that it takes many forma.

It takes the form of package plana.

on various package plans.

They compete on •••

SENATOR GREENE:

People compete

Then, are you basically saying that regulation stifles

competition?
MR. PERRY:

I believe that we would have more vibrant competition in the

state of California if we were not subject to such stringent regulations.
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, you gave an illustration, for example, of saying,

if I may, Mr. Chairman, that, you know, the 30 day notice thing and then
you're saying, "No fair.

My opposition, my opponent, my competitor under-

stands that in 30 days I wish to lower my rates by ten percent."

so, he's

going to turn around and notify the PUC that he's going to lower his in the 30
days, which is probably a couple of days off of yours.

Is that the nature of

what happens?
MR. PERRY:

Yes.

If, in fact, they thought it was going to be implemented

in 30 days.
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SENATOR GREENE:

Now, let us assume that this is an unregulated market and

so, in that case, you're not going to notify any PUC because they are not
going to be there to notify.
internal decision.

You're simply going to say that we've reached an

As of next Monday the rates are lower by ten percent.

Now, this is going to be found out very quickly by your competitor who'll s a y,
"Gosh, they're going down ten percent. I guess we have to match them or lose
business because we are all competing over customers."

And we're talking

about somebody who, let's say, is not a customer now but we want to buy him up
tomorrow.

You're trying to get to a lower price than they are so you can say

to this potential customer, "Come with us.
if you go with them."

It costs you ten percent less than

They turn around and do the same thing.

What I'm

getting at is I don't, in this instance, maybe others, but in this instance I
don't see the difference between being regulated and being non-regulated.
MR. PERRY:

One can argue why people behave the way they do in an

unregulated environment but I think the facts speak very clearly that the
rates are less in an unregulated environment •••
SENATOR GREENE:
MR. PERRY:

Yeah, a duopoly structure.

The same participant.

SENATOR GREENE:

Well, again, my problem is that what you state I will

assume is the truth, but I can't find out thus far why it's true.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

One of the other things as part of the PUC's concern,

you see, we have those who are providing this service and then we have the
resellers who are selling it to you.

Okay?

Now, if they did what they might

want to do, it might be considered predatory pricing.

In other words, if they

reduced their rates 25 percent but the reseller couldn't stay in business as a
result of that reduction, then where are we?

And so, the PUC has the dupli-

cate concern •••
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, what we note here, assuming that this table is

accurate and not knowing whether it is or not, assuming that, and we are
talking about the back page in the book there, we are shown three regulated
markets, Los Angeles, New York and San Francisco.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR GREENE:
difference.

Okay?

Yes.

Let's take the first item there, the 60 minutes, the

In Los Angeles it's $69 plus.

San Francisco it's $69.

Okay?

In New York it's $60 and in

All of those charges are higher than the unregulated

markets where we see one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine,
ten, unregulated markets which vary between $31.90 in Chicago as the low and
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$60.00 in Miami - all of which are under the $69.84 of California, Los
Angeles, and the $60.00 in New York and the $69.00 in San Francisco.

So,

there is something about this table that says there is a difference between
regulated and unregulated, but is the difference the question of regulation or
is it something else?

Is it, for example, the volume of business?

the city of Chicago is a more intensely covered area?

Is it that

And let's say that,

because one of the things that we don't have here is, how many phones are
there, you know.
MR. PERRY:

I will tell you that within that array of unregulated markets

are markets that are less penetrated and even more penetrated than markets •••
SENATOR GREENE:
MR. PERRY:

Less and more.

SENATOR GREENE:
what his costs are?
MR. PERRY:

so they are both less and more?
Then is that something to do about the middle man and
Would that be a big part of what's going on here?

I think that would be a big factor in a competitive

environment maybe that we do whatever we can to wring out every dollar coat
out of the process and there are certainly costs in the distribution that
might be more efficient in those markets, that can be a factor.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

See, we have a different, they don't have the same

kind of system.
SENATOR GREENE:

But, Mr. Chairman, that's all true.

The basic infor-

mation is, the basic need is to know what the reason is for the difference in
cost and what we have is verbal commentary, not hard figures.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:

I understand.

I understand.

Let's move on.

I think there are two new important developments which will

affect cellular rates in California in 1993 and which should shape the
regulatory policies in the state of California.

One is competition.

I think

that we are going to hear later this afternoon - we've heard a lot about Fleet
Call, which is an unregulated all digital, national company that's going to
begin operating in Los Angeles, they state, in August and in the rest of
California by mid-94.

California, I mean Fleet Call will explain that they

actually reach a greater footprint in the United States, serve more potential
customers than we do as the largest cellular carrier, so they're quite large.
And, I think that that is something that will increase the competitive outlook
in the state of California.

They are an unregulated carrier.

They can re-

duce rates and raise rates and not have to worry about protests by the resellera or delays or signaling their competitors or whatever.
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That's a very dif-

ferent thing than we face.
The second issue, or the second event that will, I think, effect cellular
pricing in California in 1993 is the transition from analog to digital.
ital expands capacity.
helps us with fraud.

It gives us new opportunity for new services.
It helps us with privacy.

DigIt

It's really very, very impor-

tant but, most important, it takes the $1,200 per subscriber that we currently
invest in the analog environment and drops it significantly.
time it really gives us economies of scale.

We intend to pass on those oppor-

tunities, or those savings, to our customers.

You mentioned the problem of

how can you compete with somebody who is your partner.
example.

For the first

Let me give you an

In Florida we recently introduced digital service, the first digital

commercial service in the United States.
to twenty percent.

We reduced digital air time fifteen

The competition in Florida who we hit with this is our

partner in Los Angeles, so I tell you that Hulk Hogan has a broken jaw and
that there is true competition against people who are competitors and partners
in another area.

And that, those savings we intend and will pass on to our

customers because we need to continue to expand the breadth of people who we
reach in the consumer market which is much more price sensitive.

We think we

can really benefit from the introduction of digital •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Do you have resellers in these other markets that you•re

involved in?
MR. PERRY:

Resellers are primarily a function of high rate markets.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

So, as you reduce the rate you squeeze out the resell-

era?
MR. PERRY:

Most of the time they don't go to markets that have high

rates, or, low rates.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
or a nonreseller area?
MR. PERRY:

What is the advantage or disadvantage of a reseller area
Do you sell it direct then?

Yes, absolutely.

~esellers,

cell sites, they don•t build any networks.

remember, they don't have any
They just take whatever we have

and resell it.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. PERRY:

Yes.

SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. PERRY:

They are the middle men?
You cut out the middle men, you save money.

They are not a factor in markets that have low rates.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

I think basically that's true.

out the middle man, you save money.

We all agree.

You cut

Does California require these resellers?
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MR. PERRY:

A significant part of California, the policy of the California

Public Utilities Commission has been to foster the help of the resellers as a
way of introducing competition to the marketplace.
SENATOR RUSSELL&
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, apparently it hasn't succeeded, Mr. Fessler.
On this same point, Mr. Chairman.

New York, Loa Angeles,

san Francisco, san Jose are all regulated markets and in those markets are
there resellers?
MR. PERRY:

Yes.

SENATOR GREENE:
MR. PERRY:

All right.

What about the unregulated markets?

Well, my home town is Seattle and if there is a reseller

there, I don't know where he is.
SENATOR GREENE:
MR. PERRY:

In Seattle?

Yes.

SENATOR GREENE&
MR. PERRYz

Where?

What about the rest of them?

I think there are resellers in some of those markets.

cer-

tainly, I believe, in Washington, Baltimore and in, despite its lower ratea,
and in Chicago.
SENATOR GREENE:

All right, but then, they are not, there is nothing

generic here about saying that, under the case of being regulated you have
resellers and unregulated, you don't.
MR. PERRYz

That's not the case.

They exist in the lower markets.

SENATOR GREENE:

They do not have near the •••

Is there something in the PUC rules and regulations that

requires you to deal with resellera?

Can you say no, we won't deal with any

reaellera?
MR. PERRY:

Oh, absolutely not.

tionship with reaellera.

We encourage, we have a very good rela-

They are a part of our distribution.

The problem

comes when •••
SENATOR GREENE:

So then, what you're telling us, in a sense, is that

under some circumstances you would find it cheaper to use a reaeller than set
up your own sales organization.
MR. PERRY:

No.

SENATOR GREENE:

That's not what I said.
That's not what you said?

Then why would you ever want a

reseller if you can sell lese costly than through a reaeller?
MR. PERRY:

As a businessperson who has the ability to sell to a lot of

different entities, we would not cut off one of the entities that would buy
our product from us.

And, if they want to buy our product, we would be happy

to have them as we would other customers, large corporate accounts, government
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accounts, retail accounts •••
SENATOR GREENE:
costa to you?

But, the reseller is in there someplace, so there is soma other

factor in here.
MR. PERRY:

Then these figures here that you've given us are the

Above these numbers in those cases?
You cannot explain the difference in pricing as a result of

just the absence and presence of resellers.
SENATOR GREENE:
one

t~e

All right, but that's a different sum of money.

unit cost of money?

a thousand of your phones.

It's a

You know, if I come to you and I said, "Give me
I'm going to sell them."

You know, and you say,

"Okay, I'm charging you the same as I charge anybody else."
may have some volume discount or something the other.
in selling that, isn't this a one

t~e

sale?

All right?

You

Now I, as a reseller,

I want "x" dollars for this

piece of merchandise, or it's •••
MR. PERRY:

No.

SENATOR GREENE:

No.
••• something that's a continuing cost.

It's a continuing

cost?
MR. PERRY:

Yes.

SENATOR GREENE:
MR. PERRY:

Continuing cost based on usage.
Then these tables ignore that reseller?

Yes.

SENATOR GREENE:

And, if the table ignores the reseller, we do not know

what the buyer of the product is paying for the use of it.
MR. PERRY:

Well, I will tell you in markets that we have listed here,

this is what the public pays.

This is what, this is probably what 95 percent

of the public would pay in those unregulated markets, would be within these
issues here.

Resellers are not a factor in these markets with lower rates.

They exist but they are not nearly as pervasive as they are in the three
regulated markets of Los Angeles, San Francisco and New York.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR GREENE:

Let me tell you, Senator Greene •••

I'm getting (INAUDIBLE) because we're not closer to it.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

I understand, and I'm going to make this statement

and we're going to move on.

One of the problems, and I tried to deal with

this with legislation, and it's interesting that they opposed my legislation.
I tried to eliminate the concept of where they paid a reseller $500 for selling that to you.

Okay?

That's part of the cost of doing business, according

to them.
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, but, they're saying that I'd rather pay the re-

seller $500 than to hire you as being my salesman and having to pay you.
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CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Okay.

In addition, they opposed, which I wanted,

when you walk into a store, legislation to say that you ought to be able to
buy either one of those services, but you can't.

You can only buy the one

that has signed up with them, which is another problem of competition which
could have reduced the rates.

Anyway, we're talking about apples and bananas

here when we look at this chart and I don't blame him for presenting it that
way, but it's not measuring apples against apples.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Are you saying, Mr. Chairman, that if I lived in Chicago

and used 60 minutes of their service, it would cost me something other than
$31.90?
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:

No.

SENATOR GREENE:

Yes.

It would cost you $31.90.
Well, if you have resellers in there it still costs you

$31.90?
MR. PERRY:

I mean, well, the resellers could have their own, remember,

they set their own pricing, but rarely do they price it as anything different
than the cellular carrier.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. PERRY:

Resellers are in competition with your direct sales?

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
looking at one here.
for the retail.

There's two different prices in cellular.

There's a price for the wholesale and there's a price

Okay?

In california you pay $45 a month from the duopoly and

45 cents a minute for the use of the telephone.
MR. PERRY:

Now, what is this?

This is the retail price.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:

We're only

All I'm interested in is what I have to pay.

This is what the consumer cares about.

Attachment E is what

the consumer sees and you can see from Attachment E, the consumer is better
off living in an unregulated state.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:

All right.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:

All right.

Let's move on.

I mean, I've taken far more than I should in time.

Yes, well, we created the problem.

I think that we sit at a crossroads, to use your phrase.

We

can either go down the road of an unregulated but with oversight environment,
or we can go down and attempt to go through some kind of complicated regulatory scheme where we synthesize competition.

We think that the facts speak

very strongly that the regulated, the deregulated environment is the way to
go.

We look forward to working with the Commission to achieve what is neces-37-

sary so that we can operate in an unregulated environment.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Thank you very much.

Thank you.

Let me ask a question because

senator Russell raised a question about investment.

Has AT&T indicated that

because of the California PUC decision it is no longer interested in purchasing an interest in McCaw?
MR. PERRY:

No, it has not, but it does not believe that the existing

order would be implemented.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

If they did, they would have a different opinion.

Okay.

Would a major investment help McCaw Cellular

continue to expand and modernize?
MR. PERRY:

I think if you can see the amount of money that's evidenced by

the investment we make, we make a lot more money than, we invest a lot more
than our net income and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future and
the investment from AT&T will allow us to continue to not only make the
investments that we have of the same type, but actually increase the types of
investment to give the California subscriber mobile data capability, advanced
intelligent network features, new features that our industry hopes to bring
forth in the proper regulatory climate.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Then finally, we heard where the PUC indicated that

they thought that before legislation ought to be introduced we ought to give
them an opportunity to work out the program, the plana.

Do you have any

problem with that?
MR. PERRY:

I think we can work with the PUC.

The only problem I would

have is can the PUC deregulate us, even on a sunset basis or a teat basis,
without legislation.

If that legislation is necessary, we would encourage you

to work with the PUC to achieve that.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. PERRY:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Now, Brian Kidney, the Executive Director of External

Affairs for PacTel Corporation.

And, since we have spent quite a bit of time,

I would hope that you would not duplicate, but just say, "Me too", if it's me
too or tell us what the differences are.
MR. BRIAN KIDNEY:

I will do my beat, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I am

Brian Kidney, as you said, Executive Director of External Affairs, PacTel
Corporation.

PacTel Corporation is the parent of PacTel Cellular which pro-

vides service in Loa Angeles, Sacramento, san Francisco and San Diego as a
general partner.

We cover an area with a potential population of over 20

million in California and elsewhere in the United States, including those,
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about 30 million.
Cellular is a service that I think this state, the Public Utilities

com-

mission and the Federal Communications Commission ought to be proud of.

In

1984 PacTel's Los Angeles market provided service with 23 cell sites with one
rate plan and ended the year with 8,000 customers having made about a $20
million investment.

In 1992 PacTel's operations covered 600,000 customers.

Six hundred and fifty million dollars have been invested in California.

We

provide service, including 30 rate plans, and we have built over 500 cell
sites.

This is a matter of significant growth and expansion, unparalleled, to

my knowledge, in any other industry.
Cellular has been, is today, and probably will be for the very near
future, anyway, a discretionary service.
tivity oriented service.

It is primarily a business, produc-

our customer profile today is about 85 percent

business and sales and professionals.

Another ten, and really the consumer

segment is only about five percent.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. KIDNEY:

That may be because of the cost.

I think that's probably true.

I think, as others have sug-

gested, the move from analog to digital technology will permit great expansion
in the capability of cellular providers to extend service to customer segments
that haven't signed up yet.
I think the cellular industry has been a significant assistance, particularly in emergencies and in providing service that people take for granted
these days.

The telephones that you see along the roadsides to call in for

emergency assistance, by and large, are cellular.

Without them there would be

a significant land line investment.
Just to take a minute to look at the history of regulation in California,
not trying to be duplicative, in 1984 PacTel filed for the first certificate
of public convenience and necessity with the Public Utilities Commission and
rates were established according to market principles.

We have operated by

increasing the number and type of rates to provide service to different
customer segments over the years.

In 1988 the Public Utilities Commission

began an investigation of which this latest decision in October is a continuing part, now four years later, and they ask the question, "Is cellular competitive?"

In 1990 it ordered a phase two order which found that cellular was

a discretionary service, found that rate of return regulation was not suitable
for cellular.
the commission.

It authorized rates to be reduced by ten percent on notice to
It instituted a 30 day advice letter process and reserved
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five issues for phase three.

What we have in phase three, the order that was

adopted and then stayed in October, is a complete reversal of those policies
whereby a rate of return kind of structure is imposed for reseller access to
cellular facilities, a retail price ceiling is established and that PacTel'•
reaeller entity in San Francisco - PacTel Mobile Services - is required to be
divested.
The topic of the discussion for the hearing today ia why cellular rate• in
California are so high, and I would like to take iaaue for a minute with the
premise.

Firat of all, you wouldn't expect today to pay a lower price for a

car that you buy than you did in 1984, I expect.
would you expect to pay leas for cellular?
change telephone company.

so, the question ia, why

Cellular is not like a local ex-

It does not have scale economies.

It does not have

declining marginal costa and it does not have long life infrastructure.
a system which requires significant and growing investment.

It is

The investment

fairly tracks subscriber growth and it is a system that is now in transition
or at a crossroads, moving, again, from an analog system to digital.

But,

along the way, we have had significant technological advancements that I don't
want to have ignored.

The introduction of aectorized cella, tilted antennas

and micro-cella has made it possible for carriers to expand service in particularly congested areas like the area you serve in Loa Angeles.
Competition and customer choice is not necessarily only accomplished by a
focus on the basic rate, which has been a focus of most of the attention of
both this Committee and the Public Utilities Commission.

There have been new

rate plana introduced that provide discounts to a significant number of customers.

Promotions have been offered to provide discounts to new customers that

sign on and that is the form of competition that has been expressed, at least
in California.

Now, one of the problema about that ia that despite

~he

phase

two order, the way in which some of the policies have been implemented restricted the ability of carriers to offer these kind of inducements for customers to sign on to the service.

One of the elements that was raised was that,

if you have a rate that is in place today and you lower it, it is impossible
if that rate does not return an adequate amount to the carrier, to raise it
back up again under today'a circumstances.

In addition, if you have a rate

plan that the carrier wants to introduce that changes a number of rates, even
if the totality of rates causes a revenue reduction, to the extent that there
are any rates that go up, the process of getting such a plan through ia a
process taking sometimes between eight and ten months, if it's approved at
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all.

In addition, in California there is no capability for carriers to pack-

age the sale of equipment with the sale of service which is prevalent across
the nation and provides significant discounts for our customers coming on to
the service.
One issue that was brought up earlier is that the change in rates or
reduction in rates needs to be looked at in the context of returns.

To the

extent returns are an issue, I just want to offer that PacTel's return overall
in California is about 22 percent, which we regard as fairly reasonable for a
very risky industry and considerably less than venture capitalists would demand of their kind of investments.
The second part of the Committee's inquiry is how should the state regulate the cellular industry?

Our view is one eye should be on the past, recog-

nizing that there has been unequaled customer growth in the area of about 30
percent per year, over a billion dollars of investment in California, over
10,000 jobs have been created and new technology continues to be introduced at
a rapid pace.

The other eye, we suggest, ought to be put on the future, that

there is intense competition that should be recognized, existing today.

All

you have to do is open a newspaper and see the plethora of ads for cellular
service and equipment.

The recognition ought to be given that Fleet Call, who

will be testifying later, is coming.

It has said publicly that it intends to

compete directly with cellular carriers and it is also recognized as not being
regulated by the state Public Utilities Commission.

Further, the Federal

Communications Commission has adopted proceedings and is involved in trying to
license personal communications networks and their tentative conclusion is to
license three in each market, each of which will have 30 megahertz of spectrum, each of which is larger than each cellular provider has today.

And, it

is not clear whether they will be common carriers regulated by the state or
private carriers which are exempt from state regulations.
Finally, in light of these activities which will be happening in the
future, the question I raise is, why should the state of California spend
resources regulating an industry trying to simulate competition, when competition is today and will certainly be expanded to be abounding?

The sugges-

tion that we have is that the Commission revisit one of the elements of ita
phase two order which suggested a monitoring program be put in place.
was discarded in the latest order.

That

The proposal was to look at how carriers

are expanding their systems and evaluate whether they are expanding them
rapidly and then look at whether they are pricing their service to fill up
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that expansion.

And, to the extent that both of those things are occurring,

there shouldn't be any problem that would warrant an investigation or concern.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
be issuing PCN licenses.

Let me ask a question.

The FCC will, at some point,

Will PacTel Cellular apply for one of those which ia

in competition with PacBell?
MR. KIDNEY:

I need to answer that in two different ways.

One is, we need

to evaluate whether the opportunity is one that is viable from our perspective, whether it is a good business decision.
ever rules and guidelines the FCC issues.

If it is, we will follow what-

They have indicated a preference

for awarding those license to operators other than the incumbent cellular
operator in a given area.
Pacific Bell.

The other issue is whether those will compete with

That very much depends on what kind of a business we are and

whether we continue to be affiliated with Pacific Bell at that time.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Finally, is Pacific Telesis opposing the PUC decision

to apply affiliate reporting requirements to cellular telephone utilities?
MR. KIDNEY:

We filed comments in that proceeding describing that Pacific

Bell already is covered by extensive affiliate transaction rules and that the
new rules that are proposed offer a layer of burden that is completely unnecessary, not merely duplicative, but quite burdensome.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Are you in favor of the monitoring of that, or not?

See, one of the things I'm concerned about is cross-subsidation.

I'm con-

cerned about the kinds of things which some of the utilities have already been
fined for doing when they said they weren't doing.

I'm concerned about that

type of thing.
MR. KIDNEY:

We have no objection to the Public Utilities Commission

investigating any allegations of erose-subsidy and we are not aware, as was
discussed earlier, of any problems in providing the PUC with information.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Okay.

SENATOR GREENE:

Chairman.

Mr.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR GREENE:

Thank you very much.

Yes.

I noticed that one of your illustrations was that you

would expect to pay more for a car this year than you did last year and so on.
Do you want to tell me about a computer?
MR. KIDNEY:

A computer is a piece of electronic equipment, also a cell-

ular telephone, where the growth in the sales has produced economies of scale
in the manufacturing that permit the manufacturer to reduce the price over
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time.
SENATOR GREENE:
MR. KIDNEY:

Yea.

Which you indicate.

••• on the scale are not present in the cellular service.

SENATOR GREENE:

Well, one wonders.

computers being offered at this tLme.
selling the same number of units.

There's an awful lot of different
I can't imagine that they are all

I don't know that IBM and Tandy and Apple

and so on a nd so forth are selling the same number of units.

So, apparently

this scale is different among them yet the price seems to be drifting southward rather than northward.
MR. KIDNEY:

Well, I believe there is economy of scale, at least in some

segments of that business and, to the extent it exists, that what forces the
.price in the marketplace to be what it is.

It is not a regulated market and

so those with scale will force the price to its market level.
SENATOR GREENE:

In other words, I can't draw any conclusion from what you

said either about computers or what you said about the product you sell.
MR. KIDNEY:

Well, I don't know what conclusions you're •••

SENATOR GREENE:

Well, you indicated that you would expect to pay more for

an automobile next year than you paid this year, and so on, and so you're
suggesting out of that that perhaps this is a reason why the price of your
commodity can't come down, that it's going to cost more rather than less.
And, the more high-tech you go, it makes no difference.
more rather than less.

It's going to cost

On the other hand, no matter how high-tech computers

go, and they are increasing in capacity all the time, and in speed and all the
rest of it, there seems to be some tendency for their prices to go down rather
than up.
MR. KIDNEY:

I think the comparison I was trying to draw was between those

businesses that tend to have economies of scale and have declining marginal
costs, which is •••
SENATOR GREENE:

Well, and I find it difficult to not include you in that

category.
MR. KIDNEY:

I don't know what the economies of scale or declining margin-

al cost capabilities are in the auto industry, but I do know I paid more for a
car this year than I did in 1984.
SENATOR GREENE:

So did I but I also noted that here was an awful long

list of markets that were shown here, you know, with a great disparity of
costs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Okay.

Thank you very much.
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Peter Casciato.

Oh, I'm

sorry.
you.

Michael Heil, President of L.A. Cellular.
I'm sorry.

Right.

And, if I eliminate you, do the costs go down?

MR. PETER A. CASCIATO:
MR. MICHAEL HEIL:

I was trying to elLminate

Yes.

Absolutely.

I am Michael Heil.

I am the President of the Los

Angeles Cellular Telephone Company.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAl.:

Let me, I glanced through this and a lot is dupli-

cation of what we have already heard.

If you will try and elLminate the dup-

lication, we can get to the gist of the matter.
MR. HEIL:

I will, Senator.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAl.:
MR. HBIL:

Thank you.

I will try to shed some light on some of the discussions that

have occurred.

I would like to address three major issues.

the perception that cellular rates are too high.
briefly.

The first is that

I would like to address that

What can the PUC do to encourage lower rates and expanded service

and what could be done by the Legislature to encourage these same goals.
Clearly, there is a perception that rates are too high and, admittedly, the
standard rate in Los Angeles has remained static at $45 a month and 27 cents a
minute.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAl.:
MR. HBIL:

Forty-five cents.

Forty-five cents for peak and twenty-seven cents for off-peak.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAl.:

Yeah, but most people use it peak.

MR. HEIL:

In Sacramento, however, the standard monthly rate, I

Correct.

believe, is $24 and the usage is 29 cents for peak and 15 cents for off-peak.
Perhaps it is this circumstance that has caused the PUC to propose that California become the first and the only state to impose rate of return regulation
on our industry.

However, what is not generally recognized is that today

nearly half of our customers are on alternative discounted rate plans.
I'll share some numbers with you.

And,

Forty-seven percent of L.A. Cellular's

customers now pay less than the standard rate.

Just three or four years ago

only fifteen percent of those customers paid less than the standard rate.
Additionally, there are numerous promotions which the other speakers have
enunciated that are underway which give cellular customers free air time
credits and other benefits.

So, although the standard rates have remained

unchanged, cellular has become more affordable to a larger part of the
population.

And, our average monthly revenues per subscriber have fallen in

Los Angeles from 1989 at approximately $150 to about $100 today.
But, for today's purposes, let me assume that today's cellular rates in
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the large cities, specifically, are still higher than we would like.
prevents them from dropping more quickly?
answers to the question.

What

And, I think there are two key

The first is supply and demand.

Cellular rates all

over the country tend to be higher in congested areas where there is great
demand and lower in rural and suburban areas where the cellular systems have
idle capacity.

In Los Angeles, for example, demand is very high and we are

incanted to expand capacity as quickly as possible and, in fact, we are.

In

this regard, you should know that we will be one of the first carriers in the
country to introduce digital services on a commercial basis and that we have
planned to invest

h~ndreds

of millions of dollars to expand our system capa-

city over the next few years.

With that additional capacity will come the

opportunity for price reductions and, Senator Greene, I want to refer to your
comment earlier - and you are correct - there are cost benefits associated
with advancing technology.

Having personally come from the TV business and

having worked for Sony for many years, in a mature product category, once you
have wrung all of the costs out of a particular product, there is less opportunity to make technological advances and reduce cost.

What you are seeing in

PCs is what you will also see in cellular, which is that as we bring new technologies to market there will be an opportunity for decreased costa and,
therefore, decreased retail pricing.
The other key to lower rates, in my opinion, lies with the Public Utilities commission.

Once again, it is the conventional wisdom that rate regu-

lation will keep prices down and this, as we have discussed today, may not
necessarily be true and, in fact, I do not believe that it is true.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Well, let me just break in here.

rou said a little

earlier that because of congestion the prices are high.
MR. HEIL:

That's one of the factors, yea.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Well, that reminds me of the reason we pay more for

gasoline in Loa Angeles than we pay for gasoline in sacramento.
are more drivers in Los Angeles.
view.

Can you comment on that?

That doesn't make sense from that point of
See, it's not regulation, per ae, although

regulation may have something to do with it.
the market is and

th~t'a

Because there

But, it's because that's where

the reason it's higher because that's where you can

get the money to make up for the areas perhaps where you can't get the money.
See what I'm saying?
MR. HElL:

Yes.

I think that part of the reason that rates are high in

Loa Angeles is because of the supply/demand equation.
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But, I believe that

another reason - and, again, to make the point - there is promise and there is
the opportunity·for further price reductions after a digital transition which
will give us capacity for at least three times our current capacity, but that
will take several years to roll out.
The other key to lower rates today, even given the supply/demand equation,
lies with a more flexible Public Utilities Commission and, let me give you
some specific examples.
that actually occurs.

There seemed to be some confusion earlier as to how
Two years ago L.A. Cellular attempted to institute a

gift certificate program which would have allowed $100 reductions to end
users.

The proposal was protested by our competitor.

More than two years

ago •••
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Wait, wait, you wanted to reduce, you wanted to give

a gift of $100 to every purchaser and your competitor opposed it?
MR. HEIL:

That's correct and the PUC upheld the protest.

another example.

Let me give you

More than two years ago •••

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

What was the reason?

What was the reason they gave?

What did the PUC give as a reason?
MR. HEIL:

In that particular case I believe that it had to do with the

fact that not all of our subscribers on our system would receive that particular gift because it was a promotional offering, if I recall correctly.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
HR. HEIL:
that

~e've

Discrimination, was that the ••• ?

Yes, and the, obviously, in a competitive market any commodity

discussed today, there is always the opportunity to buy on a sale

weekend at a reduced price and no one anticipates that everyone from here to
eternity will receive that same price.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Has anybody raised the question that to one reseller

you give $300 for selling that service, and another one gets $500?

Is that

not discrimination?
MR. HEIL:

No, this did not have anything to do with resellers, per se.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HEIL:

Okay.

Would that be a concern of the PUC?

Any kind of promotion generally requires a reseller clone, as

Wayne Perry mentioned earlier, and there are certain rules that protect their
margins.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HEILa

I see.

An additional example was more than two years ago we tried to

introduce rate discounts of up to 22 percent for small companies and affinity
groups, which President Fessler referred to earlier.
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For the program to be

effective, we had to perform individualized billing services for our master
customers and this is what the customer needed in order to do busineaa with
us.

Our offers to do this were protested by the competition again and it took

about a year and a half and a petition for modification for the PUC to approve
of the plan.
In March of last year we informally sought permission to give discounts of
up to $300 to customers who would utilize digital services.
us to file a formal application.

The PUC required

It was again protested by our competitor and

it was, fortunately, the application was approved last week.
I can go on with the examples but the point is, and you talked earlier
about how does this inhibit competition and these examples are examples of how
the administrative and regulatory process can inhibit competition and delay
price movement on the down side.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Let me ask you a question and if you would rather not

answer, just tell me you don't want to answer.

Have you ever opposed a re-

duction that your competition wanted to propose?

No, he pointed out that when

they wanted to do something they had opposition from the competition.

I just

want to know if it works both ways.
MR. HEIL1

That's correct.

with the company four years.

It does not in our case.

We have, I have been

We have not protested one of our competitors

downward price movements.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Thank you.

May I ask a question?

I mean, that's what the PUC is about.

Those are the rules of the game.

You protest something that the other

guy gets an advantage over you and you try to make that up.
think that's a good system but that's the system.

I mean, I don't

Why would you not protest

some advantage they get over you if that's •••
MR. HEIL1
rates.

The spirit of the OII was that the PUC wanted us to lower

We felt that we could be aggressive, be cooperative and still attract

more customers and not protest downward price movements.

We would rather com-

pete in the marketplace than compete in the administrative arena.

Therefore,

that's just a company philosophy.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Do you have any figures as to what it costs to go

through one of these protest things that you have to do?
MR. HEIL:
considerable.

I do but they are proprietary in terms of my - they are
The cost of regulation for a company such as ours is quite high

when you consider all the fees we will incur as a result of it.
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SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. HEIL:

Okay.

Continue.

Exhibit E, to my prepared testimony, lists eight general

grounds which have been used to delay or block decreases by cellular carriere.
One of the most surprising of these rules is that - and these astound me,
actually, - is that no carrier can give a customer more than $25 in cash
refunds or $100 in air time credits.

So, for whatever reason, there ia a

distinction drawn between cash and credit and if you are a user of our syatem
I'm sure you wouldn't care if you got a check or a credit and why the limit is
$100 and the distinction is $25 and $100, I have not a clue, but •••
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HEIL:

Have you raised that question at the PUC?

Yes, we have, and this rule alone has gone far to prevent

competition in our industry because when we talk about promoting to the

~arket

we have to take into. account these rules and it has become very stifling in
that regard.

I want to emphasize, however, that the present situation is not

necessarily the Commission's fault.

Whenever a government agency tries to

administer prices in a competitive industry, some will use the regulatory
system as a device to keep prices high.

It has been years since we protested

and we discussed that and, unfortunately, the PUC has now suggested a rate of
return regulation for cellular carriers and I would like to be very direct and
say that putting this suggestion into effect would be disastrous to the industry for the following reasons:

First, it would result in inefficiency.

From

my perspective, rate regulation is basically a cost-plus contract with the
public.

It encourages waste by the utility and discourages efficiency.

I do

have filings of my financial& as well as my competitors• and I don't know who
was remiss in their filings but clearly my competitor and myself have filed in
1991.

I'll ahara with you some numbers.

We have $38 million more in revenues

during 1991 than our competitor and $21 million less in expenses.

Under the

PUC's current proposal there would be absolutely no reward for this efficiency
and, as far as I know, no attempt has ever been made to impose cost based
regulation on a market where two competing carriers have two different rate
bases.

By definition, the result would be two different price caps.

So,

either the carrier with the higher price cap would be forced to price predatorily or the low priced carrier would be overwhelmed by the new demand
because he would obviously have a cheaper retail price.
Secondly, the proposal would obviously harm the service quality and I
think that's the most important point.

Because it is the lower cost carrier -

in our case it would be us in the LA market - would reduce its price across
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the board to a level lower than the competition, would result in demand and
congestion on the system.

Exhibit D to my prepared testimony shows that

nearly 170 of our current cell site sectors now experience blocking approaching five percent during the busiest hours.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HEIL:
thing.

You mean blocking (INAUDIBLE)?

You can't get through, you can't get a line, that sort of

And, this is mainly in West LA, the most, what we call the core, West

LA, Beverly Hills, all the way to Santa Monica, that whole area.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HBILt

Will digital take care of that problem?

over time digital will take care of the problem but it will

take a lot of time to deploy digital.

It is not something we, it is not like

a land line telephone where you just lay the line.

We, and these are rough

figures but, for every 25 to 30 subscribers we need to order a new voice
channel.

The number of subscribers in Los Angeles, if they were to all punch

the send button at once, and there are over 700,000 of them on both our
systems combined - I'm assuming PacTel has kept up with me - there could only
be completed about 35,000 calls.

so, when you take the voice - less than

that, actually, probably 20 or 25,000 calls - so, unlike land line telephone
when you lay a line there are a number of circuits, etcetera, we have to have
a voice channel for every conversation that's occurring.

Now, digital would

help but, if you look at the chart, what you will see there ia that if demand
were suddenly increased, and I'm trying to project what would happen in the
current PUC proposal.

If demand were increased by as little as 20 percent on

these sectors, blocking could increase by as much as 400 percent, so what
would happen is that very few people would get a line, to bottom line it.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Is the digital that you're investing in - that's a

three times process, or •••
MR. HEILt

Over time digital, what we will do will be to layer in our

digital in the core area first, the most congested area.
offload the analog subscribers.

It will begin to

There will still be analog available.

Then

we would overlay the digital system throughout Los Angeles over the next year
to two years.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Let me ask a question.

With all of the advances

being made in telecommunications, are you saying that that same instrument
that somebody now has would not work on the digital?
MR. HBILt

It will work on the analog which we would continue to provide

for an indefinite time period.

It will not work on the digital radios but it
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'
will work
on our system perfectly well.

So, the phone you have will work even

if you choose not to convert but, because of my capacity increase as a result
of

di~ital,

I will be incanting you to take digital phones and you would

receive added voice privacy, added call clarity, as well as •••
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL&
MR. HEILl

But I wouldn't have to buy another instrument?

Yes, you would.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HEIL:

I would have to buy another instrument?

To take advantage of digital, that's correct.

dual mode phone.

It's called·&

It will work either on digital or on •••

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL&

Why would I as a user be concerned about digital?

Why would I buy into your new system?
MR. HBIL:

Because it will offer you •••

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HEIL:

Less cost?

That's correct.

Will it be cheaper for me?

It would, $300 off the first year.

That's the

application that I mentioned earlier that was just approved so we will be
incanting you to move to digital.

You will also receive better call quality,

fewer dropped calls, added voice privacy and other benefits.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: So, everybody who now has a phone, okay, go ahead.
MR. HEIL&

Let me continue.

The third reason that I feel that the

proposal that the PUC has put forward will not work is that it requires
micro-management of an infant industry.

The point that Senator Russell made

earlier, cost based regulation will require the PUC to pass on the wisdom of
every significant expenditure reported by the cellular carriers.
have the staff or the funds.
working together,

accomplis~

They don't

I don't understand how we could, together,
that.

Fourth, the proposal ignores the existence of unregulated competitors.
Fleet Call, which is only one of these, will be in the Los Angeles market this
summer and will compete directly with L.A. Cellular and PacTel.

Fleet Call

and similar companies are exempt from the PUC's jurisdiction and they will be
in a position to price as they please.

They will also be able to bundle which

we are not allowed to do.
So, setting aside for the moment total deregulation as an alternative,
which has been discussed, what I would like to do is answer the question, what
can be done to ensure that cellular prices come down more quickly?
to my testimony is our alternative proposal.

Exhibit F

It would abolish all of the

technical requirements which now prevent cellular rates from dropping.
Whether a decrease takes the form of free air time, a cash refund, credits
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against future usage, it should be allowed to take effect immediately.

The

only requirement is that rates would not be allowed to rise above current
levels and that resaller margins would be protected.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HElL:

Have you made that proposal to the PUC?

Yes, we have and we will continue to formalize it.

And, I

might say that it is rather frustrating on the eva of our digital transition
where we are on the brink of beginning to expand capacity at least three
times, and only a few months away from a third competitor in the market, we
absolutely need less regulation, not more.
this proposal.

I therefore urge you to accept

It is a middle of the road, workable solution to the problem

and it will foster even more competition while, at the same time, ensuring
high quality service to our subscribers and that's a balance that we need to
be

cognizant of.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HElL:

Would that, in effect, call for a rata band?

You could call it a rate band, yes.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

In other words, I'm concerned if, in fact, your sales

force is the reseller, that you don't force him out of business by your predatory pricing.
MR. HElL:

We would protect the reseller margins along the lines, in our

proposal, along the lines that they are currently protected and, if your point
is, Senator Rosenthal, that you would like to put a cap to it, we would
support that, as well.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HEIL:

Thank you vary much.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Now, Peter Casciato, representing the Cellular

Resallers Association.
MR. HEIL:

I believe we have one other cellular carrier, Sir.

Jim

Hendricks.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
couple of minutes.

Okay.

Taka a

You weren't on the agenda.

MR. JIM HENDRICKS&
sorry, Sir.

Do you just want to add something?

I thought arrangements had been made with staff.

I'm

Chairman Rosenthal and members of the committee, thank you for

allowing me to •••
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

How many pages do you have there?

And, I would like

for you not to repeat what we have already heard.
MR. HENDRICKS:
today.

I'm not going to.

Thank you for allowing me to testify

My name is JLm Hendricks and I am the General Manager of Cal-one
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Cellular a wire line provider of cellular service to the counties of Siskiyou,
Humboldt and Del Norte County.

Cal-One is a small cellular carrier in a rural

part of the state and the message I would like to send at this legislative
hearing on cellular rates, is that rate regulation poses more problema than
solutions to the cellular providers and customers.

Also, I want to emphasize

here that all cellular markets are not alike and that any regulations eatablia~ed

by the California Public Utilities Commission for cellular carriers

should be sensitive to that fact.
It is my belief that the industry as a whole would be better off and the
customers better served if they could be left alone with respect to rate
making.

And, that goes double for carriers serving rural markets.

I can

understand the role of the PUC when it comes to the need to review grievances
on behalf of customers and intervening when cellular carriers price gouge or
provide inadequate service but why should I have to respond in my PUC rate
making proposals to wholesale rates for resellers when we have no resellers in
my service area.

This seems like an unnecessary regulatory burden which takes

time and money.
Cellular service is not cheap because it takes a lot of investment to
provide quality service and that's maybe why issues of high rates have been
raised here.

But, I would just simply like to say that the less rate regu-

lation that is put on cellular providers, the more opportunity to reinvest in
the local system to provide customers with greater capacity, better quality of
service and more personnel to help with customer concerns.
If I might, I would like to read two paragraphs from the testimony I gave
to this committee in Los Angeles in 1988 when I had just been awarded the
cellular franchise for my service area.

"Based on our experience as a small

independent telco regulated by the California PUC, we urge the state Legislature and the PUC to resist the urge to over-regulate cellular.

Much has

been said about what is wrong with the duopoly structure of the cellular
industry, but I submit that cellular in the nation as a whole, and California
in particular, wouldn't be enjoying the phenomenal growth and customer acceptance that it has achieved if the carriers weren't doing an outstanding job.
The main complainers are the resellers.

These people are riding the coat-

tails of companies like PacTel, GTE Mobile Net and L.A. Cellular without
making the high capital investments these carriers have made to build their
systems.

If they don't like the margins, why don't they become a McDonalds or

a Minute Lube franchisee.

Maybe the margins are better there.
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If it ain't

broke, don•t fix it is good advice to those that would over-regulate cellular.
The trend in most of the states is not to regulate cellular or to regulate it
very little.

Those that complain about the high rates in California have not

adequately compared the size of the expanded calling areas with some of the
other major metropolitan areas and it costs a lot of money to build and operate these huge systems.
Private industry is now investing hundreds of millions of dollars in
perfecting and expanding their systems and, given the present health of
cellular and its fast growth, we would urge against hasty change, absent a
very good cause."

End of quote.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HENDRICKS:

Thank you very much.

May I ask, what is your rate?

My rate is $9.95 a month and I have a flexible rate plan

that starts out at 75 cents a minute peak and it gets down as low as 22 cents
off-peak for higher volume.

It's a variable rate plan where the more you

talk, the less you pay.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. HENDRICKS:

That makes sense.

Well, we think, what we wanted, we wanted to have a rate

that was under $10 so someone that wanted a phone for security purposes could
have a phone for under $10 and, naturally, the first 37 minutes are at the
highest tier, at the 75 cent peak, 40 cent off-peak rate.

But, it rapidly

drops at the thirty-eighth minute down from 75 to 40 cents and then, at 151
minutes it drops again, you know, and like I say, it conceivably can go as low
as 22 cents.

Now, we•ve found great customer acceptance for this rate plan.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

That kind of indicates that the high coat is on the

basis of volume and not regulation.
MR. HENDRICKS:

Well, we are very hampered with regulation.

Per example,

I just had someone approach me the other day and they wanted to know if I
could provide free air time to someone that pressed 222 on their phone, which
is AAA, the triple A tow truck service.

And, to do that I would have to have

my attorney file a special tariff with the PUC in order to make it a free call
to call a tow truck.

I would like to just simply do that for my customers and

for roamers but it would probably cost me $1,000 in legal fees to get the
authority to give away a free call for a tow truck.
examples.

That's one of the

One of the things that regulation causes, real problema for us

small rural carriers, things like that.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Senator Russell.

It sounded like your rates and prices are lower than the
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densely populated metropolitan areas.

Is that because you have, because you

are rural you have less invested in infrastructure?
MR. HENDRICKS:

We have a lot more invested in infrastructure per cuato-

mer •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. HENDRICKS:

Per customer.
••• because we have a small density.

One problem we have

up on the north coast is that we don't have a lot of industry up there because
of the impact of the Spotted Owl on the logging industry and things like that,
and we have a lot more customers that are senior citizens, housewives, people
that have the phone for security, RVs, people like that.

We have a lot of

customers that are like that and they are attracted to these flexible rate
plans.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

How are you able to have a lower rate than apparently

the ones in Los Angeles and the metropolitan areas?
MR. HENDRICKS:

I should tell you that we are still losing money and we

are in a negative cash flow position at this time.

What we are trying to do

is grow our system to the point •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. HENDRICKS:
area.

Oh, that may have something to do with it.

Okay.

We have tried to adopt a strategy that works in the rural

So far, we're ahead of projections on customer growth and we're happy

with what we're doing up there.

I think we're trying to do a good job for the

public.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

So, they're going to make it up on volume.

Okay,

thank you very much.
MR. HENDRICKS:
bers.

I just, one final paragraph here, Mr. Chairman and mem-

I believe the testimony I gave in 1988 is still valid here in 1993 and

it is my hope that the Legislature will help guarantee that any rate regulation determined for the cellular industry be fair and not ultimately harm the
most important part of the cellular network, the cellular customer.

Thank you

very much.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Thank you, Sir.

Okay, now, Mr. Casciato,

representing Cellular Resellers Association.
MR. CASCIATO:

I have two children and they are safe, as far as I know.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. CASCIATO:

The bad guy.

I'm sorry.

I would like to go right back to the subject that Mike Heil

was bringing up about digital and about this digital application in Los
Angeles.

And, when L.A. Cellular filed its digital application in Los Angeles
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it included a lot of things in it that were against PUC policy, in the view of
the resellers.

So, we filed a protest and when we filed the protest, the

resellers got back a memorandum from L.A. Cellular and the memorandum was from
the Vice President of L.A. Cellular.

And, it said, "Our plans to make hard-

ware digital and our analog available to the reseller community have been put
on hold as a result of the protest."

We could not get equipment.

those phones, you've got to buy a new phone for digital?

Remember

We couldn't get it,

if these guys wouldn't allow the manufacturers to sell it to us, because they
were buying up the equipment in the market.

We took this over to the PUC to

show this to them and all of a sudden there were settlement negotiations and
we settled our protest with L.A. Cellular.

We didn't hold them up and this

memo went away and the terms and conditions of how we were going to get both
equipment and how we were going to sell service went away.
what did not go away?

The protest by PacTel cellular.

But, do you know

And, the reason that

Mike Hail's company has been held up in introducing its digital plan is not my
client, but it's because of the PacTel protest, and he could have started a
lot earlier but for the PacTel protest.

so, when we come up here and have

carriers give a rendition of history and policy from the PUC, I suspect it
would be better if we got specific facts, because, in this particular case
there would be digital faster in the Los Angeles market if PacTel hadn't filed
a protest, not because of the resellers.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. CASCIATO:

Why did you file a protest at the beginning?

In the beginning?

SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. CASCIATO:

Likewise, •••

Yes.

Because the original application, among other things, we

felt, discriminated under the Public Utilities Code, among retail customers
who were going to receive service.
vice.

It appeared to bundle equipment with ser-

It was going to maintain margin requirements.

SENATOR RUSSELL&
MR. CASCIATO:

How did it affect us?

SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. CASCIATO:

How did that affect you?
Yes.

I don't quite understand the question.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

I mean, did all those things affect you or the ultimate

purchaser of the service?
MR. CASCIATO:

They affect me and they affect the ultimate purchaser be-

cause I'm trying to sell to the ultimate purchaser too.

My client is trying

to compete equitably in trying to sell to the ultimate purchaser.

-ss-

He's not

looking for a hand out.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

There seems to be some mistake •••
Why don't you explain the concept of resellers.

What

is it you do that's different than what the company does and why is it better
or why should we eliminate you, or not.
MR. CASCIATO:

Please don't.

The PUC, in 1984, when it certificated the

Los Angeles SMSA limited partnership as the first cellular provider in the
state of California, also certificated five resellers.

In that decision, in

following up on the decision of the Federal Communications commission, it
decided that an independent resale program was good for the state of California because it would incent the wholesale providers of cellular service for
wholesale competition.
dent third force.
the end of 1984.

It would also incant retail competition by an indepen-

Resellers have existed in California since that decision at
They continue to exist today.

holding reseller certificates in California.
are based in California.

There are over 70 entities

All but two, to my knowledge,

They are all small California businesses.

They all

employ people.
SENATOR RUSSELLs

But, that scenario is not the case in other states that

are non-regulated? A few of them have resellers but apparently most of them
don't, is that correct?
MR. CASCIATO:

My understanding is that there are resellers in New York.

I believe that that's •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. CASCIATO:

That's regulated.

That's regulated.

I believe there are still some resellers

in Chicago.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. CASCIATO:

That's unregulated.

Right.

And, I believe that there are some resellers in

Florida, although they may have been made extinct by •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:

But, is it a fair statement to say that in most cases

where there is no regulation, there are not resellers?
bad, that's not the point.
MR. CASCIATOa

Whether that's good or

Is that a fair statement?

I don't know if that's a fair statement or not.

I know

there are also resellers in Detroit and I don't know whether or not there's a
cause/effect between regulation and whether resellers exist.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

From your perspective, in fact, where there are no re-

sellers, forms show that the rates were lower than in regulated states where
there are resellers.
MR. CASCIATO:

Do you have any comment on that?

I sure do.

I am trying to find out where Mr. Perry got his
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facts, because I'm looking at a publicly filed notice of ex parte communication by the PUC's division of rate payer advocates, which shows that the
rates in Los Angeles and San Francisco are comparable to the rates in Seattle,
Miami and New York.

Seattle is the home of McCaw and

u.s. West, the certifi-

cated entity in san Diego, and it's an unregulated state.

so, I wonder where

this study came from from, Mr. Perry, because, according to the PUC staff
survey, this is December 22, 1992, rates are high in Seattle.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Rates are high in Seattle, but apparently, if that is

the case, and rates in California are comparable to other rates where they are
not regulated, does that mean that our rates are too high or does it mean that
all the rates are too high?
MR. CASCIATO:

It could be that all the rates are too high.

I would

suggest to you that if we were to investigate the rates in California further
which, I guess, might be part of the proposal of the PUC in ita upcoming
inquiry, maybe we would find them not only too high but maybe that the coats
are not as high as have been projected here today.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

That's interesting.

We heard also that the resetlers

protested the carrier request of the PUC to lower rates.
MR. CASCIATO:

Why was that done?

The resellers have never protested a lowering of retail

rates in California if wholesale rates were lowered at the same time.

The

purpose of the 1990 decision of the PUC was that they were going to provide
competitive equity to resellers so that lower rate reductions in California,
both wholesale and retail, would travel in tandem until the outcome of the
1992 decision which came out in october, which was to establish a method of
accounting for wholesale and retail revenues and expenses, so that the carrier
would properly account for its costs and not cross-subsidize its retail operation with the operation it was making at wholesale.

The idea was that the

retail division of the carrier would be transparent, just like an independent
reseller, in the way it bought under the wholesale tariff of the carrier and,
therefore, it would have to be efficient and go out and make money and be
profitable just like the reseller who has no wholesale arm cross-subsidizing
it.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Is that the reason that they have asked for a sepa-

ration of wholesale and retail?
MR. CASCIATO:

That's

co~rect,

and that goes all the way back to 1990.

That's not some phenomenon of the 1992 decision.
Kidney misreads the 1992 decision.

Let me also add that Mr.

One can search this decision in vain, and
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I'll go through it with anybody, and there is no retail ceiling set on any
carrier rate.

And, in fact, what this decision says, the Finding of Pact 54,

•Existing retail and wholesale rates will remain market priced.•
carrier.

So, you're a

You don't have to change a thing today, tomorrow, after the next

proceeding.

You get to keep them.

The only thing this decision says is that

if a reseller decides to invest money in a switch and goes into a market and
wants to buy only those elements that it needs from the carrier on an
unbundled basis and, in turn, can go and buy the elements it needs from the
local exchange network on an unbundled basis, then you have to sell it to the
reseller, the carrier, at cost plus at least 14.75 percent.

And, in fact, if

the carrier thinks that 14.75 percent is a bad idea, this decision says,
to the next proceeding and tell us why."

•come

so, this is not a return to rate

regulation of existing bundled wholesale and retail rates.

We say it only

says if a reseller tries to achieve some competitive equity and resell in a
specific market, and not necessarily the rural market that we just heard from,
that they're entitled to competitive equity and, "Don't worry, carrier, you're
going to make at least 14.75 percent, whether you take the entire staff to
Hawaii, or not."

And, it is not micro-management of costs.

It only says,

"Come in and show us the coats."
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
and liars figure.

Right?

Yes, yes, this is kind of interesting.

Figures lie

Let me ask you another question, there's been the

suggestion that if we have technical, if we make these changes, that all we do
is transfer the profits from the duopoly to the reseller.
MR. CASCIATO&

Yeah.

Comment on it?

My clients are the only clients on the public record

in the state of California committed to lower retail rates.

We are in the

record in the proceedings saying that.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. CASCIATO:

What does that mean?

What it means is that if you do sell this to us at cost

plus 14.75 percent, or some rate of return which the carriers would like to
come in and explain to us, that it will be at some cost for which we can buy
and then we will, in turn, not only probably be able to make more money, but
we also can offer a break to the consumers.

And, we can do it with simple

tariffs which say, "The price today for the minute is not 45 cents a minute,
it's 44 cents a minute."
we see out of

t~e

It's not going to be one of these wonderful tariffs

carriers which is, if you buy it today and you sign up for

twelve months, and you stay on forever, and you don't move out of the service
area, and you don't wear a hula hoop, you get a lower rate.

-sa-

The hula hoop is

the only part that's not in those tariffs.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Why shouldn't we worry about the technical feasi-

bility of reseller switches?
MR. CASCIATO:

In other words, the PUC has •••

No one told anyone who wants to use a switch when intraLATA

competition opened, you can or cannot use a switch.

The only issue with

regard to a switch turns out to be the fact that some carriers have different
switches, so these switches have to be able to talk to each other.

If a

reaeller were to switch a call from the L.A. Cellular system to the L.A. SHSA
system.

At the time of the hearing, when we put on testimony before the PUC,

they had projected that in mid-1992 IS 41, a software protocol, would be
available and it would function to allow the compatibility of those switches
to apeak to each other.

I am here to tell you today, June 1992, industry

periodical, IS 41 becomes a reality, ConTel Cellular and PacTel last month
became the first carriers in the nation to claim a successful commercial
deployment of IS 41, here in California.
ment.

So, there is no technical impedi-

In the same periodical it indicates the following places where IS 41 is

in place, all by carriers:

Beaumont, Texas1 Allentown, Pennsylvania; Austin,

Texas, Detroit, Michigan; New Brunswick, New Jersey1 Augusta, Georgia1 Bridgeport, Connecticut; New Mexico; Fort Lauderdale, Dallas; Sacramento.
seven months old.

This ia

I suspect IS 41 is making its way across the country.

There is no technical impediment.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. CASCIATO:
like?

Do you have any further

Yeah.

test~ony?

Remember those high commission rates you didn't

They're back at L.A. Cellular.

In response to the PUC decision, which

they don't like, in which they say that the rates are not going to go down,
what do they do?

Do they try to lower rates?

that says, "Okay, we give up.
a penny."

Do they file a simple tariff

Wholesale goes down a penny.

No, here's what they do.

Retail goes down

They go out and they jack up the commis-

sion rates so that now, if you offer them numbers of 21 plus, it's 500 bucks a
number for dealers.

Okay?

So, we're back to $500 commission rates.

Now, where'a the money come from?
from.

Well, I can tell you where the money comes

It comes from all the wholesale money they're making off my client.

They're taking the money and they're out buying the marketplace again.
They're not lowering rates.
change here.

So, I, personally, I don't see any behavioral

I mean, this is 1985, redux.

It might be time to resurrect the

bill.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

So, you're suggesting that one of the reasons they
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can't reduce rates is because they're paying $500 to you to get them a customer?

Is that what you're saying?

MR. CASCIATO:

That's what I'm telling you.

I'm also telling you I'm also

tired about hearing about all the money that has to be spent on digital.
Clearly, it'a going to take some money to go to digital.

Okay?

We've talked

to manufacturers and they estimate it will cost one-third more of the coat to
go to digital.

If you spent three bucks to build your system, it'a going to

cost a buck to go to digital, which means you don't go and take the whole cell
site out and throw it in the trash and build a new cell site.
a transceiver and you put in some software.
going to take?
think?

Okay?

You go and get

So, how much money is it

How much money is it going to take in L.A.?

What do you

I think in L.A. maybe they spend $50 million to put the system in.

Maybe I'm wrong, maybe $100 million.
report, L.A. SMSA.

Okay?

So, here's the 1988 annual

They made $75 million on gross, excuse me, on wholesale

net operating income.

So, they almost got their money back, let's say,

if it cost them $100 million to build the system.
revenue, okay.

That's only the wholesale

That's a 60 percent rate of return off of expenses.

say they need some more money, okay.

So, let's

Here's the 1989 report from L.A. SMSA.

That year they made $102 million, net operating income wholesale, roughly, the
margin went down a little bit because they had $270 million in revenue, a 40
percent return.

Now we've got enough money to go to digital.

But, let's

assume •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Let me ask you this.

When you are talking about the

gross return, it seems to me that expenses take-off from that and then the
bottom line is the profit.
MR. CASCIATO:

This is net operating income.

operating income $132 million, 60 percent return.
business?

Revenue in millions, net
Do you want to be in that

Is there anyone in the state of California who doesn't want to be

in this business?

And, that's a utility.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

That's 1990.

But, how does that compare with the rate of return as of

1988 that we heard from the GAO of 25 percent?
MR. CASCIATO:

Well, the nifty thing about the GAO, and I believe the 22

percent mentioned by Mr. Kidney is that he takes all of his markets together
and loads them up, which means he might take, for example, Imperial County,
and add it to L.A.

What he doesn't do is he breaks it out by the revenue in

the larger systems in the larger cities which is where the problem is and
where there is no competitive equity.

And, what I'm trying to tell you is
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that if you look at where the cash cow is, you will see that the money ha•
been made to go to digital already and that any further money that'• 90ing to
be made i• going to be kept, which is fine, becau•e that's the American •y•t~.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

But, when you have a company you have to take in all the

far flun9 fields that aren't returning or are at a lo•• together with the, as
you say, the cash cow, and you put

th~

all together and that'• the profit

margin of the company for that piece of business.

Isn't that the way you do

that?
HR. CASCIATO:

Or, you have to take the money to the Pacific Rim when you

break up Pacific Telesis and the President of •••
SENATOR RUSSELL:
HR. CASCIATO:

No, you're not answering my question.

No.

I'm precisely answering your question.

ing you is that the money is being taken out of California.

What I'm tell-

They're going to

break up Pacific Telesis, according to the December 15, 1992 San Francisco
Chronicle.

And, they say they want to go and they want to build systems in

the Pacific Rim and in Europe.

They view it as California during the Gold

Rush.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
HR. CASCIATO:

You're not answering my question.

I think I am answering your question.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

No.

If, you talked about Imperial and that, somehow or

other, you •houldn't consider Imperial - which I guess is a loss - along with
all the cash cows and come up with the bottom line figure.

You're just giving

us - it sounds like - the figures that relate to the cash cow.

That sounds

terrific but you have other areas, I guess, that aren't as profitable and
those have to be figured in some way in the net return.
MR. CASCIATO:

I can give you the returns in San Diego.

SENATOR RUSSELL:
answer the question.
MR. CASCIATO:

No.

I don't want the returns piece by piece.

Just

Don't you take the whole thing together?

No, I don't think so at all.

In fact, I think quite

frankly if one looked at what it cost to build Imperial and compared it to Los
Angeles, you would not even see a proportional relationship and as a result of
not seeing that proportional relationship I have severe doubt about the 22
percent figure provided by Mr ••••
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

I understand the point that you're making.

The

question that I would ask you is why is the rate in Los Angeles different than
in Imperial?

It would be based then upon the Imperial's problem.
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SENATOR RUSSELLs

I don't know, Mr. Chairman, but I'll tell you.

I

listened very carefully to all of the testimony and I'm more confused now
about where truth lies than I was when I came to this Committee, so I'm leaving.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

Well then, maybe we'll just leave it up to the PUC to

make the determination.
SBRATOR RUSSELLs

They've got the determinations anyway.

CHAIRMAN ROSEHTBALa
MR. CASCIATO:

Okay, anything further?

No, I think I'm pretty much finished.

CHAIRMAN ROSERTHALa

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

Robert Fooaaner.

You're Vice President of Pleat Call, a name that we've heard several times
this afternoon.
MR. CASCIATO:

Mr. Foosaner has asked me to say that he hired both myself

and Dick Severy at the FCC for our first jobs.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. ROBERT

I don't know whether he's happy about that or not.

s. FOOSAHERa

Mr. Chairman, thank you for

th~

opportunity to

testify.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:

And, let me tell you that the hour is drawing late

and, if you can summarize, we would appreciate it.
MR. FOOSAHBR:

I have nothing to repeat from what any of the previous

speakers have said.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. FOOSAHBRa

Okay.

However, each one of them with the exception of Hr.

Hendricks had some comments about Fleet Call and what I'd like to do is

te~l

you who Fleet Call is, what we're about, and what we're about to embark on and
I will try to do it briefly.

Firat, let me debunk three general statements

that were said about Fleet Call.
market.

We are here.

We are not about to enter the California

We have been here for an extended

serve 60,000 mobiles in the state of California today.

pe~iod

of time.

We

Secondly, we are much

more heavily regulated than our cellular friends and I'll explain that in a
little more detail.

Third, the one accurate statement about Fleet Call is

that we are going to expand our systems, providing

additio~al

services to the

citizens of California, starting with the greater Loa Angeles area, in August
of '93 - August of this year.
Briefly, the SMR industry allocations were created in the exact same proceeding that cellular was created in.

We function on a

~pectrum

that is adja-

cent to and intercedes with cellular spectrum, so that our technical oper-62-

ationa can be functionally equivalent over the spectrum.

When the FCC aet up

SKR they aet it up as a vehicle to expeditiously introduce new, more efficient
technologies.

That waa the reason stated in the proceeding.

That waa chall-

enged by state PUCa throughout the country through their regulatory association called NARUC.

The courts upheld the concept.

BARUC, s tate PUCa, radio

common carriers and cellular companies continued to challenge the concept,
took it to congress and there is now legislation upholding the concept.
been litigated.

It's in place.

It' s

'
What comes with being a private carrier ia

preemption of state regulation, but also what comes with it is much greater
regulation by the Wederal Communications COmmission.

A cellular carrier ia

given 2S megahertz of spectrum, the equivalent of four television channels
each.

Together they have SO megahertz of spectrum - an astronomical amount of

spectrum.

The SKR licensees started out with SO per market, each having

approximately one-quarter of one megahertz, one hundredth of Qne of the two
cellular systems, with the ability to combine if they put the spectrum to uae,
mainly loading standards.
from them.

And, if they didn't, the spectrum waa taken away

Not the kind of regulation cellular baa.

Cellular puts up sites,

towers, and informs the commission they have done so.

The SKR must go through

pre-operational authority and must protect adjacent channel licensees.

All

these regulations do not apply to cellular and that's why there ia a federal
dichotomy of regulation.
What we have heard today is that Fleet Call is going to provide competition.

Fleet Call is going to turn on a system in Loa Angeles, where we

currently serve 2S,OOO to 30,000 mobile units, putting in at Fleet Call's own
coat to the tune of $1SO million, fully digital systems which will provide
better mobile communications systems than exist anyplace in the country today,
we believe.

Our advantage is digital, which cellular ia going to convert to.

But, we're going fully digital from step one.

The digital conversion we're

making is leapfrogging what cellular ia going to.

The reason we're able to do

it is because of the regulatory structure we were created under, allowing us
to take riaka without the protection of the state PUC.

Fleet Call ia going to

be spending $300 million in the state of California over the next three to
five years, going to be providing full mobile communication -services.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment here.
other Senatore have left.

I am sorry that all the

We would be glad to answer any questions and I

tried to make our statement very brief.

We do have one concern since six of

the previous eight speakers took shots at the California PUC.
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I would ·be

remiss if I didn't take a little shot.

California PUC aeems intent on attack-

in; the federal preemption, to the extant that they filed a proceeding related
to a Boston operation - Boston, Massachusetts, where the Massachusetts PUC
didn't file.

We think that equal regulation ia important.

that's not the way it was federally aet up.

Unfortunately,

We think mora important is the

opportunity for the citizen• of california to gat competitive services and
bette~

88rvicaa, and we're hopinq to have a positive relationship with the

PUC, because we believe we're going to be providin; that.
CHAIRMAB ROSENTHAL•

Thank you.

The cellular carriers often point out that your entry

into the market proves there ia competition.

They argue that your entry

justifies tm.ediata deregulation - not all of them - but, some of the cellular are talking about deregulation.
MR.

POOSANBRa

we'll qevar exist.

A

What's your response?

year and a half ago our good friends in cellular said

They told the financial markets a year ago that we're not

real, but now it's convenient for them for ua to be real.

What I would

suggest to you is that we think they're right, we're betting on they're right,
but I think you n-.4 to aae a couple of years of .our operation to prove
they're right.
CBAIRMAR ROSBNTHALa

Bow

many years will it take before you believe that

you have a significant market ahara?
MR.

I'OOSARBRa

Depending on how you describe "significant market ahara•,

I

would eattmate sometime in '96.
CHAIRMAN ROSBNTHALa
MR. J'OOSANBJh

Kinaty-aix?

Yea.

CBAIRKAR ROSBNTBALa

Are we talking about five percent, ten percent, fif-

t H n percent, twenty percent - atop me I
MR. I'OOSANBRa

one of the things I feel reluctant to talk about is market-

ing, our market goals.

It you clear the room I'd feel more

~amfortabla

in·

talking abOut that.
CHAIRMAN ROSBNTHALa

Okay.

Your proapactua talks of riaka, including land

usa regulatory approvals and construction delays and predatory rate subaidiea
from cellular competitors.
~·

I'OOSANBRa

Yea.

Will you elaborate on that?

The securities and Bxchange Commisaion requires when

you go public for you to list every.posaible risk.

That I provided- to your

ataff to be aura you had full information about Fleet Call.
I beliava, January of '91.
in Loa Angeles to date.

We have acquired 95 percent of

I~
ou~

also is dated,
aite clearance&

We are much mora fully funded than at that time.
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We

atill face potential competition from the people that control the interconnection arrangementa.

We're concerned about that but it certainly ia nOt at a

level that I wish to raise or complain about.
CHAIRMAN ROSBNTHAL 1 Okay.
MR. POOSAHBR1

Anything further.

We appreciate the opportunity and hope to t a lk

wit~

you

further in the future.
CHAIRMAII ROSBRTHAL1

l'ine.

Thank you vary much.

acmeona out of order who has to catch a plane.

Okay.

I'm going to talua

Michael Shames, the Executive

Director of Utility consumer's Action Network, UCAR, Shames, and plea.. give
ua aomething new and not repetitive.

It's getting lata.

As you notice, we've

loat most of our quorum.
MR. MICHAEL SHAMZS1
taking me out of order.

Yea.

Hr. Chair, thank you ao much and thank you for

As is my custom, I have handed out a prepared state-

ment which I will not repeat.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL 1 Good.
MR. SHAMES1

I wish to leave you with three thoughts and then, aa I

promised, I will leave quite briefly to catch my plane and have you move on.
Pirst off, just sitting here I can't help but be reminded of the same arguments that were presented in support or against any kind of cable television
regulation arguments presented by the cable operators.

And, I should just

tell you that the arguments were weak and the arguments that I've heard today
in opposition to any PUC action and inquiry into the cellular rates has also
bean fundamentally flawed.
One key point that I think has been missed hera today is that there is a
myth out there that consumers, small consumers, meaning residential and small
business consumers have little need or little want for cellular service.

In

fact, there is a great need, a great desire out there, especially among small
business, that need to be able to compete, but cannot, because of the high
coat of cellular service.

Additionally, there is a principle in the state of

California, a well-accepted, long-standing principle of ubiquity that suggests
that, in the state of California we will not tolerate an information
rich/information poor society, where certain segments of the society have
access to telecommunications services that others do not.

And, the current

trend of cellular pricing will lead to the loss of ubiquity or never achieving
the ubiquity that, I think, in California is a long-standing principle.
Finally, I wish to auggest to you that from our vantage point, being the
vantage point of UCAN aa well as TURN, the California Public Utilities
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CO..iaaion baa begun a proaeaa that we believe ia intellectually boneat.

We

. .Y not feel that the PUC ia acting aa quickly or aa deciaively aa we might
wiah, but at leaat the proceaa that they have begun

~n

the inquiry·into

cellular 88rvicea and pricea ia intellectually honest and we urge thia body to
allow the CPUC to continue that process and please do not inhibit it.

And,

thQae are my comments.
CHAIRHAR ROSBNTBALa To what extent, if any, has the cellular Utility
Afaociation, or any of the utilities, approached UCAN or other utility
conaumera to collaborate on waya to lower ratea?

In other worda, has anybody

talked to you about it?
MR. 8JIAIIBS a Rever.

Rever.

CHAIRMAII ROSBH'l'HALa

Any further COIIIID8nta?

MR. SBAMBSa

That'a it.

I appreciate it, and please review my prepared

teatimony aa I go into aauch greater depth.

.

CRAIRHBB ROSBNTHALa
MR. SBAKBSa

We will do that •

Thank you ao much and thank y9u for taking me out of order •.

CHAIRMAN ROSBN'l'HALa

Thank you.

Okay.

Richard Severy, Director of

Regulatory and Government Relatione of HCI.
MR. RICHARD SBVBRYa

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate the

opportunity to be here today.

I, too, have submitted a prepared statement

which I will try not to elaborate upon.

Aa the Committee is aware, MCI

aupporta the atepa taken by the Public Utilitiea Commission to toater
competition in the cellular marketplace.

Specifically, MCI aupparta thoae

aapecta Qf the Commiaaion'a decision which tmpoaed unbundling requirements on
facilitiea baaed cellular carriere.

Preai4ent Feaaler of the

r e ferred to this aapect in hia earlier
cODDenta today are focused

aol~ly

c~nts

~iaaion

but did not elaborate and

~

on that aspect of the Commiaaion•a decision.

Simply atatad, uQbundling aeparatea the functional element• of a telecommunication• network.

Thia allow• users of the network to purchaae only

thoae elements that they need from the facilities baaed carrier inatead of
being forced to buy a full bundle of features which would, portion• of which
they . .y not need or portiona of which . .y be redundant to facilities featured
88rvicaa they can provide th. .aelvea.
acoeaa to the underlying network.

Unbundling promotea open and equal

The uaera or, in this context, cellular

reaellera, can then add the capabilitiea, taka the capabilities of the facilitiea baaed carrier• that they are interested in, combine thoae with any other
value added f eatures or, in thia case, perhaps awitching featurea, to create
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their own new or innovative feature• that may be tmportant to their auatomera.
MCI aupporta this deciaion.
aspects of telecommunications.

We aupport competition generally in all
Competition in telecommunication• haa brought

and will continue to bring substantial benefit& to California conaumera,
buainesaea and the California economy in general.

I will talk a little bit

about acme of thoae benefits in a bit.
Why ia MCI interested in this proceeding and in thia market?
several reaaona.
cuatomera.

There are

MCI today provide• long diatance aervice to cellular

cellular customers can and do uaa long diatance servicaa.

We

believe that mora open and fair and equal access to cellular ayat... will
create new opportunities for ua to provide service& to cellular ouatomera and
for cellular customers to have greater choices of the kinds of aervicaa that
they need.
CHAIRMAN ROSBHTHAL:

Are there some cellular carriers that do not offer

open access to long distance?
MR. SIVBRY:

Under the anti-trust settlement decree that applies to all

the Bell Telephone companies the Bell operating companiaa are required, and
cellular ayatema in which they have a material interest, are required to
provide equal access to long distance companiea.

That requirement doea not

today apply to cellular systems in which •••
CHAIRMAN ROSBHTHAL:
MR. SBVBRY1

••• the duopoly?

Well, keep in mind that many of the cellular ayatema in

California, both systems in a market may be owned in part by Bell operating
companies, such as in Loa Angeles.

So, both of the cellular syatema in Loa

Angeles, it is my understanding, have a legal

obligatio~

to provide equal

access.
CHAIRMAN ROSEHTHALa
MR. SBVERY1

Right, but that's not the same all over the atate?

That's a nationwide requirement that's a product of the

anti-trust decree that the Bell companies entered into back in 1982.
CHAIRMAN ROSEHTHAL1

Are there some cellular carriers that do not offer

open accaaa for long distance companies.
MR. SIVBRY1

Yea.

Por example, in those markets where Mccaw, which ia not

a Bell company, ia the sole owner of the cellular ayatam, they are not required to provide equal access.
CHAIRMAN ROSBHTHALa

How does that effect competition and conaumera, in

your opinion?
MR. SIVBRYa

Adversely.

In fact, we, earlier last year MCI petitioned the
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Federal com.unicationa Commission to open up a proceeding to require equal
access to all cellular systems.

We were supported in that effort by a nwDber

of other parties, including AT&T, including some public utility commiaaiona.
That aatter i s atill pending before the FCC.
CHAIRM&a ROSBRTBALa
MR. S.V.RYa
which

lo~

Today, if I have McCaw cellular, I can't uae MCI?

Today, the way it worka is the cellular provider determines

diatance carrier will provide aervice to ita

cuat~ra.

So, in

moat caaea, the end use r, the cellular customer, doesn't have the option to
get the long diatance aervice that they might desire.

In our caae, where we

do provide long diatance aervice we have a number of specific services that
are tariffed and directly targeted to cellular customers.

In addition, a

ce llular customer who haa acceaa to our network can use any of our discount
programa such Frienda and Family where you get a 20 percent discount, calla to
certain

n~ra.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL&

What future role does MCI envision for personal com-

munication network services, PCNa?
MR. S.v.IRYa

we have an organization within the company that has been very

active looking the field.

We are exploring same of the technologies.

We have

been looking at certain applications in today'a environment. We also filed
comment• with the Federal COmmunication• commission asking to be one of the
provider• in a nationwide conaortium which would be one of the providers of
PC8 aervicea in this country.
CHAIRMAR ROSBNTHALa
MR. SBVBRYa

So, we're actually looking at that.

Do you have any further comments?

Yea, I wanted to talk, in our experience, competition baa bad

enormoua benefits and you raiaed the question earlier, Mr. Chairman, about the
technical objections to reaellera owning their own switches.
diaa~ilar

Theae are not

from some of the objections that long distance, competitive long

distance companies faced early on when we were trying to enter the market.
With equal access, which really started being introduced in 1984, we have seen
tremendous strides in this country.

Long distances, both nationwide and

within California, have come down dramatically.

You've seen an outpouring of

new and innovative typea of services and discount plana and programs designed
to benefit consumers, both residential and business.

You've seen an out-

pouring, a real growth and apurt in the use and deployment of new technology.
I think it's interesting to note that technologies like digital switching and
fiber-optics have been introduced first in the more competitive aapecta of the
industry like long distance and we have invested, and other long distance
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companies, have invested in those new technologies because we have an incentive to do so and the incentive to provide new and improved features for our
customers.
With respect to the Commission's decision to require unbundling, we think
that ia going to welcome new providers to look at the cellular market, to
create new and value added features for cellular customers.

The commission's

decision in the recent cellular proceeding to require unbundling is consistent with earlier Commission decisions where, back in 1989, where the California Commission ordered or required unbundling of local exchange networks,
which we need to go through, we're dependent upon to reach our cuatomers and
for our customers to get to the local exchange, to reach our network and
international network.

so, the Commission baa sort of a long standing policy

about requiring unbundling, inter-connection, fair and equal access, and we
think the latest decision is consistent with those earlier initiatives.

It is

also consistent with recent initiatives by the Federal COmmunications commission to open up acceaa within the local exchange

an~

we think that that ia a

policy that should be fostered by policy makers within California.
That summarizes my testimony and if you have any further questions, I'd be
happy to answer them.
CHAIRMAN ROSZHTHAL1

Thank you very much.

And, finally, Jaffrey

O'Donnell, Assistant Director, Division of Ratepayer Advocates for the PUC.
MR. JBI'I'RBY o 'DONNELL 1

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, IMII!bars.

I 'va been

sitting hera listening to all everybody baa said and I am well aware of the
admonition not to repeat that.

We have covered moat, actually, of what I

wanted to aay but there are a couple of things I would like to add.

Firat of

all, Division of Ratepayer Advocates ia a separate arm of the commission.
What I am going to say today will represent the Division of Ratepayer Advocates but not necessarily the Commission.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL 1
MR. O'DONNBLL1

Very well.

where close to enough.
down.

I hope ao.
Aa to competition, we believe there· ia no

And, we are looking to competition to bring rates

Why do we think rates are too high or there ia not enough competition?

Firat of all, incredibly high returns earned by the cellular utilities and
those are reported returns, not ones we've audited to find out if they are
understated or not.
CHAIRMAN ROSZNTHAL1

Wait, wait.

Those are the statements they've given

you?
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MR. O'DORNELLa

That•a correct.

CHAIRMAN ROSBHTRALa

But those are not the statements that are for public

distribution?
MR. O'DOHNBLLa
clatm..

Ro.

I didn't aay that.

My point is, theae are their

We haven't checked to aea if they're understated or not and their

claima are very high returna.
CHAIRMAN ROSBRTHALa

Are they preaenting to you what ia now required to be

preaented?
MR. O'DORRBLLa
CHAIRMAN

Yea.

ROSBR~a

oanarally.
Okay.

so, it isn't that they're not giving you aome

information that you've aakad for?

MR. O'DORNBLLa

Right.

CHAIRMAN ROSBRTBALa

MR. O'DOiftiBLLa

I'm not claiming that.

Okay.

All I'm saying is •••

I just wanted to, just ••• I underatand.

Their report says they're high.

That's one point.

Another thing that com.s out, why would, if there aren't high returns, if
there aren't, becauae of high returns, acme opportunity for rata reduction,
why would AT&T be intereated in buying McCaw?

Why would Fleet Call be willing

to put in, aa he said, $300 million in digital equipment to serve L.A. and, in
eaaence, compete with the L.A. cellular utilitiea?
be juat over the horizon?

Why wouldn't

PCB

devicea

We believe that theae are indicators, along with

the duopoly atructure and all of these things, that clearly there ia an
opportunity to bring ratea down and we prefer that competition provides that
opportunity aa oppoaed to regulation.

But, we don't have that competition

and, therefore, we are atill for regulation.

It's not a perfect world, but it

does work.
CHAIRNAK ROSBRTHALa

would you comment on the fact that the PUC regu-

lation& atand in the way of them reducing rates without waiting 30 days or
going through a proceaa?
NR. O'DORNBLLa

I'll offer aome comment.

one is that if they want to

reduce r atea by up to ten percent, they can do it effective immediately.

Ro

30 daya.
CHAIRMAN ROSBRTBALa

What, they can reduce the basic rate up to ten per-

cent •••
MR. O'DORNBLLa

That•• correct.

CHAIRHAR ROSBRTBALa

••• without going to the PUC?

MR. O'DORNBLLa

They have to go to the PUC but the day they file the

Ro.

rates can come down.
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CHAIRMAN ROSINTHALa
MR. O'DONNBLLa

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN ROSINTHALa
MR. O'DONDLLa

If it ia a larger decrease they do.

But, up to ten percent they could reduce it?

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN ROSINTHALa
MR. O'DORNELLa

They don't have to wait 30 days?

They could go from 45 to 41?

That's correct.

So, again, I'm not s aying regulation is a

perfect way to go and, in some cases for larger reductions, yea, the r e is a 40
day, 30 day process.
to reaellera.

But, it is a process that applies to both carriers and

so, it may cause rates to coma down slower but it's not going

to atop them from going down.
Now, earlier there were some comparisons given with L.A. and other parts
of the country purporting to show that regulation causes rates to be high.
Now, I don't pretend that those comparisons necessarily prove that because
there are plenty of other factors.

But, if you will look at that you will

find, this is baaed on the study my folks did, if we compare with L.A. and we
look at, for example, Miami, this is baaed on 120 minutes of monthly usage on
the basic rate •••
CHAIRMAN ROSINTHALa
MR. O'DONNBLLa

A hundred and twenty minutes?

A hundred and twenty minutes.

If L.A. is charging $99.a

month total price for that usage, Miami is charging $93.
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL:
MR. O'DONNELL•

Ninety-three.

CHAIRMAN ROSINTHALa
ing at McCaw.

Ninety-thr-?
If I look at Raw York •••

Wait, wait, you know, that's interesting.

I'm look-

They have different figures. ·

MR. O'DONNELL•

I can't talk about •••

CHAIRMAN ROSBNTHALa

Can we ask the PUC to comment on McCaw's Rate Chart

B?
MR. O'DQNNBLLa

I don't have it, so I can't very well comment.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL•
MR. O'DONNELLa

We'd be happy to.

CHAIRMAN ROSINTHAL1
MR. 0' DONNELL 1

No, I mean in writing for the record?
Okay? ·

Yea.

CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL 1 Thank you.
MR. O'DONNBLLa

Another example would be, and that's Miami where it's not

really regulated to any degree.

Chicago has been claimed to be unregulated.

Now, down there, compared to L.A. at $99, the figures I have show Chicago at
$59.

Does that mean that regulation ia causing that?
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No.

Let's look at

Sacramento.
$52.

On the same basis I have, depending on which carrier, $60 and

So, California's rates, or actually these are monthly charges, span the

range.

They are at both extremes of these other cities where it's either

regulated or unregulated.

So, my claim is, at least as far as these figures

are concerned, it does not prove that regulation is causing these to go up state regulation, not fede ral.
CHAIRMAH ROSBNTHALa

No, I understand.

Do you think, do you think it's

caused by the demand for the service?
MR. O'DORNBLLa I would think the demand for the service should cause it to
go down, not up, so I don't see increased demand causing more.

If demand for

the service was a problea, I'm not too sure why Fleet Call would be interested
in serving in L.A ••
CHAIRMAR ROSBNTRALa

I think soma carriers argue that the high rates are

needed to prevent capacity overload and service degradation.
MR. O'DOHNELLa

Well, I'm aura they feel that.

but in a real market it wouldn't be that way.
sales, what are you going to do?
sell it?

Ro.

They don't want to compete

As soon as you have a lot of

Are you going to say, Well, we don't want to

You take a business risk which ia what it involved in putting

out additional money to go digital, for example.

You take a business risk,

just like you did when you started up cellular, and you find out what happens.
You might lose, but I doubt it.

Fleet Call doesn't seem to think so.

So, that' s the comparisons to L.A.

The other thing I'd like to point out

i a that we have some very limited and, I believe, inefficient competition at
the retail level but, for a dollar's worth of cellular service, only about
twenty ce nts is at the retail level.
the re is no competition at all.

The rest is at the wholesale level where

The cellular carriers are telling us, leave

us alone , we're good guys, in the future prices are going to come down.
That's not a reason to deregulate.

I'm not from Missouri but I do feel that,

to answer a question like that, I'll say, show me.
we see real competition?

The prices come down?

If

Then DRA would certainly be in favor of leas regu-

lation and possibly no regulation if that's the right answer.

But, we're

certainly not convinced yet and I have seen nothing that the cellular carriers
have said today that shows that to be the case.
I don't know that I've covered every point but I'm certainly available for
questions.
CHAIRMAN ROSBHTHALa
closing per s onal comment.

Well.

I think that's the end of our agenda.

Just a

I think the Committee ought to continue ita over-72-

sight.

I'm not yet convinced that deregulation legislation ia needed and I

intend to continue a dialogue with all parties.

But, I have heard conflicting

testimony today and I'm not aura that I'm, that the Committee is competent to
separate out all we've heard, but that's the role of the PUC.

With that I

want to thank everyone for participating and the meeting ia adjourned.
you.
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Chairman Rosenthal and Members of the Senate Energy and Public Utilities Committee:
I appreciate this opportunity to provide testimony regarding the Federal
Communications Commission's (FCC) actions to promote competition in the nationwide
cellular telephone industry.
The growth of the cellular telephone industry in the United States has been
nothing short of phenomenal. The first cellular system was activated in October 1983.
At the time of the Bell divestiture in 1984, 32 systems serving approximately 92,000
customers' had been licensed by the Commission. At the end of 1991, there were 7.6
million cellular subscribers; and today, that number has climbed to more than 10 million
customers. According to an industry trade association, cellular service is available to
approximately 85 percent of the population in both metropolitan and rural areas. 2
The result of this growth is that nearly 100,000 new jobs have been created in the
industry with a steady decline in the rates for cellular service. There has been a 19
percent decline in rates since 1983 (adjusted for inflation) and a 44 percent drop in the
cost of owning and operating a cellular telephone in that same period. 3
In its most recent assessment of the cellular marketplace, the FCC stated that "it
appears that facilities-based carriers are competing on the basis of market share,
technology, service offerings, and service price.' ' 4 In part, this is due to Commission
action in 1988 that liberalized regulations governing cellular licenses, affording providers
with greater technical flexibility in offering a wider variety of services.' Recently, the
Commission also reaffirmed its requirement that cellular carriers permit unrestricted
resale of their services to all customers. 6 That decision provided a limited resale
restriction with respect to a carrier's facilities-based competitor, which is intended to
give all carriers the incentive to build out their systems fully and promote the maximum
amount of facilities-based competition in each market. In turn, this market-by-market
build out should result in the creation of a seamless and integrated nationwide cellular
service system.
1

Report of tile Bell Companies on Competition in Wirele&& Telecommunications Service&, 1991 (released Oct. 31,

1991 ) (Wireless Competition Report) at 21.
2

Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA) Update on Key Wireless Policy Issues, "The Changing
Face of Communications: Emerging Wireless Technology and Services", Dec. 17, 1992.

3

CTIA, "CeUular Competition: The Charles River Study," Nov. 1992.

4

Bundling of CeUular Customer Premises Equipment and CeUular Service, CC Docket No. 91-34, Report and
Order, 7 FCC Red 4028 (1992).

5
6

Auxiliary CeUular Order, 3 FCC Red 7033 (1988), recon., S FCC Red 1138 (1989).
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Although the current level of cellular competition may not be optimal, 7 I would
like to stress two points in assessing the development of competition and the FCC's
expectations for the future of competition in the cellular marketplace. First, when the
FCC established the licensing system for accepting cellular applications in 1981 -- under
which two carriers would compete in each cellular market -- the Commission noted that
competition ''will foster important public benefits of diversity of technology, service and
price .... '' 8 With this duopoly market firmly established, the cellular industry has seen
strong and steady growth, burgeoning demand, competition based on price and service,
and continued improvement in service quality and coverage .
. Sec~md_, there are new services driven ~>' new technologies that will play_ a major
role m bnngmg a greater level of competition to cellular markets. Emerging new
offerings such as Personal Communications Services (PCS) are expected to facilitate a
variety of new and innovative services to meet consumers' demands and needs for
mobile and portable communication services.
The FCC anticipates that these services will be priced competitively with existing
mobile communications services such as cellular, paging and private radio services that
will result in lowering the cost of these existing services. PCS also could augment
emergency communications when disasters, such as earthquakes or tornadoes, render the
public switched telephone network inoperable. Several consumer studies have projected
that there could be over 60 million PCS users in the United States within ten years. 9
Among the existing mobile communications technologies that may compete with
cellular is Specialized Mobile Radio (SMR). SMR currently provides businesses with
mobile radio services to meet internal communications needs. Advances in digital
technology will allow SMR to develop cost-effective services that are likely to compete
directly with cellular.
In 1991, the Commission waived the one-year construction requirement to allow
Fleet Call, Inc. to create several wide-area digital SMR networks in six frequency
congested markets, including Los Angeles and San Francisco, California. 10 (At the end
of last year, Fleet Call purchased Dispatch Communications (DisCom), a SMR provider
in the Mid-Atlantic and New England areas.) Recently, Fleet Call announced its plans
to offer digital Enhanced SMR service in Los Angeles in August, 1993; expanding to
7

BuncDing of Cellular Customer Premises Equipment and Cellular Service, ,,upra, note 4.

8

AD Inquiry into the Use of Bands 82S-84S MHz & 870-890 MHz for Cdlular Communications Systems, 86 FCC
2d 469, 478 (1981).

9

~. ~. "Market Researchers See Large Demand for PCS in U.S.," MicroceU News, Mar. 25, 1992 cited
in Amendment of the Commission's Rules to Establish New Personal Communications Services, (Notice of Propnso:d Rule
Making and Tentative Decision), 7 FCC Red .5676 (1992).

10

Aeet Call, Inc., 6 FCC Red 1533, recon. dismissed, 6 FCC Red 6989 (1991).
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San Francisco, Chicago and New York in 1994; and Dallas/Forth Worth and Houston
in 1995. 11 With the Fleet Call/DisCom merger and with advances in equipment
manufacturing, some expect SMR to offer comparable system cost structures and
competitive pricing relative to cellular. 12
Mobile satellite two-way voice service and mobile data service are additional new
technologies that will compete for business and consumer wireless customers in the
future. While it is expected that high end international business users will most likely
benefit from mobile satellite services, mobile data will compete both in the business and
consumer segments, and it may be offered over cellular, SMR, satellite, and other public
and private network systems.
I should also point out that the balance between state and federal regulation of the
cellular industry has been one of the Commission's primary concerns. For example, at
the time the Commission created the regulatory structure for cellular service it preempted
state regulation of technical standards. This ensured compatible operation of equipment
on both local and national levels. The Commission stated that it is imperative that no
additional technical requirements be imposed by the states which could conflict with our
standards and frustrate the federal scheme for the provision of nationwide cellular
service. This remains one of our primary concerns today. We would closely scrutinize
any measures -- such as state-imposed requirements that cellular carriers provide
interconnection to reseller switches-- which may interfere with the compatible operation
of cellular equipment. 13
I thank Chairman Rosenthal for this opportunity to submit my written comments
regarding competition in the cellular industry. As the FCC embarks on the licensing of
unserved areas in the cellular service, we can expect that additional members of the
public will receive cellular service. In addition, future competition for cellular is assured
by the new technologies I have mentioned, and I expect the competitive alternatives
available to consumers will keep prices at market levels. As needed, the Commission
remains committed to taking further steps to foster additional competition in the cellular
marketplace.

Cheryl A. Tritt
Chief, Common Carrier Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
11
12
13

"Fleet CaU, DisCom Eye $320M Tax-Free Merger, • Radio Communications Report, Jan. 4, 1993.
See CTIA Paper, "The Changing Role of CeUular in the Wireless Marketplace, • Dec. 1992.

CeUular Systems, 89 FCC 2d 58, 95 (1982). See Sectiona 2(b) and 22l(b) of the Communications Act. 47
C.P.R. §§2(h) and 221(b).
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the committaaa
We app~eciate th1• oppo~unity to dl•~•• the competitiven•••
of the cellular telephone ••rv1ca induatr,r. Cellular phone service
ia on~ of the faataat-growing eagmenta of the telecommuniaation•
industry. Since the induatry•• inception in the early liiOa,
annual cellular phone •ervice revenue• 1n the Uft1ted ltat•• have
9rown to naa~ly ' ' billion and over 10 million aub•criber• pay over
$&8 P•~ month for aarvica. Under currant Pederal Communiaation•
co. .1••1on (FCC) rule•, no mora than two aellular e~!ar. may
operate in each geographic market area. To addre•• qu••tiona about
the cellular marketplace, Benato~ Harry Reid aaked u• to examine
the competitive etructura of the industry and to determine whether
FCC's polic1e• enaura the availability of cellular ••rvice• at
competitive prices. Thi• teatiaony ia ~ed on o~~ July 1112
report to senator Reid on th••• 1aaue1. 1

A market in which only tvo fi~ provide a product or
aervice--lika the cellular ..rket--1• anlit.ly to have
competitive prices bacauae tha f1zm. . .y ha•e 1ncant1va to
racogni&e their interdependence and ..1nta1n p~ice• above
tha competitive level. In addition, when . .rket entry 11
re•trictad
and adequate •ubltitutea fo~ the pcodact o~
•
•ervica· are not avail~le, the 11ka11bood increa•.. that
price• Will be above the aa.patitive 1..-1.
Reaallera buy bloc•• of cellular earv1ce at whole8ale
f~o• the two lioan•ed ~1e~ 1n • .-zket and than

~•t••

~alecommunlcatlpn••
Con;trnw JbpU' Cqmpa$i'1on ln ~bt Ctllylar
Tllepbone Seryice Jpdyatry (GAO/RCID-12-220, July 1, 1111).

1

reeellere do not own o~ operate cellular ayatema under the
currant aa~ket etzuctu~, th.y do not ca.pete with the
carriere at the wholeaale level. Conaequently, the
reaell8#8' pceaence in a market will nat generally lead to
lower ratea for conau..ra.
-- FCC baa not ~iodioallr obtained aoat and pricing data to
evaluate ~he pzotitabil1tr of tae 1ndua~. ~· available
data on costa and ~iaea in the cellular mar~etplace have
btttln too lillit.ed fO&' FCC to cl~enine Wb8th8Z' pzo.t.aea fOr
cellular aerv.laea are competitive. 18cauae of t.he
potential for noncompetitive behavior 1n thia type of
urJcet, t.he inchaatzy MY nHd tm:ther examination.

Stat•• have authority to regalate ln~aatate cellular
ratea. Califomla, the atate vit.h the lu:pat cellular
eervice market, baa ao.e ~lation of cellular ••~ice.
california Public ut111t1•• c~aaion ~•ported 1n an
Auguat 1111 atudy that price• of cellular aerviee 1ft the
Ca11fozn1a maZ'~eta were venerally .uch b1gher than costa
but decided in a JUne 11JD 1nter1a decia1on not to regulate
price•.
The

lmeZ'9in9 tecbnolo;iea that provide •erv1ae at.1laZ' to
cellular aerviee ..Y improve tbe campet1t1ve atzucture of
the 1nduitry if Uey ue funiahad br fiaa otbe~ than
thoae already ~Y1d1ng cellalar aarvice in a gi. .n . .rket.
However, contzoovera1e• cwe:r tile aourae of the aaanr•
•pectnJD to nppo:rt ~e•• teabftolovi•• ud the -thOd of

11aenainv tbe p:rovide:ra of
aarvieea may delay

~...

new cc

tbei~ ia~ction

uftiaatlon•

into the ..zketplaca.

In our July ltll nport we Mde nco.endatlou to FCC that
are daalgned to (1) enhance co.patition in the cell~lar aarvice
2

indu1try and (2) facilitate an evaluation ot the indu•ery••
competitiveness if increaaed comp•tition i• not forthcomin;.
IACIGRQUND

FCC adainiat•r• the allocation and u.• of the elee~amagn•tic
•p•ctrum (radio waves) for all nonf•deral uae~a--lnGluding the
radio •p•ctrum uaed by cellular telephonee••and it llaen•••
cellular carriers to u•e specific apec~ frequenci••·• %n 1181,
FCC authorized the l1c•n•1ng of two .carrier• ln each ma~ket to
build facilitie• and otter cellular telephone ••rvice. Typically,
one license went to the ex1•tlng local t•lephone company and one to
an applicant not affiliated with the local telephone company. rcc
allocated the u•• of the radio spectrum to the two licen•ed
carriers, which in tu~n inve•ted the capital ~o build, operate, and
m.intain cellula~ ayatema. In late 1'83, the firat callular
telephone •Y•tema be9an operating comme~cially in the Waahlngtan,
D.C./Balt1more, Maryland, area and in Chicago, 1111no1a.
Currently, licenaed carriers operate in all 734 ~~n and ~•1
geographic market are•• de•ignatad by rcc.
Licensed carri•r• ••ll cellular ••rvice• di~~ly ~o
consumers, or they hira independent agant1 to obtain aub1criber1 on
a commission ba•i•. Al1o, FCC allow• an un11•1ted numbe~ of f1rml,
called resell•~~~ to buy block• of cellular phone number• !~o•
carrier• at wholeaale price• to aell to con.u.e~• at retail p~icea.
In effect, rasallara become their au1to.era' cellular phone
company, handling billing and ae~lcea, while the 11ceft8ed ca~1•~
operata• end maintain• the IY8t...

'The National Telecommunication• and !nfoz.at1on Admlnlat~atlon,
in the Department of commerce, alloca~•• the radio 1pectraa
assigned to federal ueer•·
l

ctJBBENT MARICE'!' STRUC:'l'tJBE MAX
PBoyXDE QNLX LIMITEQ CQMPJTIT!QI

'l'he twa-carrier (duopoly) urket ay•~- ~hat. FCC C&'llat.ltd may
not. provide aignificant competition Ln cellula~ marketa. ln any
duopo~y ma~ket, adequate caapetition 11 a concern becauae praducera
are likely to recognize their lnterdepend•nce and aay be able to
maintain price• a~ve the competitive level. In general, the fewer
the number of producer•, the lela likely that pricing will be
coapet.it.ive.
In addition, the followinv charaateriatiaa of the cellular
marketplace may reduce competition•
-- Although one ca~l•r ..Y have a aomevhat laroer aervice
area or offer aoa.what better aervice, few liQnificant
ditferencaa in quality ex~at aman9 cellular aarriera.
Economic theory indicatel that aiailarity in p~uct
quality may facilitate nonco.petitive behavior.
-- The cellular induatry 11 a duopoly not becauae of ..~k•t
forces but becauae rcc eata~liahed thia .arket atructure
and continual to reat~ict aarket entzy. The aore freely
new fi~ can enter a aar•et, the more difficult it becom••
t.o aa1nta1n noncompetitive pricing p~acticea.
Ronaompe~1t1v• bebavlo~ ia .a~ lik•ly to occur in a
restricted-entry indultry than 1n an open-entrr indu•try.
lecauae 11cen••• for cellular aervice .., be •old br the
o~iginal lioenaae--and many bave been--a c~l•~ . .Y find
that ita coapet1tor 1ft one .arket ia al•o 1t. competitor in
aevezoal other Mrketa. Konove~, when liCeftaea have been
•ald to carriere 1ft paztnerahip, ca.;etitora ln one market
uy be partnen .ln another urket. '1'h1• pat.tan of

'

ownerahip may facilitate the type of interd•p•nd•nce among
competitors that ie conducive to nonca.petitive ~havior.
Currently, many analywta believe that no adequat•
substitutes exist for cellular ••rvice. Lack of adequate
substitute• for a given p~oduct o~ ••~ic• aakea it eaai•r
for firm. to maintain price• above the competitive level
bacausa consumer. have no altarnat1vea. If the con•umer
wanta the particular product or ••~ice and there are taw
adequate 8Ub8t1tute•, p~ice.beca.e• 1••• i~ortant 1n the
buying decision.

When it set up cellular aarketa in the e~ly 1910•, rcc
required cellular carrier• to sell to re•elle~a on a
nondiscriminatory basis. Although rcc recognized the reaallera•
potential to enhance competition at the retail l•vel, it wa•
uncertain whether the inclusion of reaeller• ln th• . .rkat would
either diversify aarvica or lower prlcea.
The resellars• costa are, fo~ the mo•t part, controlled by the
carriere from which the aervice ia purcha8ed. Th• re•ellera do not
compete directly with carriers at tha whola•ale level and their
presence does not alter the indu•trr'• duopoly market •truature.
Hence, their preeanc• in a market cannot det•r 11aanaed carrier•
from exercia1n;.ma~ket power, and 1t venerally doe• not lead to
lower prices fo~ consume~•·

or '"'

THE CQMPETITIYEHESS AND PRQFITAIILtTY
1!0'1' IlliG UAUA'l'IR

CELLULAR !NQUSTRY ABI

Profitability 1• a c~itical criterion fo~ evaluating whether
an industry'• price• are set at or ne~ ca.petitive 1eve11.
However, a fi~·• profit• in the c~llul~ phone ••rvice indu•try
stem f~om both access to the ~adlo apactrum and . .rkat power. The

radio spectrum that

rcc

allocated to cellular carriers 11 a scarce
5

and valuable reaourca, and a portion of carriara• prot~ta ara
probably attribu~able to cont~ol of thia reaourca. Some analyat•
contend that, from a public policy parapactiva, it might have been
preferable for taxpaye~• ~atbe~ than p~ivate ,1~• to ~eap the
~•turn from thia eca~ce public ~aaource.
Howeve~, FCC cu~antly
licanaaa, and hence allocates, spectrum generally through either
camparatLv• haaringa o~ lotteriea••neithar of which p~ovide the
govarnmen~, and thua taxpayera, with a financial return for the
allocated 1pectrum.
~· ao~c• of the profit•· notvith.tanding, dete~inint
profitability may be •n appropriate firat atep in a•••••ing the

reaaonablaneaa of pricea for cellula~ 1ervice. However, neither
FCC nor the •tates currently have any -r•t•• in place to regularly
obtain •ufficient evidence to determine the profitability of
cellular ~arriera. State• have the authority to regulate
intrastate cellular aervice rate•, but during our review we found
no evidence that any •tataa requi~ed carrier• periodically to
aubmit financial data for the purpoae of determining whether coatbased pricing regulation ahould be ~Bed. At the time ot our
•t~dy, according to public utility off1c1ala from the 81K •o•t
populous atataa, cellular wa1 not an es•ential service, and the
industry was sufficiently competitive, ao traditional public
utility regulation wa• not nacaBaary.J Howeve~, in October 1t92
California'• Public Utilities commiaaion ord•red that cellular
carriers semiannually aubmit financial data fo~ ~•view. The order
waa •tayed pending rehearing.
I

According to agaftcy off1cia1a, fCC ba• the authority to
regulate 1nter.tata but not 1ntraatate cellular rat••· However,
FCC doaa not collect revenue, co1t, and o~her data f~om aallular
carrier•. Aa part of ongoing indu•trr aonitorin;, FCC, oman; athe;
'We conaulted with offia1a11

!~om

California, Florida, I111no1•,

Bew York, Pennlylvan1a, and Tex••·

•

thinga, reviews complaints filed against carriera, responds to
petitions for rulamaking, and adopt• or modifiea rulea •• needed.·
ln addition, FCC ••Y• that it r.view• all applications tor and
tran•f•r• of licen•e• to ensu~e that the public interest,
convenienc•, and necase1ty are served. PCC acknowledged the~, in
the absence of evidence •u~h aa price and coat data, it ia
difficult to conclude that the cellular aervice !nduat~ il fully
competitive. rcc believes that concerns abou~ ~he lack of
sufficient competition in the cellula~ service lndu•trr ahould be
~••olved through tha introduction of n.w paraonal communication
aervices in the nea~ future.
During our review, we examined data an retail price• that
licensed carriers charged for cellular ••~ice in the 30 largeat
cellular phone market• between 118! and 1JJ1. We obtained the
unverified data from a consulting firm, which waa the only 1ource
we were able to identify that had compiled induatry data of thi•
type. According to these data, ave~age pricea were fairly conatant
over tha pe~iod. However, when inflation wa• taken into account,
there were r•al price deer••••• of about 27 parc•nt on av•rage
across the 30 large•t market•· In about two·th1rdl of the marketa,
the bast available prices between the two carrier• were very close
and often nearly identical for a given package of cellular
••rvices. %n about one-third of the marketa, pr1cea diff•r~ by
aore than 10 percent--with
an avera;e differ.nc• of 22.4 percent.
,
However, evan in market• where price• ware nearly identical,
additional information would ba needed to conclude that
noncompetitive pricing practice• had occurred.
our review included the four la~••t aarket• in California.
we found that, on average, Califo~1a priaea weEe about 31 pe~cent
above those of other ..rketl. OUr data a110 lhowed that the
average p~1ce difference, if any, varied no .are than about 3
pe~cant between the two carrier• 1n theae .arket•.

Although caah flowa hav• been n.;ative for aany cellula~
carrie~• because of la~g• initial capital outlaye, rcc and othe~a
contend that the industry will be very profitable in the future.
For axampl•,
~- According to a 1181 repo~ by the California Public

Utilitiee Co.m1aaion, which analyzed 1118 data

fo~

14 of
1ta liceneed cellular c~~ie~, the av•~•g• return on aalea
fo~ wholeaale operation• waa 31 pe~cent and the average
return on aalea to~ all ope~ationa waa 15 p•~•nt. The
average returft on equity repOrted by theae carrier• waa a
very healthy 24.5 percent.
The Cal1farnia•baaed Cellular aeaellera• Aaaociation•a
analylil of the financial perfo~nce of the cellular
ea~~iera in Loa Angelea, San Diego, and San rraneiaco/San
Joaa ahowed wholesale 1nveata.nt return. of between 25.3
percent and 123.1 percent in 1'88.
•• Stock analy•ta, opti~atic about the future of the
induatry, report that g~owth of cellular aa1h flow and
earnings ahould be robu1t over the next decade and that
•tock v luea ahould app~aciate aubatantially in the long
nn.
Finally, th• value of cellular 11cenae• •• ~pre•anted by
aales tranaaction indicate• th h!th expected value ~f the1e
firma. several anal,.ta have noted that the price• of 11aanaee
•old divided by the total population of the aarket azea have
firat vent on line.
increased conaiderably •1nce cellular ayat
For example, aoae •yat... recently aold for ova~ t200 pa~ pe~aon in
the market area. Non illpDJ:tantly, analyata bttl!eve Uaat thea•
price• are cona1derably greater than the actual replaaeaent coat or
the firm.' aalete. Analyltl att~ibut• th••• high price• to, amonv
other thinga, the xpectation of future aarn1nga.
I

EMERGI!G SERVICES HaVE PQTENTIAL

TO ENHANCE QQMEETITIQN

Today•a peraonal communication• ••rvioaa••paging davie•• and
cellula~ phonea--w111 aoon be joined by naw ••tv1aes ~hat ahar•
certain character1at1ca with cellular ••~1ae and uaa both exiating
and new telecommunication• tachnolog1ea. ror example, digital
cordleaa telephone radio network• are eaaent1ally aelf•con~ain•d
aervicaa that will uae inexpensive, pocket-sized terminal•,
intelligent natwo~ka, and amart aard•, and they will be capable of
voice, data, and iaage tranam~a•1on~ ~ technolotiea advance and
thia and other new lervicea that provide a function ltmilar to
cellular aervice are b~ought to tba marketplace, campat1t1vene•• in
the cellular 1nduatry may improve.
FCC 1• currently developing regulatory policiea tor
implementing the new aervicea. Aa pa~ of tbil procea•, rcc
invited comments on a wide ~ange of 1••uea, including whether

re•trictiona on license eligibility are needed. PCC haa
acknowledged that potential p~obl... and benefit• . .Y ~lult if it
licen••• ca~~i•~• for n.w ••~ice• ln a ..rket where they a~e
licensed cellular carrie~•· However, FCC otf1ci&ll told ua that 1f
any r•strictiona are placed on gran~ing additional licenaea to
exis~ing ca~~iera, the exiating aa~riers would be able to u•• their
currant apectrum allocation fo~ other •ob11e ••rv1ce•, including
•ome personal communication•
We continue to 1uppcrt
giving first preferen~e to fir.a ~hat •~ not current cellula~
provider• in a given ..rket •~ea 1n o~e~ to incre••• the nu.ber of
•ourcea •vailable to eonaua•r• and the~ ena~age carrier. to
lower thei~ pricea. FCC 11 currently analysing co.menta zeceived
on ita prapaaala to provid• additional epa~ for pazaonal
communication• aarviaea. It 11 aot cleaz when rcc will .ake a
final deciaion on tbeae propoaall.

••rvic••·

I

FCC has alao be911n what it calla a 11 p1oneer preference"
program to eneure that innovator• have an opportunity to
participate eithe~ in new ••~ices that they develop or in existing
eervieee that incorporate new teehnolog1••· Thie p~gram ahould
fo•ter the formation of new services, ~ut 1t could guarantee
licenaes to exi•ting cellular carriere if they develop the new
••rvieea. FCC has made 3 tentativ eelectione unda~ tbil pro;ram
and one of the firma tentatively ealected propoaea to operate 1ft
the san Diego area. In addition, FCC approved a propo1a1 by Fleet
Call to develop apecialiaed mobile ~adio ayat... in the congeatad
cellular marketa of Chicago, Dallas,· Rou•ton, Loa Anvele•, Raw
York, and San rranciaco. The new aervice, which ..Y be available
in Loa Angelea •• early aa thia Auguat, will be aimilar to cellular
aervice within the immediate market. Fleet Call and Diapatch
Communications, Inc., the nation•• eecond and third larga•t
apeeializad mobile radio ayatea ope~atora, reapectively, hav•
recently announced a merger of their firm..
such a ••rver would
result in coverage of about 70 m tropolitan service •~•••· Pleet
Call •••• thia •• an opportunity to be the third major provider of
mobile phone aerv1cea, in direct competiclon with the cellular
carrier•, in theae marketa. In CAlifornia, the Lo• Anfelel and san
rranciaco markata, •• defined by Fl..t Call, compri•• 82 percent of
the state'• population.
SOIJBCI
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Belidea Pleet Call'• initiative, rcc e.pecta oth•~ new
eervicea with naw ~ovidera to begin coapet1nt ln the aellulax
ma:.:ketplace in the naU" future. Bonver, the •oazoc1ty of l'ad1o
•pec~rum preeenta .. jor obatacl•• that may delay !ntzoduction of
the new aervicea. Virtually all ot the ·~that 1• •uttable
for thee• aerv.ice• haa already bMil allocated. In .lanuazoy 1112,
FCC proposed ua1nq 220 ..gahertz of ·~ that had been
allocated tor other purpoaea fo~ ...~tnt telecom.un1cat1ona
10

technologie1. During June 1992 hearing• before the United State•
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Tranaportation,
incumbent uaara of the frequenc1al aaked rcc to 1uapand the
proposal. Theae uaera--railroada, alact~ic cooperative•, and
othars--h•v• exp~e11ed •t~ong concern about the diaruption to aafe
and reliable rail tranaportation and elact~iaal power ••~Lcaa that
could raault from reallocating the radio f~equencies that they u1e.
FCC relaaaed the report and order on the ~allocation in october.
A notice of propoaed rulamaking on how the tranaition will be
accompliahed has been raleaeed fo~ commantl, whiah are due
tomorrow. FCC noted that taking ·ap.-c:tJ:'WD frCJII other puz:poeea and
raaervin; it for new 1ervicaa will enabla rcc to decide upon
frequenciaa for new application. in an orderly .anne~, without
having to go through a difficult and ti..•conau.ing apectrum
reallocation each time a new aervice i1 intzoduced.

During the laat Congreaa, ••veral bill• we~ in~uced but
not paaaed to auction apectrua for the new 1ervtce1 to the bi;halt
bidder rather than ta allocat• it without charge. so.. of theae
billa would have amended the communioatian• ACt by adding a
provision autho~izin; the uae af competitive bidding (auction) for
awarding all licena••· controv•~•i•• OYer ~he 1oura• of the
spectrum and whether to aha~ge ~or th• apectrum allocation could
d•lay the introduction of n.w aerv1ae1, the~by delaying the
introduction of naw competition to cellul~ ••rvice. Conaequently,
we believed that' FCC needed to con~ide~ Lft~erta •tepa for
•onitoring ao~titive condit1ona in the indu.tzy to protect
COftlu.8r8 1 1nte~e8tl.

GQI!CLQS I OilS

In aWIIIIAzy, 11r. ChaiZ'IIIlft, ou&- WO.I:'k baa 8hcnm that tbe exi1tift9

cellular telephone aervlca ~k8~ •tzucture . ., produGe
only limited competition. aecaua• of thll •tracture and entry
r•atr1ct1one, re•elle~• cannot be e.,acted ~o ca.peta with carrier.
two•carrie~
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at the wholesale laval. ln the paat, neither FCC nor atatea
vathered the data needed to determine whether cellular service
prices are competitive. However, Cal1farn1e prapoaea to collect
•uch data. Z..rging developments in cellular and •!mtlar
tachnologiaa may aolva aome of th• conoe~n• with the ex11ting
cellular market ltructure. Indeed, FCC 1• ralyinq on new aervicaa
from naw aou~cea to !ncr•••• Goapeti,Lvaneaa ln the cellular
ma~ketplace.
We hope that thia will occur. However, rcc .uet
fir t overcome ob1taclea, including the equitable and aefa
reallocation of radio ap ctrum, whiob could ai;nificantly delay the
int~oduetion of the new service•.
x·f auch del•y• occur, other
ctiona may be needed to p~tect conauaera• intara•~•· Tha~efora,
our July 1992 report recommended that if the naw aarvicea are not
availabla within the time fr•••• that rcc currently enviaiona, FCC
should baqin evaluating the at tua and development of competition
in the c•llular serv1ca induatry. Aa a t1%•t •~•p, rcc could
ob~ain data necessary to be9in •••••alng the p~ofitab1l1ty of
carrier• operating 1n the 30 large t . .rketa.

FCC's approval of Fleet Call in aia f~equency-congeated
ma~keta should guarantee a new competito~ in these market•.
rcc•a
new a rvice-1icens1n; rulea and pion..r preference program offer
further potential for competition. However, it le not yet known
whether additional carriere or the exiating cellular carrier& will
provide new &arvicee in •oat of ~• market• aero•• the aauntry.
our report r ecommanda that, in ;canting lioen••• and allocating
apectrua for the new oom.unlcation •e~icea, ICC canaide~
establishing a policy that ;ivea fir8t prefe~ence to flrmt that are
not cu~rent cellular provider• 1ft given aa~kat, particula~ly if
only one new licenae ia granted in ~e ~ket. However, when I'CC
..Y determine that a current cellular carrier 1• the .oat
appropriate provider ot ~e n~ aervioe, rcc ahould enauz. tha~ the
benefit• of licena1ng that c~ler oatwaith the beneflta of
enhancinv competition. rcc•a Dec..ber 24, 1112, reaponae to our
report 11 ailent on thia rec~and tlon. The Chat~ did ••Y tha~
12

it is difficult to conclude that the cellular market is fully
competitive. He added that, at a later time, depending on the
outcome of FCC's personal communication services rulemaking--and
the emergence of other competitive services and their effect on the
cellular marketplace--obtaining revenue, cost, and other data on
the 30 largest cellular markets, as we had recommended, could be
beneficial in evaluating the competitiveness of the cellular
service industry.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement.
be happy to answer any questions.

348006
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TESTIMONY OF WAYNE M. PERRY,

Vice Chairman of McCaw Cellular Communications, Inc.,
Before the

-

SENATE COMMI I I EE ON ENERGY AND PUBLIC UllLmES

January 12, 1993

-

Thank you very much for this opportunity to testify. My name is Wayne
Perry, and I am the Vice Chairman of McCaw Cellular Communications, Inc., the
nation's largest cellular service provider. McCaw has made a substantial
investment in California: we operate the Cellular One systems in Sacramento,
Stockton, Fresno, Redding, Yuba City, Modesto, and Visalia, as well as the systems
serving the North Bay Counties, Monterey, Salinas, Santa Barbara and Ventura. We
also hold significant partnership interests in Los Angeles Cellular Telephone
Company and Bay Area Cellular Telephone Company.
Our only business is wireless communications, so it is essential to us that we
make cellular attractive to everyone in this state, which means that we must offer a
high-quality product at very affordable prices. We have made an excellent start
toward that goal. Our customers tell us that cellular is a good value today, and our
growth rate exceeds 35% a year. Still, we have much to improve if we are to
penetrate the broad consumer market that we want to serve.
Fortunately, the cellular industry has developed new technologies that will
enable it to accommodate more subscribers than it can today, to provide them with
more services that it can today-and to do it all at lower prices. We can deliver
these benefits to California if.-but only if-industry and government create a
constructive regulatory framework, one that both promotes network investment
and encourages pricing innovation.

-

We are thus at a crossroads in cellular's development, and I hope this hearing
will help us choose the right path to the future. I respect the concerns that you have
about cellular rates; they are concerns that we share. But it is important to
understand what forces have shaped current prices and what opportunities there are
to lower them, before we can craft a coherent regulatory policy for cellular in
California.
CELLULAR RATES TODAY

I would like to make three fundamental points about current cellular service
rates:
1.

The Demand for Qualizy Service.

First, cellular rates are a function of customer demand for quality. In survey
after survey, cellular subscribers say they want one thing above all else, and that is
high-quality service.

-

Quality means clear reception and broad service areas, which require
substantial network investment. As we show on the maps that accompany my
testimony (Attachment A), McCaw has more than trebled the size of its coverage
K0111KOS
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areas in California since it began operations here just five and a half years ago.
What the maps cannot show is the investment we have also made to improve the
reliability of service within these coverage areas, so that you can make calls
consistently with a lightweight portable as well as with a higher-powered car phone.
Since 1987, McCaw has spent nearly $200 million in California on cellular
network equipment, not counting the capital invested by the Bay Area and Los
Angeles systems in which McCaw subsidiaries are partners. Our competitors have
made similar investments, in an effort to attract customers to their service rather
than ours. So far, this contest for quality seems to have served the public well, since
our industry has maintained dramatic growth even through the current recession
in California.
But it is crucial to note that, given today's analog radio technology, quality
cannot survive growth without continued, aggressive investment. There are no
significant economies of scale in our business at present; on average, we spend an
additional $1200 on plant for each new subscriber. As a result, McCaw has yet to
recover its investment in network infrastructure in California, even after including
its share of income from Bay Area and Los Angeles operations. (See Attachment B.)
2.

-

Alternative Rate Plans

My second point is that, despite these high costs, cellular carriers are
introducing discounted rate plans, not only to attract new subscribers but also to
ensure that existing customers do not switch to a competing carrier. It is true that
basic rate plans have not changed significantly in California. However, the
development of optional plans has given customers an opportunity to realize
savings at a variety of usage levels. For example, package plans enable subscribers to
secure discounts off of basic rates by purchasing minimum quantities of airtime in
advance each month. For a typical subscriber in McCaw's California systems,
savings can range up to 7% over basic service charges. (See Attachment C.)
The reduction of service prices results from intensifying competition between
cellular carriers, competition that began in the realm of service quality and that
extends to the domain of rates. We welcome this competition: it enables us to
differentiate ourselves from our competitors, to learn more about what our
customers really value, and to constantly improve ourselves.
3.

-

Regulatory Constraints

The third factor affecting cellular rates in California is regulation. The
cellular market is regulated far more extensively in this state than elsewhere. In
fact, most states do not regulate cellular rates, and we believe that rates would be
lower here if they were not regulated. The PUC has itself noted that traditional
tariffing rules discourage price competition. It is not hard to deduce why.
Competitive forces are undermined when rate strategies must be announced to
K0111KOS
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one's rivals in advance, or when each new retail plan must be offered to resellerswho are supposed to be competitors-with their own special discounts. Two years
ago, the PUC tried to streamline the tariffing process, but even the "simplified"
arrangement has proven to be confusing and prone to delay. The situation has been
a source of frustration for both cellular carriers and the PUC itself. (See
Attachment D.)
More importantly, regulatory constraints have probably cost the cellular
customer as well. Our review of cellular prices in major markets across the United
States shows that in areas that are not subject to rate regulation, cellular bills are 10%
to 50% lower than those paid by subscribers in Los Angeles and the Bay Area. (See
Attachment E.)
REGULAIQRY POLICY

What these statistics tell me is that we do not need more price regulation in
this state but more appropriate regulation. The need for a new regulatory policy will
become even stronger over the course of this year, in which we will see two new
developments that will directly affect cellular rates.
1.

-

The Challenze of New Competitors

The first development is the entry of new competitors. As you will hear later
this afternoon, Fleet Call, a specialized mobile radio operator, is building a digital,
national wireless network that has more potential subscribers (over 90 million) than
any cellular carrier, including Mc:.<:aw. Fleet Call plans to launch service in Los
Angeles this summer; by mid-1994, the company expects to serve most of
California's population, with subscriber capacities comparable to those of cellular
systems. Furthermore, because the FCC has classified Fleet Call as a private carrier,
it does not need to fue any tariffs in this state. It is completely free to price its
services-and tailor its offerings-in the manner most responsive to a particular
customer's needs.
Other private carriers and cellular providers are beginning to compete in the
burgeoning mobile data market. And, in the next year or two, the FCC is expected to
issue several licenses for new personal communications services, which will target
the consumer market that cellular also wants to serve. These new competitors will
expand the communications revolution that cellular has begun, and we look
forward to the challenge of pioneering new products and features to meet increased
demand for wireless services. However, we also need a regulatory environment
that permits us to act quickly and imaginatively in a marketplace that will be even
more demanding than the one we face today.

KQ111KOS
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2.

The Di&ital Opportunity

The other important trend that we will see in 1993 is cellular's transition
from analog to digital technology. Digital equipment enables cellular carriers to
expand the capacity of their systems, to improve existing services and to introduce
new, intelligent network features at significant capital savings. Consequently, the
implementation of digital can provide the industry with the economies of scale that
have generally eluded us so far. Those economies will allow us to price our service
more inexpensively. For example, when we began to sell digital service in our
Florida systems earlier this month, we introduced digital airtime discounts of 15%
to 20%. We did this not because of regulatory requirements-Florida does not
regulate cellular-but because it makes good business sense.
Los Angeles Cellular Telephone Company intends to launch digital service in
the first half of 1993, and McCaw's California systems hope to follow suit soon
thereafter. However, the extent to which the digital conversion actually progresses
here will depend largely on California's regulatory policies. The transition to digital
technology is not without risk: it will be expensive and, in an environment marked
by rapid technological change, what is state-of-the-art today may become passe
tomorrow, necessitating a new round of upgrades. Thus carriers will refrain from
making digital investments if they feel that they cannot compete freely against
unregulated service providers, or if their ability to recoup past losses is jeopardized
by caps on annual returns, or if they cannot reconfigure their networks to improve
service or lower costs.
CELLULAR AT THE CROSSROADS

Our concern is that California may adopt a regulatory scheme which
frustrates true competition between those who want to expand service offerings and
enhance the state's infrastructure, all for the sake of resellers, who cannot expand
cellular capacity or reduce the capital investments required for network development. We are by no means opposed to cellular resale, but we question regulatory
priorities that promote concern over reseller margins over both immediate and
long-term savings for the public-at-large.
Thus, the cellular industry in California stands at a crossroads. One direction
leads to a wide variety of competitive, low-cost wireless services that will be available for both businesses and consumers, and that will enhance both the productivity
and lifestyle of California's citizens. The other direction leads to a dead-end: a
stagnation of investment, a slow deterioration in service quality, and, ironically, an
absence of real price competition.
We know that the PUC is the focal point for establishing cellular regulatory
policy in California. And we want to reaffirm today, with the Commission and with
the Committee Members, that we are eager to work with the PUC as it reviews the
KOtttKOS
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it reviews the changes .that face the wireless communications industry in the
immediate future. We are aware, as well, that we have not always seen eye-to-eye
on regulatory issues. But I do not believe that such differences should-or willprevent us from developing a constructive dialogue in the months to come.
In order to allow a thoughtful discussion on all possible impacts of wireless
competition, we hope that, should the Commission embark on a major
investigative endeavor, recent decisions involving wholesale rates and switching
will also be included for review. We also hope that the present vacancies on the
Commission will soon be filled so that we can pursue this task in earnest. As I
mentioned earlier, 1993 will be a pivotal year for the development of cellular in this
state, and we can ill-afford to let precious months slip by before basic regulatory
policies are resolved.
In closing, I reiterate McCaw's pledge to do all it can to promote high-quality
cellular service at increasingly affordable rates. With your cooperation and the
cooperation of the PUC, I am confident that we can fulfill that pledge.
Thank you very much.
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ATTACHMENT B.

ANNUAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES HAVE EXCEEDED ANNUAL
NET INCOME EVERY YEAR SINCE McCAW COMMENCED
OPERATIONS IN CAUFORNIA

McCAW CAUFORNIA SYSTEMS PLUS McCAW PROPORT10NATE INTERESTS
IN BAY AREA AND LOS ANGELES (1)
($ Millions)

$100.0
$88.1
$80.0
$60.0

-

$40.0
$20.0
$0.0

1988

fm NET INCOME (2)

1990

1989
•

1991

ANNUAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (3)

(1) Sacramento- Yuba City; Stockton- Modesto; Fresno- VIsalia; Redding- Tehama:
Santa Rosa - Napa; Monterey - Salinas: Santa Barbara: and Ventura: plus 33% Interest
In Bay Area and 40o/o interest In Los Angeles.

(2) Net income after imputed taxes. Does not Include McCaw corporate interest expense.
(3) Capital expenditures include purchases of fixed assets and do not include acquisition costs.

-

-·

ATTACHMENT C.

THE INTRODUCTION OF OPTIONAL RATE PLANS
SINCE 1990 ENABLES McCAW'S CALIFORNIA
CUSTO ERS TO ACHIEVE AIRTIME SAVINGS

IL

1ll

1.Ul

llJ1

Minutes

Mi nutes

Minutes

Mlnytes

Sacramento 1990

$39.72

$55.44

$71.16

$118.32

Sacramento 1992

$39.72

$53.57

$70.74

$116.14

Difference

3.19%

0.59%

1.84%

North Bay

$69.00

$93.00

$117.00

$189.00

North Bay

$69.00

$90.50

$114.50

$172.75

2.14%

8.60%

Difference

2:69%

Santa Barbara 1990

$69.00

$93.00

$117.00

$189.00

Santa Barbara 1992

$69.00

$88.85

$111.95

$"172.75

4.32%

8.60%

Difference

4.46%

Ventura

$69.84

$94.68

$119.52

$194.04

Ventura

$69.99

$90.11

$111.43

$172.71

6.77%

10.99%

Difference

K0111K09

-0.21%

4.83%

ATIACHMENT D.

ILLUSTRATIVE RATE REDUCTIONS
OF McCAW'S SACRAMENTO SYSTEM
1991·1992

1991 Holiday promotional Offer: Provided a waiver of up to $1 00.00
of local usage airtime charges incurred during two weeks following
activation by a new subscriber. (December, 1991)
Protested by Resellers; Effective
after settlement negotiations.
Roaming Rate Reduction: Reduces roaming rates for the average
subscriber and provides a high-usage roaming discount. (February, 1992)

Suspended by staff; Temporarily
approved after eight-month
review; Requires renewal of
authority by formal application.

-

Freedom package Plans: Plans for small- and large-volume users
which include monthly access, a package of cellular minutes and a package
of long-distance minutes at a discounted rate. (October, 1992)
Protested by Resellers; Rejected
by Resolution issued six months
after tariff filed.
100 Phone promotional Offer: Provides customers who activate 100
access numbers during a specific time period a credit for the amount of
service establishment for such numbers. (November, 1992)
Effective

K0111K07
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Right Fit package Plans (Occasional. Standard. Frequent,
premier. premier 36): Packages include access, varying amounts of
airtime usage in an expanded calling area, and custom calling features for
a discounted monthly rate (discounts range up to 17°/o). Additional minutes
of usage in excess of the allotment are available at further discounted
rates. (October, 1992)
Effective
Multi Line Discount: Provides discounts to subscribers who activate
multiple access numbers on the Company's Optional Package Plans.
(October, 1992)
Effective

-
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ATTACHMENT E.

REGULATED RATES REMAIN HIGHER THAN THOSE
IN UNREGULATED MARKETS

180

120

60
Minute• IUJJ

Minute•

Los Angeles

$69.84

$94.68

New York

$59.99

14%

$89.99

5%

$113.39

San Francisco/
San Jose

$69.00

1%

$90.50

4%

$114.50

4%

$172.75 11%

Chicago

$31.90

54%

$48.60

49%

$64.68

85%

$108.00 44%

Detroit

$44.15

37%

$53.20

44%

$70.28

70%

$111.92 4~%

Washington D.C.

$44.95

36%

$60.14

36%

$83.66

43%

$149.95 23%

Dallas

$55.93

20%

$71.77

24%

$79.99

49%

$122.77 37%

Miami

$60.00

14%

$80.64

15%

$95.00

26%

$136.37 30%

Pittsburgh

$49.99

28%

$69.99

26%

$90.39

32%

$139.59 28%

Minneapolis

$48.00

31%

$70.08

26%

$72.00

66%

$117.36 40%

Denver

$50.72

27%

$69.99

26%

$77.49

54%

$117.49 39%

Seattle

$49.99

28%

$74.71

21%

$86.99

37%

$139.99 28%

Tampa

$49.95

28%

$70.83

25%

$93.87

27%

$152.49 21%

.IU1f

Minute• JU1l

360
Minute• Jl.W

$119.52

$194.04

BEGULAIED
MABKEIS
5%

$179.79

7%

U~BE~ULAIED

MABKEIS

The percent difference

Assumptions:
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relative to Loa Angeles retee.

Best price plan for the number of minutes.
80% peak/20% off peak.
Free minutes in package plans are attributed to peak usage first.

ATTACHMENT E.

REGULATED RATES REMAIN HIGHER THAN THOSE
IN UNREGULATED MARKETS

Minute• IU1J

120
Minute• .1U1J

180
Minute•

Los Angeles

$69.84

$94.68

$119.52

New York

$59.99

14%

$89.99

5%

$113.39

San Francisco/
San Jose

$69.00

1%

$90.50

4%

$114.50

4%

$172.75 11%

Chicago

$31.90

54%

$48.60

49%

$64.68

85%

$108.00 44%

Detroit

$44.15

37%

$53.20

44%

$70.28

70%

$111.92 42%

Washington D.C.

$44.95

36%

$60.14

36%

$83.66

43%

$149.95 23%

Dallas

$55.93

20%

$71.77

24%

$79.99

49%

$122.77 37%

Miami

$60.00

14%

$80.64

15%

$95.00

26%

$136.37 30%

Pittsburgh

$49.99

28%

$69.99

26%

$90.39

32%

$139.59 28%

Minneapolis

$48.00

31%

$70.08

26%

$72.00

66%

$117.36 40%

Denver

$50.72

27%

$69.99

26%

$77.49

54%

$117.49 39%

Seattle

$49.99

28%

$74.71

21%

$86.99

37%

$139.99 28%

Tampa

$49.95

28%

$70.83

25%

$93.87

27%

$152.49 21%

60

360

IU.U

Minute• 1U1f

BEBULAIED
MABKEIS
$194.04
5%

$179.79

7%

UHBEiiULAIED
MABKETS

The percent difference Ia reletlve to Loa Angelea ret ea.

Aaaumptlona:
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Best price plan for the number of minutes.
80% peak/20% off peak.
Free minutes In package plans are attributed to peak usage first.

McCaw" Cellular
Communications, Inc.

Wayne M. Perry

The Honorable Herschel Rosenthal
Chairman
Senate Committee on Energy and Public Utilities
State Capitol, Room 4070
Sacramento, California 95814
Re:

Vice Chairman

January 18, 1993

su.,ppc..e,.He~1•'1G41114ol\i~

Committee Hearing on Cellular Rates

Dear Chairman Rosenthal:
Enclosed is a revised copy of Attachment E to my January 12 testimony before the
Committee concerning cellular telephone rates. The enclosure corrects typographical errors in the
original Attachment E that was submitted with my testimony. The errors, which stem from a
computer program "glitch", affect the percentage column next to the cost figures for 180 minutes of
service.
I apologize if the errors have caused any confusion. Please note, however, that the
actual cost figures shown on Attachment E remain unchanged, as does the conclusion supported by
Attachment E, namely: tariffing rules in regulated markets tend to impede price competition, and
thus tend to maintain higher prices than are found in unregulated markets.
Another issue related to Attachment E is worth mentioning. We understand that
Committee members question why our data differ from the results of the market comparisons
performed by the CPUC Division of Ratepayer Advocates. Ours are based on lowest rate available
to an individual in each market; the lowest rate for a given level of usage is not necessarily the
"basic" rate which the Division used. (I have enclosed Seattle rate plans to illustrate this point; the
Occasional and Premier plans are cheaper for lower and higher-end customers, respectively, than
the Standard- or "basic" - plan.) We will work with the Division of Ratepayer Advocates in an
effort to produce a market-by-market pricing comparison that all of us can endorse as a fair analysis
of cellular rates.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to testify. If you have any further questions,
by all means feel free to call me.
Sincerely,
McCAW CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

w~/;'4

Vice Chairman of the Board

Enclosures

letk.004

P.O. Box 97060 • Kirkland, WA 98083-9760 • (206) 827-4500
5400 Carillon Point • Kirkland, WA 98033-7397

PBEPABED TESTIMQNY OF MICBAEL HEIL BEFORE
SENATE ENERGY AHD PQBLJC QTILITIES CQMMITTIE
January 12, 1993
My name is Michael Heil.
Cellular Telephone company.

I am President of the Los Angeles
L.A.

Cellular is one of the two

regulated facilities-based carriers providing cellular service in
Los Angeles, orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties.

It is

generally recognized that this market is one of the largest, if not
the largest, in the country in terms of the number of people served
and geographical area.
My presentation will cover three general issues, i.e.:
1.

Are cellular rates too high?

2.

What could be done by the PUC to encourage lower rates

and expanded service?
3.

What could be done by the Legislature to encourage the

same goals?
1.

Are cellular rates excessivelY high?
Many argue that cellular rates are too high.

They say that

the so-called "standard" plans offered by the facilities-based
competitors are generally the same, and that these standard rates
have not been reduced since competition began in various markets.
This argument has become a sort of conventional wisdom among
those who would

increase the already high level

regulation in California.

of cellular

Indeed, the idea that cellular rates are

too high recently led the PUC to propose (in its Decision 92-10026) that California become the first state to impose cost-based,
rate of return regulation on this new industry.

In fact, cellular pricing is not much different from what one
should expect for a new technology which must satisfy a high level
of pent-up demand, and which is subject to an unprecedented degree
of

regulation.

Indeed,

by many measures,

substantially reduced.

prices

have

been

I ·also believe that rates would fall

further it the industry were allowed to expand its capacity more
rapidly, and it it were given substantially greater freedom to
reduce current prices.
A major flaw in arguments that prices are too high is that
they consider only the "standard" month-to-month plans offered by
the carriers.
to

rate

Because of almost insuperable regulatory obstacles

increases,

few

carriers

have

considered

permanent

reductions in their "standard" tariffed packages.

Instead, they

compete by means of alternative, lower cost plans.

These include

lower rates for multiple-line users (such as large and medium sized
companies, and affinity groups), for high-volume users, for "offpeak" users, and for long-term customers.

Exhibit "A" hereto shows

that since 1989, nearly half of our customer base has enrolled on
these alternative plans.

One of the most important of these plans

is the one for multi-line master customers like corporations, bar
associations, medical groups, automobile clubs and so on.

While

the PUC delayed these plans for many months they are now in place,
and over time will provide rate reductions of up to 17% for a large
part of our customer base.
There are also numerous promotional campaigns which involve
fee

waivers,

air time credits,

or outright cash payments to

customers who sign up for service during the period of the

2

promotion.

In the case of L.A. Cellular, the combination of lower

rate plans and short-term promotions has resulted in a substantial

gg

facto

rate

decrease.

For

this

and

other

reasons,

L.A. Cellular's monthly revenues per customer, which approached
$150 in 1989, are now less than $98.
All of this is in the face of a 23% cost of living increase
over the past four years.

There is also the fact that system

coverage and service quality have increased enormously at the same
time that rates, expressed in real dollars, have dropped.

L.A.

Cellular began operations in March, 1987, with some 30 cell sites,
which covered little more than the highly populated areas of Los
Angeles and Orange Counties.

Today, the company has constructed

nearly 350 cell sites, which cover more than 75% of the total area
of Los Angeles, orange, Riverside, and San Bernardino Counties.
See Exhibit "C".
Whether prices are still too "high" is of course a subjective
question.
to us.

However, there are some standards of judgment available

one is the number of people who have

sign~d

up for service.

With only 17,000 units in service as of March, 1987, L.A. Cellular
today services nearly 360,000 units.

New activations for December,

1992 were at a record high -- despite the recession.

our customers

have obviously concluded that they are receiving fair value -- and
they are.

one interesting and little noted fact is that cellular

per-minute rates absorb all toll and long distance charges for
calls within a service area which is more than 220 miles across.
Thus,

L.A.

Cellular's

retail

per-minute charges

compare very

favorably with coin telephone charges for calls of comparable
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distance, even though cellular, as a mobile service, is far more
useful and valuable to its users.
What could tbe pyc do to encourage lower rates and expanded

2.

service?
At the outset, it should be realized that cellular service has
already expanded throughout California without excessive regulation
by the PUC.

California was divided by the FCC into more than

twenty-five markets, with licenses being awarded to two facilitiesbased

competitors

decisions,

one

in

each

competitor

market.
in

"headstart" over the other.

Because

each market

of

tended

var~ous

to

FCC

enjoy

a

Despite the obstacles, there are now

two wholesale competitors

(and many more retailers)

California market, including the most remote.

in every

Unlike other utility

systems, cellular operations have not been built with rate-payer
dollars.

Instead they have built with hundreds of millions of

dollars in risk capital.
period

since

late

1986

All of this has happened in the brief
and

early

1987

when

facilities-based

competition began in the San Francisco Bay Area and the Los Angeles
Basin.
Cellular rates tend to be higher in the densely packed urban
areas, and lower in medium sized cities and rural areas.

This is

not because of

on the

illicit collusion among competitors.

contrary, it is the natural result of supply and demand factors
that are easily understood.

In Los Angeles, despite allegedly

"high" rates, our system is approaching capacity even as we race to
expand that capacity.

Despite a very aggressive build-out policy,

service quality is already threatened by excessive demand in the
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congested parts of our service area.

If L.A. Cellular were forced

to reduce its rates across-the-board, it is doubtful whether the
company could accommodate the increased demand pressures without
serious degradation of service quality.

For example, Exhibit

"D"

shows that in today•s 60 most congested sites, a 20% increase in
demand would result in 200% greater congestion.

The PUC's rate

regulation fails to deal with this fact, and for this reason alone
is doomed to fail.
customer demand, then, is one reason why cellular rates have
not

fallen

more

rapidly

in

Los

Angeles.

A more

troubling''·i

explanation lies in the nature of the regulatory process.
It

is

often

forgotten

that

rate

regulation

utilities can lead to artificially high prices.

for

public

California is

easily the most highly regulated cellular market in the country.
Yet rates in California seem to be "stuck" at higher levels than in
other states.

Another phenomenon noted by many is the prevalence

in California and other regulated markets of identical or nearidentical standard rates.
There are several reasons for the apparent sluggishness of
cellular prices in California.

Three of these are to be found in

the nature of our present regulatory process itself.
First, no rate can be changed under present law without prior
announcement to the world at large.

This gives the competition

time to adjust its own rates to meet the challenge, and takes away
much of the incentive for the first carrier to even begin the
process.
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Second, the system allows competitors, PUC staff, and others
to protest even downward rate changes, and to delay or block them.
Third is the fact that existing PUC rules assume a single
monopoly provider of an essential utility service.

The result is

a strong bias against short-term promotions, volume discounts, and
individualized

pricing.

Instead,

the

rules

favor

long-term,

uniform prices, stated in tariffs, without the day-to-day, proconsumer

price

changes

that

characterize

an

unregulated,

competitive market.
L.A.

Cellular has recently performed an in-depth study of

nearly 40 recent instances where proposals to reduce cellular rates
have been delayed or permanently rejected by the PUC.
the study is attached as Exhibit

11

A summary of

E", and the whole document has

been made available to your staff.

Among the most troubling

examples described by the study are the following:
The PUC was for a long time reluctant to authorize lower
prices for corporate users and non-profit affinity groups
like automobile clubs, bar associations, and the like.
L.A. Cellular's attempts to provide reductions of up to
22% in service rates for these groups was effectively
delayed by nearly two years as a result of competitor
protests at the PUC.
The PUC has established a uniform rule that any credit of
more

than

$100,

or

cash

rebate

of

$25.00,

to

an

individual customer, constitutes an illegal "gift", even
if properly tariffed.

6

The PUC has been very reluctant to authorize uniform
roaming rates for customers who travel among different
cellular systems -- even though the overall impact of
such uniformity would be lower bills to the customers.
These and other instances are more than annoying.

They have

led to the notion at the PUC itself that cellular carriers do not
want to compete, and that they alone are responsible for rates
being "stuck" at an allegedly high level.

This -notion has in turn

led to the PUC's recent Decision 92-10-026, which would impose even
stricter regulation of cellular rates.

As

noted above,

the

Decision could lead to increased numbers of blocked and dropped
calls, and even to forms of rationed service.
unworkable from an economic standpoint.

It would also be

Since each carrier has a

different cost structure, there would be two permanently different
price caps in each market, with the more efficient carrier being
penalized with a lower price cap.

Great numbers of customers would

migrate to the lower priced carrier, thereby increasing costs per
customer for the remaining carrier.

The ultimate result would be

to encourage inefficiency, and perhaps even to put a permanent end
to competition in the market.
I want to emphasize that the fault is not alone that of the
PUC.

Whenever a competitive industry is subject to a complex set

of regulations,

some players learn how to compete through the

regulatory process

rather than

in the marketplace.

When an

innovative tariff change is suggested, the competitor protests it,
and urges the regulators to extend their old, monopoly-driven rules
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into new territory.

The result is not competitive pricing, but

rather a4ministered prices which change slowly, if at all.
The present system, which is frustrating enough, will become
unworkable with
competitors.

the

arrival

this

Summer of

new,

unregulated

The FCC has already granted substantial amounts of

radio spectrum to so-called "private" companies which are immune
from state regulation even though their service will in most ways
be indistinguishable from cellular.

One of these

is nearing

completion of its construction phase in Los Angeles and the Bay
Area, and promises to begin competing with cellular in the middle
of this year.

Because they are immune from the PUC • s tariff rules,

these companies will be able to bid privately for the business of
larger accounts, with there being no way for cellular companies to
respond.

This is true both under the status gyg and under the

rigid wholesale rate caps and retail pricing floors

recently

ordered by the PUC for facilities-based cellular carriers.
L.A. Cellular has informally suggested an alternative plan.
This is summarized on Exhibit

11

F 11 •

This plan would allow cellular

carriers freely to compete whenever the result would be lower rates
for an identified group of customers.

The idea is that any rate

change within a generously defined range below current rates (say,
25%) would become effective immediately.

It would not matter

whether these reductions took the form of affinity group discounts,
fee waivers, air time credits, or back end refunds.

so long as the

result is lower rates for a reasonably defined group of customers,
there should be no ground for protest or delay.
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3.

What could be done by the Legislature to encourage lower rates

and expanded service?
L.A. Cellular believes that the PUC could go a long way even
under present law to allow cellular utilities to compete with each
other and with their unregulated rivals.

However, some PUC staff

members have questioned this, and have based their positions on
existing statutes.
when

there

was

These statutes were designed for other times,
only

one,

monopoly

source

for

transportation, communications, and energy services.

essential

L.A. Cellular

would support legislation designed to cover the new situations
where there are multiple sources of service, both regulated and
unregulated.

If

mobile

communication

services

are

to

be

competitive, providers must be allowed to bid freely for customer
accounts, and to react quickly to market changes.

The present

system -- where significant price changes must be across-the-board,
and announced in advance

-- has not worked as well as it might.

There are two ways by which the Legislature could open up the
mobile communications market to competition.

One would be to

deregulate cellular services entirely, thereby putting cellular on
an equal footing with the new competitors licensed by the FCC.

The

other would be to enact a statute which would preserve the public
utility status of some mobile service providers, but which would
make

it

clear

competitive

that

downward

forces will

otherwise improper.

~

price

movements

in

response

to

be regarded as discriminatory or

Such price movements would be allowed to take

effect immediately, and could take any of the forms (credits, fee
waivers, refunds, etc.) described above.

9

In this way, efficient

providers would be encouraged to be leaders in reducing prices,
while less efficient ones would be prodded to improve themselves.

10
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January 12, 1993

''High Cellular Telephone Rates in California
How Should the State Regulate the Cellular Industry"
Comments of Richard B. Severy
Director, Regulatory and Government Affairs
Western Region
MCI Telecommunications Corporation
As this committee is aware, MCI supports the steps taken by the

California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) in its recent "Phase m''
decision regarding the California cellular market. Specifically, MCI supports
the unbundling requirements set forth in that decision. My comments today
address the benefits of unbundling for consumers and competitors.

COMPETITION
:VICI fully supports competition in all aspects of telecommunications.
Competition in telecommunications has brought and will continue to bring
substantial benefits to California consumers, businesses and the California
economy in general. As you know, MCI championed competition in the long
distance industry which brought the benefits of reduced prices and increased
innovation in the development of advanced technologies. Competition makes
available to consumers a wide variety of new, innovative service offerings,
and increases the efficiency of all service providers.
UNBUNDLING AND THE IMPORTANCE OF OPEN ACCESS
POLICIES
MCI agrees with the regulatory principle of "unbundling" which is
embraced by the PUC's recent cellular decision. Simply stated, "unbundling"
separates the functional elements of a telecommunications network. This
allows users of the network to purchase only those elements needed, instead
of a full "bundle" of features which may be redundant of the users' own
capabilities. Unbundling encourages open and equal access to the network.

Successful long distance telecommunications competition is vitally
dependent upon regulatory and legislative policies which encourage open and
equal access for competitors to those essential network facilities which a~
necessary to link the end user to the networks that comprise the national and
international telecommunications infrastructure. For MCI and other long
distance competitors, the battle has been to gain access to the essential
facilities of monopoly local exchange companies.
As newcomers in the telecommunications business, we had to overcome
claims that open interconnection threatened the integrity of the nation's
telecommunications system. From very modest beginnings, long distance
competition has come a long way in the last two decades. It could qat have
come so far so fast without the support of regulators and lawmakers for equal
access policies. In that time, the cost of long distance service has fallen
dramatically, a host of new technologies and products have become available,
and whole new businesses have developed to serve the ever increasing
demand for specialized and innovative telecommunications services.
Contrary to the early warnings, the nation's telecommunications system is of
higher quality and more reliable than it was before competition.
MCI believes that an analogy can be drawn between our experience
expanding competition in the long distance industry and the PUC's recent
decision to allow nondiscriminatory access to cellular radio networks.
This is a modest and extremely enlightened first step toward increasing
competition in the cellula1 industry, to the benefit of the people of California.
THE CELLULAR INDUSTRY AND ITS IMPORTANCE TO MCI
MCI regards the cellular industry as a complement to, not a replacement
of, wireline telecommunications services. MCI is excited about the prospects
for growth and the development of new applications in the cellular industry.
The more "open" the networks, the more possibilities for development of new
ideas to meet unique consumer needs. For this reason, MCI has advocated
the adoption of equal access policies for cellular service in regulatory and
legal forums and in the technical standards-setting process.
MCI provides basic long distance service to cellular customers.
An MCI cellular customer has access to all MCI discount programs for
residential customers, such as our "Friends and Family" program which
provides a twenty percent (20%) discount on long distance calling to as
many as twenty frequently-called numbers.
We are also developing new technologies which build from the
innovations of cellular technology. MCI was one of the first to petition the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for permission to provide
personalized communications services (PCS), which will rely on advanced
micro-technology to bring the power of telecommunications, both voice and
data, into the pocket of your overcoat.

THE COMM:ISSION'S DECISION
The PUC's recent cellular decision is a good example of the vital
role state commissions can play in advancing the publicly beneficial forces
of increased competition. The requirement in the decision for unbundling
essential elements of the cellular network is a welcoming invitation to
new telecommunications providers, encouraging innovation to serve the
specialized needs of consumers. Specifically, in its decision the Commission
has articulated interconnection, unbundling and resale policies that are
procompetitive in nature and clearly designed to enhance economic efficiency
and consumer welfare.
After lengthy proceedings which resulted in a careful review of both
the legal standards and policy goals in this area, the Commission has:
Promoted resale competition by requiring facilitiesbased carriers to unbundle and tariff their wholesale
rates into specific subcomponents; and
Authorized cellular resellers to install their own
switches to enable them to perform key switching
functions.
This decision is consistent with another PUC decision of direct
importance to MCI. In October of1989, the PUC adopted the principle of
unbundling, advocated by MCI, for the essential elements of the local
exchange network. As you know, this is the network MCI is dependent upon
to provide access to our long distance customers. The PUC, in the decision of
October 1989, as well as in the recent cellular decision, appropriately
recognized that unbundling of access to the essential facilities of the
incumbent carriers is essential to ensure open and nondiscriminatory access
for competitors.
The unbundling requirement will allow resellers to acquire access
on a cost-supported basis to only those facilities of the underlying carrier&
that they must have to provide their services, while leaving the resellers
free to be innovative and cost efficient in the provision of the competitive
portions of the service, such as marketing, billing, collection and, in the
foreseeable future, switching features. This enhanced flexibility should
result in new, more innovative and improved services for the benefit of
cellular customers.
Unbundling and cost-based access rates are also powerful tools that
can be used effectively to detect and prevent anticompetitive discriminatory
access pricing on the part of facilities-based carriers. Efficient competition
for the provision of the competitive components of cellular service could be
thwarted or eliminated by the discriminatory pricing of essential access -just as happened in the case of long distance service.
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In adopting the principle of unbundling for the access services
provided by local exchange carriers, the Commission recognized that
unbundling was necessary to prevent anticompetitive price squeezes and
inappropriate bundling strategies. The Commission also recognized that
unbundling was essential to promote a vibrant and diverse competitive
telecommunications market by allowing competitors, such as interexchange
earners or information service providers, to interconnect with and utilize only
those elements of the local exchange network which were necessary to the
provision of competitive services, while providing their own innovative and
diverse competitive elements of a service. The Commission's recent order
extends those same principles to the cellular marketplace. These are
important principles which deserve the support of California's policymakers.

Testimony of Jeffrey P. O'Donnell, Deputy Director
Division of Ratepayer Advocates
California Public Utilities Commission

HIGH CELLULAR TELEPHONE RATES IN CALIFORNIA
HOW SHOULD THE STATE REGULATE THE CELLULAR INDUSTRY?

Senate Committee on Energy and Public Utilities
January 12, 1993

Good Afternoon.

I am appearing here today on behalf of the

Public Utilities Commission's (Commission) Division of Ratepayer
Advocates (ORA).

DRA is an independent division of the

Commission that represents ratepayers in proceedings before the
Commission.

I am ORA's Deputy Director responsible for

telecommunications issues that affect California ratepayers.

ORA

is concerned about the high cellular rates that California
subscribers pay and appreciates this opportunity to comment on
how the cellular industry should be regulated.

Let me begin by explaining why DRA believes regulation of the
cellular industry is the appropriate response to high cellular
rates at this time.

The cellular carriers provide a service that

relies on a public resource, namely the airwaves over which
cellular communications are sent.

Because the airwaves are a

national resource, it is incumbent upon the carriers to provide
their services at just and reasonable rates.

Where the free

market and competition cannot induce the carriers to provide
cellular services at reasonable rates, then regulation must act
as competition's proxy.

DRA does not believe that the cellular carriers function in a
competitive market.

The Federal Communication Commission (FCC)

decided that only two wholesale carriers could operate in each
market and issued the licenses accordingly.

The FCC believed

that the duopoly market structure was appropriate for the
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cellular industry.

However, economic literature tells us that if

there are only two firms in a market, each firm has a greater
incentive to cooperate with each other than to compete against
each other.
The duopoly structure is further exacerbated by the fact that
there is extensive cross ownership in the major markets.

For

example, McCaw Cellular and PacTel are partners in the Bay Area
while they are competitors in the Los Angeles market.

We do not

need economic theory to tell us that McCaw will not compete
vigorously against PacTel in the Los Angeles market if they work
together in the Bay Area.
If the cellular market were competitive, then we would expect to
see cellular rates vary over time.

For example, rates would

likely decrease as a company experienced economies of scale.
However, cellular basic rates have not changed since they were
introduced in 1984, despite the fact that the number of
California cellular users has grown from 15,000 to over 1 million
today.

Furthermore, the rates within each market are very

similar, and quite often identical.

In fact, when one of my

staff called the two carriers in Los Angeles to find out what
their basic rates were, she was told by each carrier that their
rates were identical to the other carrier and, in fact, they are
identical.

-~-

The cellular carriers will attempt to tell you that regulation is
the cause of high cellular rates in California.

They will tell

you that the commission makes it extraordinarily difficult for
them to lower their rates.

What they will not tell you is that

they are able to lower their prices up to 10% and have it
effective the day they ask for the rate decrease.

The 30-day

notification period is for price decreases greater than 10%.
Furthermore, if the Commission so effectively stifles their
ability to offer lower prices to their customers, then the
carriers need to explain how they are able to offer any
promotional plans that result in lower prices for certain classes
of customers.

When and where the carriers genuinely want to

offer lower prices, they have generally managed to get those
plans approved.

Although many different factors could be the cause of high
cellular rates and DRA believes that a lack of competition is the
main reason, my staff analyzed cellular basic rates in 12 major
metropolitan areas to determine if there was a relationship
between high rates and cellular regulation, as the cellular
companies allege.

DRA staff analyzed the basic rates in the 4

largest California markets - Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Diego
and the Bay Area - and in 8 other major cellular markets in the
country.
testimony.

The results of that survey are attached to my
While it is true that san Francisco and Los Angeles

have the highest rates in the country (along with New York),
Sacramento has the lowest rates of all the cities surveyed.
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San

Diego's rates are lower than rates in Seattle and Miami, which
are unregulated markets.

Clearly, there is no definitive

relationship between cellular rates and regulation.

California

has some of the highest and lowest cellular rates.

California's

rates are both higher and lower than rates in states where the
cellular industry is unregulated.
The cellular carriers further argue that competition from other
wireless communications, such as Enhanced Specialized Mobile
Radio (ESMR) and Personal Communication Services (PCS), is
imminent.

ORA believes that the threat of competition from

ESMR and PCS is still a way off.

ESMR will begin implementation

of its digital service in Los Angeles this year and in San
Francisco in 1994.

The PCS spectrum has not even been allocated

yet, so its emergence as a competitive alternative is much
further off.

Although the wholesale cellular market is not competitive, the
reseller's market is very competitive.

However, the resellers

are dependent upon the wholesale carriers to provide them with
access to the cellular network.

So, no matter how competitive

the reseller market may be, they are always confronted with the
necessity of buying air time from one of two wholesale carriers.
currently in California, out of every dollar a subscriber pays
for cellular services only 20 cents goes to the reseller while
the other 80 cents is paid to the wholesale carrier.

Clearly,

the wholesale carriers have the most control over the rates.

ORA analyzed the cellular carriers' rates of return in 1989 and
found them to be excessive.

Recent reports by both the

u.s.

General Accounting Office (GAO) 1 and Commission staff
2 indicate similar findings.

The continuous high profits and

lack of incentive to compete indicate that regulation is needed.
The Commission's recent Phase III decision takes an important
step toward gathering the information necessary to determine, in
a uniform manner, the rates of return that all California
cellular carriers earn.

Present legislation has empowered the Commission to set just and
reasonable utility rates.

ORA does not believe that any

additional legislation is needed to encourage or guide the
Commission in fulfilling its responsibility.

Clearly, the

current cellular market structure does not support deregulation
of the industry.

Instead, ORA recommends that the Commission

open a new investigation into the cause of continued high
cellular rates in California.

Since 1988, the CPUC has regulated

the industry based on a regulatory framework that assumed the
duopoly market structure was competitive and would eventually
result in lower rates.

ORA believes that the market is not

adequately competitive and that it is time to reexamine the

1 u.s. General Accounting Office, "Concerns About Competition in
the Cellular Telephone Service Industry," July 1992.
2 Commission Advisory and Compliance Division, Finance Branch;
"1992 Cellular Financial Status Report,• October 26, 1992.
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method of regulating the industry.

While

~ew

competition may

appear in the future, ORA believes that regulation is needed
today and until a truly competitive wireless market becomes a
reality.

Table 1
CELLUlAR BASIC SERVICE RATE COMPARISON- December 1992

B

$50.00

$45.00

$0.45

$0.27

1·1

A

$25.00

$45.00

$0.45

$0.20

1·1

B

$25.00

$45.00

$0.45

$0.20

1·1

B

$40.00

$29.95

$0.58

$0.2!5

7-7

$19.95

$0.32

$19.95

$0.34

$0.20

6-10

A

B

$35.00

$62.00
.00

$0.45
$0.75

$95.00

7·7

$92.00

$0.36
$0.35

B

$50.00

A

$24.95

$0.50

$0.30

7·9

$86.00

$24.00

$0.39

$0.19

7·9

$72.00
$73.00

B

$60.00

$24.95

$0.39

$0.19

7·9

A

$45.00

$42.00

$0.39

$0.29

7·7

B

$45.00

$39.00 WOs $0.45
WEs $0.20

$0.10

7·10

* Rates include 30 free minutes a month.
•• Monthly Charge Includes:
1. 120 minutes a month based on California's average cellular system utiliztlon distribution
(see ORA's Phase II Comments), and
2. activation fee amortized over a 12-month period.
WDs/WEs: Weekdays/Weekends

$92.00

Table2
CELLULAR SUBSCRIBERS STATISTICS IN CAUFORNIA (MSAs-1991)

Subscribers
Penetration

Subscribers
Distribution

Frequencies
Efficiency*

(Subsrlbers/
/Population)

(Subsrlbers/
Total Subs)

(Subsribers/
Frequencies)

Chico/Redding

0.50%

0.20%

Sacramento/Stockton

5.50%

13.40%

San Francisco Bay Areas

2.60%

18.00%

Fresno/Bakersfield

3.20%

5.10%

Santa Barbara

1.20%

0.50%

Los Angeles

3.60%

54.2%

San Diego

3.30%

8.60%

3.39%

100.00%

MSAs

Total Population In MSAs:

I

28,700,000

Total Cellular Subscribers in MSAs:
Number Pairs of Frequencies per MSA:

* This is a rough assessment of the efficient use of the radio frequencies.
The efficiency Is highly affected by the size and terrain of the areas.
** Information was received by CACD under G.O. 66 C.
This chart Is not for public distribution.

**
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DIVISION OF RATEPAYER ADVOCATES
505 Van Neas Avenue
San Franci8Co, CA 94102·3298

Phone (415) 703-2061
FAX
(415) 703-1981

EDMUND J. TEXEIRA

Director

February 17, 1993
The Honorable Herschel Rosenthal
Senate Committee on Energy and Public Utilities
State Capitol, Room 2035
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Senator Rosenthala
Enclosed is the Division of Ratepayer Advocates' (ORA's)
analysis of the differences between McCaw Cellular's Exhibit E to
Wayne Perry's testimony before the Senate Committee on Energy and
Public Utilities, January 12, 1993, and ORA's Table 1 to my
testimony on the same date. I apologize for the delay in
providing ORA's analysis, but as you know, McCaw Cellular did not
provide the information necessary for ORA to complete ita
analysis until February 5, 1993.
In response to your request that ORA explain the differences
between the cellular service rates calculated by ORA and those
calculated by McCaw, I have enclosed a table comparing McCaw's
and ORA's calculated cellular rates. ORA and McCaw used a~ilar
but not identical assumptions in deriving their cellular rate
tables. The differences in assumptions are discussed below.
1.

Choice of Carriers

ORA's original analysis included cellular rates for both the
wireline and the non-wireline carrier in each city surveyed.
McCaw looked solely at the non-wireline carriers' rates. In many
cases, the wireline carriers' rates were higher.
2.

Choice of Karkets

While ORA and McCaw surveyed some of the same markets, there
are notable absences from McCaw's list of markets. McCaw did not
include Sacramento, California nor Boston, Massachusetts in their
list of regulated markets. ORA included these two markets and
found their rates to be significantly leas than rates in many
regulated and unregulated markets.
3.

Choice of Rate Plan

McCaw's table presented cellular rates calculated from "the
most economical rate plan currently available in each market to
an individual end user." The plans McCaw presented assume that
the customer knows his or her monthly calling pattern. In fact,

when a ORA analyst contacted one cellular service provider, she
was told that plans which included free airtime were primarily
for existing users who had developed a measurable usage patte~n.
Many of the plans that McCaw presented included 30 to 150 minutes
of free airtime. These plans also often require a minimum one
year contract period with substantial penalties, some as high as
$250, for early termination. ORA has indicated which rate plans
require such a commitment in the attached tables. ORA's cellular
rates table presented rates that were from a carrier's basic or
standard rate plan in each market. Typically the basic plans are
available on a regular basis, do not include any free minutes of
airtime and do not require a one-year commitment. The basic
plans are more appropriate for new customers who have not
established a predictable usage pattern.
4.

Amortization of Activation Fee

In most cases, beginning cellular service requires payment of
an activation fee. ORA's analysis revealed that these fees
ranged from $25.00 to $75.00, but were generally identical within
a given market. ORA included the activation fee in its analysis
by amortizing the fee over 12 months. ORA believes that the
activation fee is not insignificant and should be included in the
analysis. The activation fee is significant in the short run and
can influence whether a customer decides to continue service with
his current carrier or switch to the other carrier in the market.
McCaw's analysis fails to account for the one-time activation
fee.
5.

Diatributi.on of Peak/Off-Peak IIJ.nutea

McCaw and ORA assumed that so• of the 120 minutes of airtime
would occur during peak hours and the remaining 20• during offpeak hours. The SO' peak and 20• off-peak allocation is
considered the typical usage pattern. However, McCaw first
allocated the free minutes in any plan to peak usage and the
remaining free minutes to off-peak usage, rather than on the
S0/20 calling pattern. This allocation methodology understated
the rates calculated by McCaw.
6.

AJ.rtime

ORA and McCaw both presented rates that were based on using
120 minutes of airtime. In addition, McCaw presented 3 other
scenarios with 60, 1SO and 360 minutes of airtime used. For
ORA's comparison of McCaw's and ORA's rates table, ORA compared
rates at 120 minutes of usage.
Given the different assumptions McCaw and ORA used to derive
their tables, it was necessary to develop a common set of
assumptions in order to make a valid comparison. The following
changes were made to McCaw's original rates table:
1.

Corrected rates for New York and Minneapolis (per letter
of February 5, 1993 and FAX on February 11, 1993 from
Scott Morris, McCaw to Linda Woods, ORA) were inserted.
Page 2

2.

Recalculated McCaw's rates to include amortization of the
activation fee over 12 months and to reallocate any free
minutes of use based on the 80/20 peak/off-peak calling
pattern.

Table 1 (attached) shows McCaw's original cellular rate
figures and those same rates after making the above-mentioned
adjustments. Including the activation fee and reallocating the
free minutes increases the rates that McCaw presented in their
original table.
Table 2 (attached) compares the cellular rates tables
presented by BRA and by McCaw under a common set of assumptions,
as explained·previously. Although ORA's rates are still higher
than McCaw's, some of the discrepancy has been explained by the
use of different assumptions. The remaininq difference is due to
the choice of plan. ORA's fiqures show the rates for basic
cellular plans in each market, whereas, McCaw's figures show
rates for various plans that differ by market. For instance,
McCaw used plans in some markets that included 30 minutes of free
airtime while in other markets, customers were offered 120
minutes of free airtime. ORA believes it is more valid to review
plans that are as similar as possible across all markets and, for
that reason, reviewed the rates of basic plans in each market.
Table 2 supports ORA's assertion that no clear link is
apparent between a state's rates and its level of requlation.
For instance, California regulates the cellular market throuqhout
the state and yet has markets with both hiqh and low rates.
Sacramento's cellular rates were amonq the lowest of all the
markets that ORA surveyed. Using McCaw's methodoloqy of
selectinq the most economical plan for the number of minutes
used, ORA contacted Sacramento aqain and calculated the monthly
rate. Even usinq McCaw's methodology, Sacramento's rates are
still amonq the lowest. ORA remains convinced that regulation is
not the cause of high cellular service rates in California. ORA
believes that a myriad of factors are at work in California which
result in high rates. Those factors include, but are not limited
to, the lack of competition in the industry stemminq from the
duopoly market structure, greater demand for cellular services,
higher disposable income in the areas with the highest rates,
greater population density and a highly mobile population.
McCaw's assertion that regulation in California and New York
is the cause of hiqh cellular service rates in San Francisco, Los
Angeles and New York City has not been proven. McCaw has not
explained why California has some of the lowest cellular service
rates (e.g., Sacramento) or why markets in other regulated states
(e.g., Boston) have relatively low rates.
Furthermore, ORA strongly disaqrees with McCaw's assertion
that "while Sacramento's rates are among the lowest in the
country, that fact is irrelevant to whether California's
tariffing rates help maintain cellular rates that were originally
set at higher levels . . . " (January 11, 1993 letter from James
L. Barksdale, McCaw Cellular Communications, Inc. to President
Page 3

Fessler) As I stated in my testimony before the Senate Energy
and Public Utilities Committee on January 12, 1993, California
cellular carriers may reduce their cellular rates by up to 10\
and have the rate reduction take effect immediately. I would
also like to mention that although Sacramento does have
relatively low cellular rates, McCaw raised those rates by 20\ in
1989.
I sincerely hope that the enclosed analysis satisfactorily
explains the differences between ORA's and McCaw's cellular
service rate calculations. Additionally, I believe that it's
apparent that one cannot conclude from either McCaw's or ORA's
cellular rate surveys the cause of high cellular rates in
California. If ORA can be of any further assistance, don't
hesitate to contact me at (415) 703-3084.

s;r61!tJfJ~
;ef:::::

P. 0'

Donnell

Deputy Director, Division of Ratepayer Advocates
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TABLE 1
McCAW'S RATES ADJUSTED FOR
ORA ASSUMPTIONS
(REGULATED MARKETS ARE IN BOLD ITALICS.)

CITY
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK
MIAMI
SEATTLE
DALLAS
TAMPA
DENVER
PITISBURGH
BOSTON
MINNEAPOLIS
HOUSTON
PHILADELPHIA
WASHINGTON, D.C.
SACRAMENTO
DETROIT
CHICAGO

MCCAW(1)
100.00'%
$98.84

MCCAW

$94.68
$90.50
$89:99
$80.64
$74.71
$71.77
$70.83
$69.99
$69.99
$68.20
$66.96
$65.97
$64.95
$60.14
$54.03
$53.20
$48.60

100.00'%

95.59'%
95.05'%

93.67'%

$92.58
$100.81

*

101.99'%

$86.07
$81.28
$74.69
$75.91
$73.32
$74.15
$73.33
$73.41
$72.44
$69.53
$63.06
$58.20
$55.72
$53.84

*

87.08~

85.17~
78.91~
75.80~

74.81%
73.92~

73.92%
72.03'%
70.72%
69.68~
68.60~
63.52~

57.07'%
56.19~
51.33~

82.23%
75.57~

76.80%
74.18%

*
*
*

75.02~

74.19'%
74.27~

*
*
*

73.29%
70.35%
63.80~

58.88'%

*

56.37~
54.47~

PERCENTAGES ARE RELATIVE TO LOS ANGELES RATES.
*REQUIRES COMMITMENT TO ONE YEAR CONTRACT
(1) REVISED TO INCLUDE ACTNAT/ON FEE & ALLOCATION OF FREE MINUTES

ASSUMPTIONS:
1. ALL RATES ARE BASED ON 120 MINUTES OF USE (80% PEAK/20% OFF PEAK).
2. RATES FOR BOSTON, HOUSTON, PHILADELPHIA, AND SACRAMENTO
WERE ADDED BY ORA USING MCCAW ASSUMPTIONS.

TABLE 2
ORA AND McCAW
CELLULAR RATE COMPARISON CHART
(REGULATED MARKETS ARE IN BOLD ITAUCS.J
CITY

LOSAN ELES
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

SAN FRANCISCO
MIAMI
SEATTLE
DENVER
DALLAS
HOUSTON
MINNEAPOUS

BOSTON
DETROIT
WASHINGTON, D.C.

SACRAMENTO
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH
TAMPA

ORA A
$99.00
$99.00
$97.24
$95.00
$93.00
$93.00
$83.00
$80.40
$77.00
$76.00
$74.00
$72.44
$72.00
$60.00
$59.00
N/A
N/A

$99.00

73.17
72.73

60.81
59.60
N/A
N/A

$101.00

$100.81

*

$86.00
$95.00
$92.00
$95.00
$88.00
$89.35
$92.00
$76.00
$78.00
$70.31
$73.00
$52.00
$62.00
N/A
N/A

$69.53
$92.58
$86.07
$81.28
$73.32
$74.69
$72.44
$73.41
$73.33
$55.72
$63.06
$58.20
$53.84
$74.15
$75.91

*

PERCENTAGES ARE RELATNE TO LOS ANGELES RATES.
• REQUIRES COMMITMENT TO ONE YEAR CONTRICT
(1) REVISED TO INCLUDE ICTNAT/ON FEE & ALLOCATION OF FREE MINUTES
(A) NON-W/REUNE CARRIER
(B) W/REUNE CARRIER
ASSUMPTIONS:
1. ALL RATES ARE BASED ON 120 MINUTES OF USE (80% PEN</20% OFF PEAK).
2. RATES FOR BOSTON, HOUSTON, PHILADELPHIA, AND SICRAMENTO
WERE ADDED BY DRA USING MCCAW ASSUMPTIONS.

MCCAW 1
$98.84

*

•
•
*
*
*

•

Utility Consumers· Action Network

UCAN
1717 Kettner Blvd., Suite 105
San Diego, CA 92101-2532
619-696-6966

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL SHAMES
Oversight Hearing on High Cellular Telephone Rates in California
Senate Committee on Energy and Public Utilities
January 12, 1993

My name is Michael Shames and I am the executive director of Utility
Consumers' Action Network (UCAN), a San Diego-based utility consumer watchdog
group.

We have a membership of 53,000 San Diego residential and small

business billpayers and have represented their interests in telephone and
power utility issues since 1984.

The concerns I express today are shared by

Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN), a statewide utility consumer advocacy group.
Today, both UCAN and TURN ask this committee to take immediate action to
reduce the chronically high cellular telephone rates in

Ca~ifornia.

It is

abundantly clear to all consumers that cellular service rates are being kept
artificially high by the cellular companies' manipulation l•f the cellular
market, a manipulation is only possible by the duopoly position that they
currently enjoy.
We view the abuses of this market as being very analogous to the welldocumented pricing and service abuses visited upon consumers by the cable
television operators during the 1980s.

The federal government finally took

action last year to begin rectifying a problem that was evident in California
over five years ago.

We should not wait that long to address a similarly

obvious abuse of the marketplace.

Action must be taken immediately.

On behalf of residential and small

business consumers throughout the state of California, we offer the following
major points for this Committee to consider.

Ubiquity is Undermined

2Y

Artificially High Cellular Rates.

At present, the high cellular phone rates have limited the customer base
to the business community.

Small business and residential customers who

need the accessibility offered by cellular are constrained by its formidable
price.

In the 1980s, consumers reasonably expected that, over time, in-

creased demand and technological advances would drive down cellular rates, as
it has done in other high-tech industries.

These consumers were only half-

correct; prices for cellular phone hardware have dropped by
yet usage rates remain unchanged.

80~

since 1985,

As a result, ubiquity in cellular phone

service has not occurred.
The long-standing and very important regulatory principle of fostering
ubiquity in telecommunications compels making cellular
to as many consumers as economically possible.

tech~ology

available

Permitting cellular rates to

be maintained at artificially high levels is contrary to California's wellaccepted principle of communications service ubiquity.
For too long, the cellular companies have perpetuated a myth that cellular service is uniquely designed for large businesses, relegating small
businesses to paging services and residential customers to pay phones.

It

is a self-serving myth that has permitted the companies to milk the market
with its monopoly rents.
In fact, cellular technologies should be made available to all customer
classes to the extent that it economic to do so.

UCAN believes that cellu-

lar service could be an important tool for families with children, for senior
2

citizens, for small businesses that

to improve customer service, for use

~ant

by individuals in case of emergency (such as earthquakes and fires) as well
as government employees who should be trying to improve their responsiveness
to their respective constituencies.
UCAN and TURN are also concerned about the

~ay

in which cellular pricing

structures work to discourage residential and small business consumers.
There is no affordable rate structure available for infrequent users.

And

cellular pricing includes anomalies such as charging both calling and called
parties for one transaction.
In short, the myth must be busted.

But it will not be unless compet!-

tion is imposed and the true cost of cellular service is established.
Business Efficiencies

~

Enfeebled

Business efficiencies are frustrated by artificially high cellular
rates.

As the state enters its third year of recession, California has

recognized the role of global competition and the importance of ensuring that
California businesses can compete.
mined

~hen

This state's competitiveness is under-

communications costs are higher and service is inferior to that

offered in other countries.

It is UCAN's understanding that

Califo~nia's

cellular services are proportionately higher cost and lower quality than
comparable services offered in Pacific Rim and European countries.

The

state simply can not afford to permit its communications infrastructure to be
inferior in service and price to its competitors.

CPUC Steps

lQ

Increase Competition in the Industry Must be Supported

In October 1992, the CPUC took important steps towards encouraging
greater competition in the cellular industry. · Its ruling to compel unbun-

3

-

their own switching equipment were, if anything, overly conservative but much
needed steps to inject competition in this competitively moribund industry.
The industry's duopoly privilege has allowed it to escape the true-cost
disciplines that are imposed on all other competitive industries.

Even

regulated industries such as electric, gas and telephone utilities in California have been systematically subjected to least-cost pricing disciplines
in an effort to reduce costs and become competitive.

Yet, cellular compa-

nies enjoying comparable market leverage fear no such discipline.
This committee. the legislature as a whole, and the California Public
Utilities Commission must take the following actions:
1.

Encourage the CPUC to take swifter and more decisive action to inject

competition in the cellular industry;
2.

Compel the cellular companies to demonstrate why its charges for cellular

service have not dropped;
3.

Compel the cellular companies to create an affordable rate for residen-

tial and small business consumers who use cellular service intermittently and
during off-peak hours;
4.

Investigate Pacific Telesis' recent announcement that it intends to

spin-off its cellular division to ensure that it will not lead to further
market abuses;
5.

Investigate the current barriers-to-entry to the cellular industry and;

6.

Investigate the current pricing structures of the industry that may

discriminate against residential and small business consumers and that may
constitute unfair doublecounting.

